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Author's Foreword

Agriculture cmension work r=equires more than good intentions and
rapport with farmers. The real challenge is usually establishing
credibility in the agriculture skills area.

Agriculture at the small farmer level in a developing country is
a complex endeavor. Farmers have 'nue, they can teach you when it comes
to land preparation, planting, harvesting, using tools, and other
manual skills. Likewise, there are many yieldboosting skills you can
show them, especially in the areas of soil conservation, organic and
chemical fertilizer'Use, and the safe and appropriate use of agricultural
chemicals.

This manual has been designed as an on-the-job reference for soil
management and fertilizer use; hopefully, it will help you along that
sometimes bumpy road to credibility.

I would._!ike to give a special thanks to Susan Cass for the
illustrations V.n this manual.

David Leonard

Please Note: Any suggestions for revisions or additions are welcome.
Write to

Information Eollection and Exchange, OPTC
Peace Corps
806 ConnecticutAvenue
Washington, D.C. 20525
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PART I

STARTING FROM SCRATCH

Some Important Soil Basics

WHAT IS SOIL ANYWAY?

Most soils evolve slowly over centuries from the weather-
ing of underlying rock material and decomposing plant matter.
Some'soils are formed from deposits layed down by rivers and
seas (alluvial soils) or by wind (loess soils).

Soils have '4 basic components: 1. Mineral particles (sand,
silt', clay)

2. Organic matter

3. Water

4. Air i

A typical.saiple of topsoil contains about 50% pore
space with .varyirig proportions of air and water dependifig on
the soil's moistdre content. The other 50% of the volume is
made up of mineral particles (sand, silt, clay/ and or anic
mat er; most7MITEil soils range from 2-6% organic ma er n
t e topsoil by weight. Organic soils like peats are formed 1.
in marshes, bogs, and swamps, and contain. 30-100% organic
matter.

WHY DO SOILS VARY SO MUCH ,

Climate, type of Rprcnt rod:, t ra h veaetation
manaaiMe and tIme,an influence zo ormation ana inter-
act n countlesi-Faterns to produce an amazing variety of

It's_not uncommon to find 2 or 3 differdnt soils with-
in one Small farm that differ markedly in management problems
and crop yield potential.

9
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TOPSOIL vs, SUBSOIL

Dig down a couple feet in most soils, and you'll nctice
2 distinct layers. The TOPSOIL is the darker, upper layer
about 6-12"thick. Most of a crop's roots (like 60-80%) are
found here, since topsoil offers much better conditions for
root-growth. That's because:

1. Topsoil is :pork fertile than subsoil because of its
higher organic matter content (that's why it's darker)
and because most fertilizer nutrients don't move down-
ward after being applied to the topsoil layer.

1. Topsoil islooser,(less compacted) than subsoil because:
plows and hoes usually don't reach the subsc,i1-; organic
matter aids looseness; subsoils tend to be more clayey.

So what good is SUBSOIL., if most of the action takes place
in the topsoil?:

1. An average subsoil is much thicker than the topsoil
and provides a zittiallturgrasaLie during dry
spellS. It's estimated that about half the moisture
needed to grow a crop of corn in the Corn Belt is al-
ready in the subsoil at planting time, while average
rainfall during the crop's growth provides the other
half.

2. Subsoil characteristics like drainage ability and
nutrient content have a,big influence on crop yields.

Making topsoil out oi subsoil: Exposed subsoil (i.e. due to
erosion) can be converted into productive topsoil over several
years through large additions of organic matter (compost, ani-
mal manure, etc.) as long AS there's enough total depth left
(at least 18" or so). More on this in Part la.

THE MINERAL SIDE OF SOILS: SAND,_ SILT: AND CLAY

It would take about 10,000 average size clay particles
to equal an inch vs. only about 125 average sand grains.
Silt is midway between in size.

Sand and Silt

Both sand and silt are JOE broken down rock fragments, .

mainly Quartz (silicon dioxide). Silt partiCles are miniature
sand particles. They don't usually contribute much soil fen«
tility since quartz contains no plant nutrients and the par-
ticles carry no negative charge like clay and humus (see be-
low). Some sands contain sizeable Amounts of micas and feld-

1 0
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spars which aid soil fertility, but this is uncbmmon. Des-
pite their lack of nutrients, sand and the larger of the silt
particles are very beneficial to soil tiaft (ease of working),
drainage, and aeration if present in moderate amounts.

giaz
Aside from their much smaller size, clay particles are

uniquely different from sand and silt:

1,;

A

icles have a ne ative char e: They act like,
magnets by attracting and hold ng those plant nutri-
ients that have a plus (+) charge like ammonium nitro-
gen (NH4), potassium (1(4), calcium (Ca++), magnesium
(ft++), and several others. This greatly cuts down
on nutrient losses from the downward movement of rain
or irrigation water (called 11ACALga losses),

Theyy have.a tremendous surface area: Each :clay par.
tic le is a laminated structure of platelike units.
This lattice makeup plus small size means a huge sur-
face area for attracting plus charged nutrients. One
cubic inch of clay particles easily has 200500 sq,
ft. of surface area.

ney furnish some 1 n nut en : Unlike the sand
and silt partic es, clays are aluminum - silicate minerals
and also contain varying amounts of potassium, calcium,
magnesium, iron, anti other nutrients.. A good part of
a soil's natural fertility comes from its clay fraction,
but this varies a lot with the type of clay (see below).

How Clays Differ

There are a number of different clay types, and most soils
contain at least 2. Theclays found in most temperate zone
soils differ in several important respects from those that
predominate in many tropical soils where weathering has been
more intense.

The 2:1 silicate clay dominate the clay portion of most
temperate zone soils (the ratio refers to the proportion of
silicate to aluminum). Soils'with a high Content:of 2:1
clays are very stick and lastic when wet and,May fora large
cracks upon dry ng. ey a so have a eaU..tr-l-tel*Iln-ative
Chi e (good, for holding larje amounts of charge
ents).

In many well drained and weathered tropical and sub-tropical,
soils, the clay fraction is dominat4by the 1:1 silicate clays
and the hvdrous oxide clays, of iron end aluminum. That s be.
dause centuries of weathering and leaching have removed a lot
of silicate. Unlike the 2:1 clays, these "tropical clays"
are much less sticky and plastic and have better tilth cony.
paratively. Howevertthey tend to have much lower natural

11 ele
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(tertilitI (a lot of their nutrients have been leached out)
and a much lower negative charge (less nutrient holding ability).

IMPORTANT POINT!: Note that good drainage (favorable to leach-
ing3. lots of rainfall, a warm climate, and centuries of weather-
ing are needed to form a true tropical soil (one whose clays
are mainly 1:1 and hydrous oxides). Many soils in the tropics
and sub-tropics are relatively young, poorly drained, or have
formed under low rainfall; such soils are more likely to con-
tain mainly 2:1 temperate type clays in their clay portion;
some may he a mix of both kinds. A distinct red or yellow
color, especially in the subsoilt'is a sign 'of extensiveweather-
ingunder good drainage and usually means that "tropical". clays
dominate the soil's clay portion.

SOIL ORGANIC MATTER

Most actively cropped soils contain only 2-4% organic
matter in the topsoil (by weight). Despite its small propor-
tion,= organic matter plays a vital role in crop production;

1. It greatly improves soil physical cOndit4.op, (tilth)
by loosening up clayey soils and tightening up sandy
soils. Benefits are very noticeable at about the 5 -6%
level.

2. It markedly increases the atax_holdino caoacity of
sandy

3. -'It's an important st reh u -nd
(especially nitrogen, phospPorus, and sulfur which
are. slowly released as organic matter decomposes. It's
estimated that for each 1111,o'cganic matter in the top-
soilv ayield of 10 bushels 1.560 lbs.) of corn can be
obtained per acre (600 )gsahectare) without additional
-fertilizer.

//
'The tiny particles of partially decomposed organic
matter are known as HUMUS aad have a very high negatiVe
cha e compared to most clays. Humus can account for
a arge share of a soil' nutrient holding cap"acity,
especiallrin sandy soils or true "tropical" soils.
It can hold up to 30 times more nutrients than clay.

5.'Humus helpS protect phosphorUs and other nutrients
from becoming tied up,in the' soil. see p.46).

6. It cuts down soil" erosion by binding soil particles
into a crumb like structure that resists.being carted
away by flowing water. It. also lessens water runoff
by making the soil more permeable to rainfall.

12
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IglasuigLlitteider
for Soil,. BUT there's a Catch

A virgin forest or grass soil has a healthy organic mat
ter content (like 6-9%) in the topsoil. Trouble is, once
you start cropping it, this level can decline rapidly for
3 reasons

1. Plowing and hoeing aerate the soil, and this stimu
lates the microbial breakdown of organic matter.
Sure; it may be thrilling to watch old roots, leaves,
and stalks gradually turn crumbly, btt the process
keeps on going right past the humus sage til there's
nothing left.

2. Forest and grass recycle high amounts of organic
matter back to the soil through leaf drop and
dead roots, but most cultivated crops can't come
close to matching this.

3. Crops grown in rows expose-the soil to higher
temperatures which accelerate organic matter
breakdown.

So what's to keep you from maintaining or building up
organic matter levels by adding compost, manure, etc2 It
usually isn't feasible except ,on small areas like home
vegetable*gardens because:

1. It takes a Ilium amount of organic matter to
raise the humus level by even one percentage
point (i.e. from 3% to 4%). Each 1,% soil organic
matter equals 20,000 lbs./acre (22,000 kgs./hectare).
It takes 40,000 lbs. of fresh organic matter to
end up with 20,000 lbs. of humus (partially 'de
composed organic' matter, 0,mg),

2. The problem of organic matter breakdown is es..
peciallvserious in the trop!cs due to higher
temperatures; decomposition takes place 3 times
as fast at 900P than at 60°F. That's one big
reason why the vast majority of successful or
ganic gardening projects are located-in-temperate
climates. For large areas,

i
though it's no picnic

trying to raise o.m. levels even in a cool climate.
In an experiment in New York, adding 25 tons of
stable manure per acre per year raised the topsoil
o.m. level only 2 percentage points after 40 years.
The trick is to concentrate on smaller areas where
you can apply hiqt, amounts without hiring-a
supertanker.

. "'

Despite the uphill battle, there are a numbei of things
you.can encourage_ your farmers to do to at least; minimize

*Vegetable will be shortened to vegil for the rest of this
manual.

. _ _
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organic matter losses. We'll get into the nitty gritty de-
tails in ChapterVI,but here's some general advice:

1. Encourage farmers to return all crop.J44V
to the soil except in the case of spec a s-
ease oi insect problems.

2. Don't prepare land by burning if another method
is feasible.

3. Make applications of manure and compost; unless
1 a farmer can buy manureZIThas a-45-a-humber of

animals in confinement, it'll be hard to come
up with enough for anything but a small area.
More on this on p.57. Compost is practical only
for small areas.

4. Limit tillage operations (plowing, disking, ,hoe-
ing) to the minimum needed for adequate seedbed
preparation and weed control.

5. Rotating low'residue crops likevegies and cotton
with medium residue (corn, sorghum, rice) or
high residue (pasture grass) crops will help? but
few small farmers have this type of flexibility.

6.'If liming is needed to lessen soil acidity (raise
the pH), avoid excessive applications since they
increase microbial breakdown of o.m. Never lime
a soil to a pH above 6.5. Chapter 8 is devoted to
liming.

7. Sreen Manure Crops: That's a term used for grow.
ing a crop like cowpeas, Soybeans, oats, etc.
and plowing it under in the green, immature stage
to add organic matter (legumes like cowpeas and
soybeans will also add nitrogen to the soil).
In some cases it's a good idea, but here's the
problem:

a. Not many small farmers will want
up their land growing a non-cash

b. The effect of green manure crops
lived in the tropics.

to tie
crop.

is short

clr, The green manure crop -may- -use 'up soil mois-
ture needed for the next crop.

In short, you've got the best chance for maintaining or
raising soil o.n. content on small areas. It'll be a real
battle on larger fields.

14
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MORE O11-.SOIL MICRO-ORGANISMS

The soil is a tremendous biological lab with a teaspoonful
containing easily a billion micro-organisms. Some cause plant
diseases, but most are beneficial:

1. They make humus: Many kinds, of soil bacteria and
fungi break down fresh organic matter into crumbly
humus (partially decomposed o.m. that does all those
great things for soil).

2. They release Plant nutrients tied-up in o.m.: Most
of the nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur in fresh
plant residues is tied up in the organic form which
plant roots can't use. Soil microbes convert these
tied-up nutrients into the in-or anic (mineral) form
in the process of breaking own o.m. and make them
available to plants. For example, microbes convert
unusable organic nitrogen to the available ammonium
and nitrate forms like so:

microbes
ORGANIC NITROGEN

microbe
AMMONIUM ---3 NITRATE 0111-1

(unavailable) NITROGEN(NH4) NITROGEN w31

(available) (available)

3. Nitrogen Fixation: Several types of bacteria can
"fix" nitrogen from the air and convert it to a form
that plants can use. The most important type is the
Rhizobia bacteria that form pea-like nodules on the
toots of legumes (plants that produce their seed in
pods like peanuts, beans, peas, clover, alfalfa, soy-
beans). The Rhizobia have a symbiotic (mutually bene-
ficial relationship with the legume; they get fed with
sugars from the roots and supply the host legume with
N taken from the air. Most pasture legumes like
alfalfa, kudzu, clovers, and siratro need no fertilizer
nitrogen thanks to the Rhizobia. Soybeans, peanuts,
and mung beans need little or no extra N as long as
the proper strain of Rhizobia is present. Beans,
peas, and lima beans are less efficient N fixers and
usually need some fertilizer N.

Aside from Rhizobia, blue-green algae can fix useful
amounts of N in floodec rice soils. Azotobacter are
free-living N fixing bacteria commonly found in warm
climate soils: Even so, non-legumes need nitrogen
supplied from chemical and/or organic fertilizers.

15
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PART II

SOIL PHYSICAL PROBLEMS

How to Spot Them and Fix Them

DOWN TO EARTH: Getting to Know vour Area's Soils

It's very hard to make any useful generalizations about
the soils of the tropics and sub-tropics. Remember that cll.
autal., parent rock, topography, time, vegetation, and mane e-

MIMI

ment interact in countless. patterns. won't be surprise o
fin severalseveral kinds of soil on one small farm that-vary marked-
ly in depth, slope, drainage, water hording capacity, texture,
tilth, pH, and fertility. Here's how to get to know your
area's soils:

1. You'll usually get the most useful info on local
soils by talking with the farm ?rs, who earn their
living from them and by examining them yourself.

2. Get hold of any soil survey reports, or other
soil studies on your area.

3. Get a competent extension agent or agronomist
to spend some time in the field with you.

This chapter focuses on soil PHYSICAL PROBLEMS that can
cut crop yields; they're every bit as important as soil PER.
TILITY PROBLEMS (i.e. nutrient deficiencies, too acid or alka-
line a soil) which we'll cover in Part XV.

16
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Some Common Soil Ph sical Problems

Shallow soil

Excessively rocky soil

----Sol-I-comp-action and hardpans

Low water holding capacity

Poor drainage

Crusting of surface soil that prevents
seedling emergence or water intake

Soil erosion

HOW TO SPOT AND TREAT SOIL PHYSICAL PROBLEMS

Using a shovel (or soil probe or auger) and a homemade
slope meter you can check out the 6 vital signs of soil
physical. health: TEXTURE-i-TILTHi-WATER-HOLDING CAPACITYi-
DRAINAGE, DEPTH, and SLOPE.

Let's take them one at a time. Hey, wait a minute, we
haven't said anything about SOIL COLOR; where does it fit ine

What About Soil Color?

The darker the soil, the richer it is, right? Not always.)
In some areas like prairie grasslands of the Great Plains
there is (or was) a direct relationship between color and
humus content-the more black, the more humus. However, in
many other areas, especially the tropics, there's often litt:,o
connection between blackness and humus content. In warmer
climates, humus doesn't often have a black color but tends
to be brown; parent rock can make a soil brown too. Some deer
black soils in the tropics owe their color not to high humus
content but to a reaction of calcium in their limestone parei't
material with only a small amount of humus.

How about red and yellow colors? They usually indicate
extensive weain7ing and oxidation (i.e. good drainage);
dull grew and blues especially in the subsoil, are a sign
of poor orainage. re on that on_piab.

OK, so let's talk about the 6 major features of soil
physical health.

I. SOIL TEXTURE

Texture refers to the relative amounts of
and clay in a soil; it has nothing to do with
ture has a big influenceon soil productivity
needs, since it affects filth, water holding
age, erosion potential, and soil fertility.

17
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Texture usually varies with depth: The subsoil tends to be
more clayey than the topsoil, though the reverse may sometimes
occur.

There are 3 basic texture groups: SANDS, LOAM, CLAYS.
They can be subdivided further:

SANDS LOAMS CLAYS
(Coarse textured soils) (Medium textured) (Fine Textured)

Sands
Loamy sands
Gravelly sands

Sandy loams
Loams
Silt loams
Clay loams
Silty clay loams
Gravelly loams

Sandy clays
Silty clays
Clays
Gravelly clays
Stony clays

Here are the relative %'s of sand, silt, and clay accordino
to soil texture:

(s = sand, si = silt, cl s_--

clay)

85%

55%

6%

5%

45%
0%

Is

10Y;

SANDY
LOAM

37°%3743 /'.5.

60%

0 0%
si 15% --1

SILT
LOAM

LOAM

45%

cI

SILTY CLAY
LOAM

c3
[ sI

CLAY
LOAM

CLAY

18
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Checking att Soil Texture in the Field

Don't worry about distinguishing all the textural types,
but you should be able to tell the difference between a SANDY,
LOAMY, and CLAYEY soil. You cart do that and then some by using
tbm_gMlOelines.Pelow:

Visual
SOIL TYPE 11229arence

Loose, single
SAAR grained

Stueeze Test

When dry and squeezed,
it fail;; apart when
reles3ed. If wet, it
crumples readily when
touched.

Fee.'._ W: en Moi -

Gritty

SANDY
LOAM

Loose When dry and squeezed,
it falls apart readily
when released. If wet,
if forms a cast that
crumbles w/o careful
handling.

Gritty

LOAM Few Clods When dry and squeezed,
it forms a cast that,
needs careful handling.
If wet, the cast can be
freely handled w/o
breaking.

A bit gritty
but slightly
plastid.

SILT
LOAM

(LAY
LOAM

Clody but
clods are eas-
ily broken.

Same as above. Only slightly
ane :A as--

tic; has a tal-
cum like feel.

Cloddy and
lumpy when
dry.

when wet and squeezed,
it forms a cast that
holds together under
heavy handling.

Plastic
a ribbo,I -/ihYn

pinched be'7.uet--.
thumb and ecrr.....

finger Lt
breaks ,?..si,)(4,

CLAY Hard lumps or The wet cast can be
clods wher ary. tossed and caught re-

peatedly w/o breaking.

Very str:e4
plastic;;..ozas
a ribbon c-..os:

_piE PROS AND CONS 0e-SANDY, LOAMY, AND CLAYEY SOILS

.Sands (Coarse Textured Soils)

Sandy soils are easily tilled, resist compaction, and heio
good drainage and aeration-F.11 good qualities for encouraq:..ng
root growth. However, they have a .ow water holding capacizy,
tend to dry out quickly, and are likely to be low in nabur=1
fertility. They tend to be low in clay and humus,makinr
little negative charge to keep plus charged nutrients iron
leaching (see p.31) . Another t-4-lason leaching is a seriou5

9 OW copy A
1
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problem in sandy soils is that water passes the'neg': them ee)
rapidly. However, this does make them more resistant to se71
erosion losses by rainfall, since water tends to Deneteate
rather than to runoff as it does on clayey soils.

Despite the long list o cons, sandy soils are among
themost.pr-oductime_megQtable soils due to their good drainage

o(fewer disease problems) and tolerance of freriti&lt-nizich-triery
traffic without compaction problems,

Loams (Medium Textured Soils

A true loam soil.combines the good points of both sandy
and clayey soils without the bad ones. Sandyloams show the
negative traits of sandy soils to some degree, while clay
foams tend to have some of the problems of clay soils.

Clays (Fine'Textured Soils)

Pros: 1. Hip water holding capacity; they hold' at least
twice as much available water per foot of depth
than sandy soils. That makes thin more drought
resistant and less:prone to leaching.,

2. They tend to have a Sher negative charge than
sandy soils for reasons: more clay particles,
and they also tend to have more organic matter
than sandy soils. This makes for lesn leaching
of plus charged nutrients (see p.39). However,
true tropical clays have a much lower charge
than temperate type clays.

3, They tend to have higher natural fertility
than sandy soils, but not always.

Cons: 1. They're more prone to .29.sardrainzg2,

They're easilvcompacted by machinery, animal,
or foot traffic,

3. They're harder to plow or hoe$ not only in
terms of power. but in terme of ideal moisture
range. If workea when too wet$ they cempaet
and stick. If tilled when too dzy, thay'ee
overly hard ane; cloddy.

4. Soils high in clay tend to crust over and
inhibit seedling emergence feilt can do this
too.,

5. Most clayey sci'ae have a siow water abs:rtion
rate, making them more susce5=EFerosi7-.....
by water runof.L.

20 BEST COPY
AVAIL API F
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CAUTION: Don't Over-generalize:

Don't take the above comparison of sandy, loamy, and
clayey soils too rigidly. Clayey soils aren't necessarily
poorly drained (especially if on a slope) or high in natural
fertility. All sandy soils aren't low in natural fertility
either. Clayey soils are probably the most variable of
-the-3-9roups. _

HOW TO IMPROVE-CLAYEY-AN-D-SANDY---S0-1-LS-----------__

There's lots of hope if you're working with a small
area:

1. Add sand to clay or clay to sand.

2. Add organic matter to both. Compost, manure, rotted
coconut husks seaweed, and sugar mill filter press
cake (cachaza) will loosen and fluff up clayey soils
and help tighten up sandy soils and increase their
water holding capacity. They also supply plant nu-
trients. Sawdust, riee.hulls, and cottonseed hulls
will help loosen a clayey soil but dont do much for
sandy soils or have much fertilizer value. Don't
expect quick results; it may take several years
of high application rates (like I lb./sq. foot
or about 5 kgs. /sq. meter). We'll cover organic
fertilizers and soil improvers in Part VI,

3. Use a 2-3" layer of mulch between the plants. Rice
hulls, peanut hulls, rice straw, grassosawdust, etc.
all make good mulch. It'll keep sandy soils from
drying out quickly and encourage earthworm activity
(good for loosening up clays). Mulching has many
other benefits, and we'll cover 'em all in Partin.

4. Keep animals, machinery and feet off clayey soils
when they're wet to avoid compaction.

5. In poorly drained clayey soils plant crops on raised
beds or ridoekdaring the high rainfall season. Plant-
ing on the flat or in a furrow bott914 is usually recom-
mended for sandy soils when moisture is likely to be
short.

II. SOIL TILTH
NN

Tilth referiN o a soil's physical condition. A soil in
good tilth is easi worked, crumbly, and can readily take
in water when dry. soil in poor tilth is hard to work,
cloddy, and_absorbs wa r_slowls when OrY,.. _TaZIIILAA organic.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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mallgE, and moisture contenI all influence tilth. Soil
tilth isn't static like te4cure either; the tilth of a clay-
ey soil changes markedly .t,ith moisture content.

Tilth is mainly a problem of clayey soils, though the
overly loose condition of sandy soils might be considered
a poor tilth factor*

-HOWTO-MAINTATN-OR-IMPROVE-SOIL TILTS

Apply Organic Matter

c2;:eanic matt.er, is the big key to good tilth, since it
fluffs up clayey soils and binds together sandy soils. Prob-
lem is that it takes regular additions (like several times
a year) of hefty rates to do much good. Few farmers have
access to enough o.m. to cover anything more than a small
area adequately. Slot treatment is one way around this (p.61),

Limit Tillage Operations

Tillage can be good and bad for tilth* Under favorable
moisture conditions, p3 owing or hoeing breaks ur clods into
smaller aggregates and loosens soil for a more favorable
seedbed. However, stirring and shearing the soil stimulates
the microbial breakdown of o.m. Repeated machinery or animal
traffic compacts the soil. Farmers using mechanized equipment
tend to overdo tillage (especially harrowing and rototilling).

Type of Croce

Crops like cotton, tobacco, peanuts, potatoes, and vegies
require frequent cultivation and machinery traffic and also
return a relatively small amount of crop residue to the
soil. Soil tilth will suffer unless additional 0,m. is
supplied or a crop rotation used. Corn, sugarcane, sorghum, and
rice are less harmful to soil tilth since they return more
residues (unless burning is use' and usually require less
seedbed prepacation and cultivation.

Putting land into temporary grass or grass-legume pasture
Will greatly improve tilth; however, the effects are likely
to be short.lived in the tropics and may only last a year
once land is reverted to row crops again. Anyway, few small
farmers have this type of cropping flexibility (livestock are
a costly' and long term investment).

ti BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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III. SOIL WATER HOLDING CAPACITY

How Soils Hold Water

About half the soil's volume is pore space occupied by
air and water. Soils hold water much like a sponge. If
you soak a sponge in water and then lift it out, some of
the water will drain off even if you don't squeeze it. The
same thing happens with soil after a rain or irrigation.
Like the sponge, a good -deal of water remains in t ,hie soil
after the excess has been drained off by gravity. The soil
is now said to be at FIELD CAPACITY, and the retained water
is held in the form of films which are attracted and held
to the surfaces of soil Orticles (this,has nothing to do
with negative chargel.

The catch is that only about HALF the water held at
field capacity is actually available to plants; they'll
wilt and die long before_ the soil is completely dry. Thatls
because much of the water is too strongly held to the soil
parttcles for plant roots to utilize. As soil moisture gets
used up by roots and evaporation, the water films get thinner
and the force of retention stronger. If more water isn't
added, plant roots reach a point where they can no longer
counter the force by which water is held by the soil EVEN
THOUGH THE SOIL STILL CONTAINS ABOUT HALF THE WATER IT HAD
AT FIELD CAPACITY. This is called the PERMANENT WILTING
POINTS and plants will die unless water is added.

AVAILABLE WATER is that portion held between field
capacity and the permanent wilting point:

Total Water---------)

Unavailable 1 Available
water 1

. water
1

1N
Permanent Field

Wilting Point Capacity

How Soils Lose Water

Soils lose water by plant transpiration, surface run-
- oft, Surface evaporationt'and draina ee urairM7757arty)

removes only the surplus water ve field capacity.
The rest is too tightly held by the so 1 particles to be
drained off.

Plant transpiration uses up lots of water; something like
25-7so of water is.transpired into the atmosphere for
every pound of dry matter produced.

23
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Soil surface evaporation losses may sometimes equal
transpiration losses in high rainfall regions and usually
exceed transpiration losses in drier regions. All the
more reason to use mu_ ich whenever possible (see p.67).

Surface runoff losses are important on slopes, especially
on clayey soils with low intake rates. One important side
'benefit of soil conservation measures like contour planting
and terracing is that sloping fields retain more water for
crop growth. Many Volunteers have reported crop yield in-
creases due to soil conservation practices.

'Now Soil Texture and Organic Matter
Influence Water Holding Capacity

Texture has a big influence on water holding capacity:

Sands

Loamy Sands

Sandy Loamy

Fifie'Sandy

Clay Looms

Clays,

Inches of Available Water
He d per ft of S 1

0.2$ -0.75"

0.75.1425"

1.00.1.50"

Loam 1.50-1.75"

1.75- 2.5"

2.00 . 2.5"

Humus (partially decomposed organic matter) increases
water holding capacity, especially in sandy soils. ,

Now take a look below:

0

1 ft

2ft

3ft

4ft

Depth to which 3"
will refill a soil
capacity from permanent
ing point.
SANDY LOAM LOAM
IfilErrnsimmitsintsuremesstismomi wiemossiminim osmium

of water
to field

wilt-

CLAY

enessmiii
IININN011i

MINN IBM IINIMNINIBUNIENINNOilli
NIMMINENNI
lin11111111
IIIMMINENIIimmiromispamualsMIII11/.111

NEUMANNMINIMMIME
INININLIII
111111111111111MN"iliOnliM1

31112111m ii
11EIIIII
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HOW MUCH WATER DO PLANTS NEED? HOW OFTEN?

That depends on soil texture, At e of growth, rooting
let!9 tem erature, relative humi_y, And w n HereTs some
gu_ el nes:

1. Sandy soils need more frequent (about twice as often)
but lighter waterings than clayey soils since they
can store only about half as much water per foot of
depth.

2. The shallower the root system or the soil, the more
often watering is needed. Tiny veggie seedlings with
roots only an inch or so deep may need watering 1-2
times a day on a very sandy soil or once every 12
days on a clayey soil. As roots grow deeper, watering
Intervals can be spread out. However, well.establishod
lhttuce or other naturally shallow rooted crops will
need more frequent (but lighter) waterings than field
corn or other deep-rooted crops.

EnetnisRftetha01xma_Mum
17.1gsglanaJimallsasIxaggri

(36.48")
MOderptelv Deep

48.24")
Shallot,/

Broccoli Beans
Brussels sprouts Beet
Cabbage Carrot
Cauliflower Chard
Celery Cucumber
Chinese cabbage Eggplant
Garlic Muskmelon,
Lettuce MUstard
onion Pea
Parsley Pepper
.Potato Squash, summer
Radish Turnip
Spinach Rice
Sweet Corn

(More than 48")

Asparagus
Elean lima
Parsnip
PuApkin
Field corn
Sorghum,
Sqt:ash, winter
Sweetootato
'Tomato
Watermelon
Sugarcane

3. Plant-demand for water increases with growth and reaches
peak around flowering or fruiting time (moisture

stress at, this time can really hurt yields). In Warm
weather, most very young crops will use about hrln* of
water per-week (sum of soil evaporatibn + plant trans-
piration). Peak usage rates for old crops run around
11/4.214" a week, depending on crop- type, temperature,-
wind, and relative humidity.(high wind, temperature,
and low relative humidity raise crop water needs).

4. Most common mistake is to overwater young plants and
underwater older ones. Shallow watering tncouragis a
shallow root system; roots won't penetrate into dry soil.

*A layer of water 1" deep = 7 gal/m2.

25
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Overwatering can cause drainage problems -and leaching losses
o nutrients like ,N. Farmers in low rainfall, irtlgated
areas will often pre-irrigate the, soil to full rooting depth
before planting to avoid getting behind -later in the season.

4. Once roots are well established, shoot for a watering ap-i
plication of 1211° per irrigation deixinding on soil tex-
ture, plant lemand, and depth of rooting*

..

How to Measure h bf Watering: Use a -1/2" diameter
iron rod slightly tapered at one end and about 241 long.
Wait about a day after a rainfall or irrigation and push the
rod into the soil; it411 penetrate readily til it strikes dry
soil (unless there's a hardpAn).

Youcanmeasure the Amount of eater app3jied by rainfall
or sprinkler irrigation using a tin can or' rain gauge.
Amounts below a quarter inch aren't too useful since they
can be quickly lost by evaporation from the upper soil sur-
face. Keep accurate rainfall records!

Deciding When to Water: Don't wait for plants to show; visible
moisture stress signs. Wilting, leaf rolling, or in some crops
(like bedis) .a blUe-green color are all signs.of water need
and can cut yields, especially at flowering or pollination.

A good guide is to apply water before one half of the
root zone's. avail able water has been used up* Plants take
about 40% of their water needs from the top quarter of the .

root zone; once this top quarto; gets down near available
water, it'll soon be time to apply more.' You can estimate
the percentage of available water by squeezing the soil in
yout hand and using the table in the Appendix CO0'152). Don't-
confUse this test with thw.texture test!

A,reasonably accurate method is to figure that most well
established crops will use about 2 inches a week. tlt will take
7 gallons per square meter to apply 1 ina of water, i.e., 0.6
gal /sq. ft.)

'IV: SOIL DRAINAGE

All major crops except rice need oxygen from the soil
so they can take in water and nutrients. A poorly drained
soil ,sacks enough oxygen in its pore spaces for good growth.
Drainage is the soil's ability to get rid of .excess water
(both surface and Subsurface water),and is affected by-
topography, depth, texture, and hardpans.

IkaIUIOILAIMIJAIWLiLLggJffSs

1. T000gravh9: Soils with a slope seldom 'Have drainage
problemn(flat soils or the depressions in undulating
fields should be'suspect.

.

PnItl..f-46,761r7c.7r-
41..-vi-iot.g. 6
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Crop Appearance: Crops in poorly drained portions
a a field will be noticeably shorter and yellower
and have standing water around them for a day or more
after a good rainfall or irrigAtion.

3. Testing for Poor Drainage: Dig a hole 2-3 ft. deep
and fill with water; allow to drain, and refill it

4 again; the water level should drop at least 1" every
hour and disappear in 24 hours. If not, only shallow
rooted crops are likely to grow well.

4

4. Subsci3. Color as a Drainage Indicator: 40, reddish-.
brown, and yellow subsoil color usually means good
drainage; it means that the soil's iron and manganese
are in the oxidized form (i.e. oxygen is present).
Cull greys and blues mean poor drainage. Some soils
alternate between good ant poor drainage (like wet
season vs. dry Season); if so, the subsoil will have
alternate streaks of bright and,dull colors (called
mottling).

..%

. Hard pans can restrict drainage.

.Coping with'Drainage Problems

1. Surface drainage problems (i.e. standing water) can
often be cured by digging drainage.ditches or by
land leveling to smooth out depressions.

.
Subsurface drainage problems aren't as,- easily cured.
Planting crops on raised- beds or z idges is a big help.
Subsurface tile drain systems are used in,the U.S.
Sometimes deep tillage can break up a hardpan layer
that impedes downward water movement. Sometimes rice
is the only feasible -crop where there are no dainago
remedies.

3. If hard pan restricts drainage, double digging or
other form of deep tillage may be eZfectiVe, though
benefits may be temporary.

Seed Boxes have Special Drainage Problems

ShalloW containers only.a few inches deep are used to
start out some vegie seedlings that are to be transplanted.
Unless you use a super coarse soil mixture, drainage problems
are likely. That's'because there's no suction force to aid
in drawing water down once it reaches the bottold of the con-
tainer. The same thing happens when you hang wet clothes
on the 'line. If you use normal soil in a-shallow container,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 27
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at the very least the bottom half will be 'too poorly drained
for root growth; even the soil in the seed zone can remain
so wet that germination is severely affected. We'll get
into making a good container soil in Part III.

t'

V. SOIL DEPTH

There's often a big difference between soil depth and
useful soil depth. Compaction, hardpans, and poor drainage
can all restrict root growth even on very deep soils. If
you're working with a soil that's 6 ft. deep but the water
table is only 3 ft. below the surface, you've barely got
3 ft. of useful soil. High subsoil acidity can limit root
growth too (see p.41).

Here's a semi-helpful depth classification:

Depth
(Topsoil + Subsoil)

Deep soils 36" or more

Mod. deep'soils 20-36"

Shallow soils 10-20"

Very shallow less than 10"

Of course, it makes a big difference what lies beneath
(i.e. solid rock vs. gravel vs. porous limestone) in terms
of drainage.

Coping with Depth Problems

On a small area, you can always add more soil to build
up depth. If stuck with a very shallow soil, you'e.usually
better off growing shallow rooted crops (see table on p.17)
Potatoes, onions, radish, cabbage, and lettuce are likely to
cope with shallow soil better than field men, tomatoes, or
okra.

Remember that just because a crop is deep rooted doesn't
mean that its roots will grow deep (even in a deep soil).

VI. SLOPE AND EROSION CONTROL

Slope is usually measured in terms of waslat rather
than decrees. Land with a 10% slope has a drop of 10 ft.
for, every 100 ft. of horizontal distance for a 10 meter drop
per'100 meters of horizontal distance). A 100% slope has
one foot of fall per one-foot of horizontal distance and
equals 45 degrees; 28
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A fields slope has a big effect on the amount of water
runoff and. soil erosion. In high rainfall areas, soil con-
servation measures are needed once the slope gets over 1-2%.
An unprotected soil with a 4-5% slope can easily lose 50 TONS
of soil per acre yearly. Here's some more scare figures:

1. Doubling the slope increases erosicn losses by
150%.

2. Doubling the length of slope increases soil losses
by 50% (more chance for water flow to build up and
gain speed). The soil transporting power of flowing
water varies with the 6th power of its velocity.

Soil Erosion's Toll

1, It carts away the best part ea the topsoil, The small-
est soil particles are the ones most easily moved, and
that means the clay and humus particles that have so
many nutrients and other benefits. The eroded
material is usually 2-5 times richer in nutrients than
the topsoil from which it came.

2. It destroys productive crop and forest land through
soil removal and gulley formation.

3. It silts up rivers and streams and hydro-electric dams.

How to Measure Soil Slope

No need for a store-bought inclinometer; you can measure
slope accurately enough using one of these 2 methods&

Method 1: Get hold of a carpenter's string level ("nivel de
pita" in Spanish) and hang it on a string at least
100 inches long.

Anchor one end of the string to the ground using
a small stake; hold the other end of the string
directly downslope from the string and raise it
til the string level shows a level grade.

Measure the vertical distance between the end of
the level string and the ground. That gives you
the.vertical drop. Determine the slope % like so:

% slope = Vertical drae(in inches or cmS.)
3;:ring length (in inches or cmse)

It's really easy if the string is 100 inches long'
because the vertical drop in inches equals the
% slope directly. However, 100" is too short for
an accurate measurement unless the slope is very
uniform and smooth. 200" would be better. Whether
you use incties or centimeters, picking a round
number makes division easier29
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Even if the slope is fairly
uniform, take several readings at
different locations.

(tom+. e ti
re,

T. P. co s

Sample Problem: Suppose your string is 400 centimeters
long (4 meters) and that you measure
a vertical drop of 36 centimeters. The
slope would be:

% slope = 36 cms. 9 9%
400 cmse 100

Method 2: This one gives you.the slope in degrees which
you'll then need to convert to percent, but it's
still pretty easy.

A. Grab a flat piece of board about 10-12" long,
46" wide, and 11-1" thick. Glue a 6" long
plastic protractor to it like so:

An or a nail in the center o1 the protractor's
fl t Side. Suspend a thin string or thread
from the nail and tie a small weight on the
end so that it clears the degree quadrant
and the board. Afix a nail at each end of the
board's topside to use,as Sights, and you're
ready.

30
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C. You'll need 2 assistants. Stand face to
face with one assistant and find what part
of her/his body your eye meets, e.g. nose,
forehead. Send her/him directly upslope
from you about 20 feet or so. Hold the
slope indicator up to your eye. Aim it at
your assistant. Align the nail sights at
the same part of the assistant's body where
your eye height had reached, e.g. nose,
forehead. Assistant if/ then reads off the
degree mark crossed by the hanging string.

D. If the string rests on the 84° mark, then
the actual slope angle is 6° (i.e. 90° -
84° = 6°). Use the table on page 153 to
convert degrees slope to percent slope.

THE DYNAMIC DUO: Raindrop Splash and Surface Flow

Before getting into soil conservation methods, it helps
to know your enemy. Raindrop splash and surface flow are
the culprits when combined with soil slope.

Raindro Splash: Raindrops act like miniature bombs whose
hammer like action does several nasty things:

1. It compacts the soil surface which reduces intake
and increases runoff of water.

2. It breaks down clods and crumbs and moves the separ
ated particles by splash.

3. It keeps particles in suspension which helps surface
flqw cart them away.

Raindrop splash is no big deal on flat ground as far as
erosion, but when comblAid with slope it's bad news.

31
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Surface Flow: One acre-inch of water weighs 113 tons. On 2-4%
(5wFlurwwruFzE you're more likely to see sheet erosion, a
uniform removal of soil. As slope and rainfall increase, water
flow tends to channelize and cause, rill and uullfy erosion
(a rill is jusT1iMMmini-gulley),

Most erosion control methods are geared to reducing
surface flows although there are ways of minimizing rain-
drop splash (we'll cover both).

Is Slope the Only Factor in Erosion Susceptibility?

Slope is definitely the biggie, but there are several
other factors:

1. Rainfall Amount and Intensity: Intensiris niUdh more`
Important than rainfall total, and the tropics are
notorious for torrential cloudbursts.

2. Amount of Ground Cover (crop cover or mulch): Row crops
leave much of the soil exposed, resulting in much more
erosion than denser crops like small grains, sugarcane,
and especially pasture. Take's look at the results of
a trial run in Puerto Rico on 40% slopes and 80" yearly
rainfall: (next page)

Cropping Pattern
Annual Soil Losses
in Tons per Acre

Bare soil 126 tons

Rotation (sweetpotatoes,
corn, etc.)

Sugarcane

Pasture grass

17.5

7.5

1.2

Mulching (see p.67) is another highly effective way of
combatting raindrop splash. One study showed a 75% decrease in
erosion from leaving 750 lbs. of straw per acre on the surface.
Mulching also cuts down water runoff by preventing raindrop
splash from compacting and sealing off the soil surface.

3. Soil Tilth and Pertheability: Soil organic matter helps
maintain a crumbl4ke structure that resists being broken
down by raindrop splash and also keeps soils more
permeable. Sandy soils have lower erosion losses than
clays since their large particles are more resistant to
transport. They're also more permeable.
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SOIL CONSERVATION METHODS

Under small farmer conditions, there are 4 conservation
methods of varying effectiveness (aside from mulching and
crop rotation). They all involve soil engineering:

1 ContourCromagi: This means running your plow furrows
and crop rows on the contour instead of up and down.
It's most effective on 2-8% slopes not more than 300
feet long and will reduce, soil losses by about 50%.
On slopes' over 8%, contour plowing by itself becomes
increasingly less effective unless combine( with a
terracing or ditch-bank system.

4001.101K0)1P

%L4k-liti4x4411.

-44-114-V-AL.Star-4°"*.it''

Contour Striperopping: Strips of dense crops such as
grass and small grains are alternated wish strips of
row crops; it's most effective on 2-12% slopes less
than 400 ft. long.

Conto Ditch & Barrier S a em: This system is rea-

sonab y effect ve up to slopes of 45%. Small ditches

running on the contour are dug at intervals down the

slope (the steeper the slope, the closer the ditches).

The excavated soil is placed on the downhill side of

the ditch to act as a dike. A foot d-wide live barrier

of coarse growing grass (elephant, guinea, etc.),
pineapple, or sisal is planted just above the upper
side of the ditch to aid in soil retention. Crops

are planted on the contour. The ditches have a 11-1%

slope to aid water flow and lead to a grassed waterway.
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4, Rocl Wall : ,Sot1 conservation PCV's in El Salvador
eve successfully used rock walls on hilly farmland
that's full of rocks.' The walls are built on the
contour at intervals down the slope and collect*soil
that would otherwise be lost. Over time this system
helps lessen slope as the soil piles up in front
of the. walls which are about ft. wide and 3-4
ft.high.

Note that all 4 methods act to shorten slope length
and therefore decrease water flow volume and velocity. They
not only fight erosion but increase water intake by soil as
well; this will boost crop yields in a dry year.

All 4 methods also involve being able to mark out con-
tour lines, so let's talk about that.

HOW TO LAY OUT CONTOUR LINES

There are several easy-to-make devices for laying out
contour lines with the needed accuracy, but the A-frame is
one of the best and easiest to make.

How to Build & Calibrate an A-Frame

A. Build the A frame as above using either lumber il,c2's
or 23:2111) or polescut from brush. Nails or twine
can be used 'to hold it together:. The cross-arm is
placed about half-way up. The string with end weight
should be hung from a nail placed midway in the juncture
where the 2'legs meet.
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B. Calibration: To find-the level mark'on the cross-arm,
choose a semi.level spot of ground and pound a couple
6-8" stakes halfway into the soil et a distance equal
to the spread of the A-frame's legs. Place the A-
frame on the stakes and make a pencil mark where the
plumb line comes to rest. Then reverse the legs and
make a 2nd mark. 'The true level mark should be halfway
in-between. To double check your calibration, adjust
the stakes so that the plumb-line rests on the level
mark; then reverse the A-,frame, and if the plumb-line
returns to the level mark, your calibration is OK.

Co Using a level instead of a Plumb-line: You can use
a string level or small carpenter's level instead of
the plumb-line; it's quicker. Before tying the level
to the center of the cross-arm, make sure the A-frame
legs are resting on level ground (i.e. the plumb-line.
should.indicate level). You may have to whittle away
at the cross-arm to get the levelpositioned so that
the bubble rests between the 2 cross hairs.

HOw_to Lay Out Contour Ditch -Banks with an A-Frame

The contour ditch-bank system (ditch & harrier) can be
easily layed out with an A-frame. Here's ?IOW:

1. Measure the Field's Slope: The spacing of the ditches
depe-nds on the slope. Determine the slope and then
use the table on p.153 to find the correct spacing.

2. Stake Out the Ditch Intervals: Start at the top of
the field and proceed straight downslope the distance
indicated in the table. Suppose the slope is 30%;
the interval between ditches would be 19' 8", so
the first ditch would be placed 19' 8" downslope from
the top. .Place a stake to mark the first ditch and
continue downhill marking the location of the other
ditches. If the slope noticeably changes, you should
measure the variations and adjust the ditch spacings
according to the table.
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3. Mark Out the Contour Ditch Lines with Stakes: You'll
nee lots of stakes, since they'll be spaced at intervals
equal to the A-frame's leg span. Begin at the top or
the bottom ditch location and place one of the A-frame
legs next to the master stake. Move the other leg up
or downhill til the plumb --line reads level and pound
in a stake at that point. YOu've just started a con-
tour line. Now move the A-frame so that the leg that
rested next to the first master stake now rests next
to the 2nd stake; move the stake-less leg up and down
til the plumb-line marks level and pound in a third
stake flush with that leg. Continue across the field
repeating the process til you reach the end. Do the
same for the other ditch locations. You can save stakes
along the way by taking out every other stake once a
contour line is well established and using them farther
along.

4. Even Out Irregularities: You don't want to end up, with
ditches full of zigs and zags, so try to smooth out
any ragged portions by slightly altering the stakes.

A 12 el_1- I _si_ avi ...z 31-
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5. Di in the Ditchel: Begin by tracing,out the ditch
line with a hoe or animal drawn wooden plow to give
you a guideline. A plow will save some digging. Be-
gin by making the ditch,1200 (30 cms.) wide and 12"
deep like so:

To prevent the ditches from eroding,the sides should
then be tapered like so:

A live barrier (or use rocks) *should be installed immedi.;--!
ately 'above the uphill side-of the to prevent
soil from filling it in. A live barrier should be
about 12" (30 crop.) wide; a Close growing grass like
elephantt-guinea, or jaragua works gnat; so does pine-
apple or sisal.

kits or no Dikes?: Some experts recommend building
kes everyr5 meters (16') in the ditches.to prevent

excessive flow in the ditches. Others feel flow won't
be excessive if the ditches don't slope more thal11%.
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7. Making a Grassed Waterway: It's unlikely that the
ditches won't have runoff on the ends* The runoff
water can do lots of damage unless it runs dote an
erosion-proof grassed waterway.* Dense, semi-short
grasses like kikuyu, centipede, carpet, and Bermuda
work well if'you can keep them from spreading into
the field.

Remember that crops are planted on the contour using
the ditches as guidelines. It's a very effective systems
especially if the crops are grown on ridges or hille
during the growing season to provide further erosion barriers.
Always recalibrate an A-:game on owl) new occasion you use it.

How to Build a 1% Slope into an A.Frame

Many bulletins recommend that. the contour ditches have a
114% slope to facilitate water movement so the ditches don't
overflow. Here's how to build in a .1% slope (don't go over
that):

1. Place the A-frame on a level' surface so the plumb-line
rests on the level mark. Raise one leg up a distance,
equal to 1% of-the leg-span (i.e. if legs. are 72" apart,
1% would equal about 3/4"). Make a mark where the
plumb-line rests, and draw a short arrow from the mark
pointing toward the unraised

2. Return the A-frame to level and raise the other leg
the same distance. Make another mark where the plumb
jinq rests, and draw another arrow pointing 'toward
the unraised leg.im

Usin the 1% Slope AFrame: The arrows refer to the direction
n w ich the ditch will run downhill at 1% when the plumb-line
rests on the mark adjacent to it. When laying out a ditch line
across the field always use the same mark from start to finish.
Some bulletins recommend running half the ditcheS one way and

half the other to avoid overloading one waterway.

What about an A-f-ame yith carpenter's 1:tvo1:- Best way to
build a slope into it is to make one leg sheIrter than the
other by an amount equal to 1/2-1% of the span. Draw an
arrow on the. cross-bar pointing toward the lenla leg; that's

t. the direction in which the ditch will gently'slope downhill.

BEST COPY AVM.,ali:
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PART III

SEEDBED: PREPARATION .

Getting Crops Off to a Good Start

THE WHAT AND WHY OF TILLAGE

Tillage is the use of implements to prepari-land for
planting and has 4 purposes:

1. To break up clods and loosen the soil to favor-
seed germination, seedling emergence, and root, -
growth.

2. To chop up and/or bury the previous.cropts residues
so they don't interfere with the new crape.

3. To control weeds.

4. TO shape the kind of seedbed most suitable for the
particular soil, climate, and crop (1...e6 raised beds,
ridges, flat beds, etc.).

SOME COMMON =IMAGE EQUIPMENT

Moldboard Plow: Depending on size and soil conditions, it
penetrates 6-10" and inverts the furrow
slice it cuts through whidh makes it very
effective for burying weeds and residues.
.Soth animal drawn and tractor drawn models
are used.. It's used 1= the initia tillage
operation, though bulky residues like corn
stalks have to be cut up with a disk: harrow
first.
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t.

Disk Plow: Better suited than the moldboard to hard, clayey,
or sticky ground but doesn't bury'residues as

.o effectively; handles rocky ground well; comes in
tractor and-animal drawn models.

_Wooden Plow: Designs go back many centuries; some have a
metal tips aniMal drawn. The wooden plow
doesn't invert the soil or bury residues
but basically makes grooves through the soil;
effectiveness depends a lot on 'soil type and
moisture content.

Disk Harrow: Usually used after plowing to smooth and pul-
verize the soil; also used,to chop upcoarse
residues before plowing. ,Models having sqal-
loped disks (cutaway disks) cut crop' residues
better and penetrate deeper. Large, heavy
duty versions (often called Rome plows) can
sometimes substitute for plowing. Animal and
tractor drawn disk harrows are available. Also
used to.kill weeds immediately before planting.

Rototillers: They come in self-powered and tractor-drawn
(and powered) models and thoroughly pulverize
the soil'and handle crop residues; power re-
quirement is' high; heavy duty models aan be
used for a once-over complete tillage job.

Hand Implements: The hoe, shovel, turning fork, and rake
do a highly effective job on small areas;
by using a double-digeina system (see p.14),
you can even loosen the subsoil.

A Quickie Way t;'Ettimate the'Amountof Land
'that can be Worked by Farm auipment in a Dav

. '1
Acres per Hour Speed (in m.p.h.) X Width_ol Implement (In Ft.l

10

Hectares per Hour it Speed (kmssihr_.) X Width (ins meters)
12

Example: Hcw many acres/hr. c be plowed by a tractor
pulling a 3 disk pl with a 42" cut at 4 m.p.h?

Acres/hr. m 4 x 3h . 1.4.acres per hour
10

. The formula icludes a 20%, time allowance for turning at row
ends.

01. 88 ft. per minute ,,i,mtp-A.; 55 ft. per minute or 17
meters per minute m 1 km. per hour..

4 0. BST COPY Mt! 4n1
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THE ABUSES OF TILLAGE AND HOW TO AVOID THEM

Tillage can either enhance or destroy good soil tilth.
Sure, plowing and harrowing break up clods and loosen up
the topsoil, but the stirring and shearing action stimulate
microbial breakdown of beneficial organic matter and may
also- pulverize the soil too much. Machinery, animal, and
foot traffic compact soil under clayey and wet conditions.

The 2 implements most likely to harm tilth are the
disk harrbw and the rototiller; most farmers overdo it
with the disk harrow by making repeated passes to suppress
weeds or- smooth the soil. Harrowing kills one stand of
weeds but encourages another by bringing more woied seeds
closer to the surface where they can germinate (the Supply
.of weed seeds is inexhaustible). It's very easy to over-
pulverize the soil with a roto-tiller.

The Ideal Seedbed: The only part of the seedbed that needs
to be reasonably clod free is the narrow row zone where the
seeds are planted. Your're better off keeping the spaces
between the rows in a less worked, semi- cloddy condition
it'll discourage weed germination and help maintain tilth.

In the past 15 years, minimum tillage systems likei plow-
ing and planting in one operation have.gained favor in the
States and Europe; one big side benefit is lowered machinery
costs.

MAKING THE-RIGHT SEEDBED FOR THE CROP_, SOIL, AND LIMATE

Seedbed Finenesft

It's the jape of seed that mainly determines how fine
the row zone soil needs to be for good germination.

Small vs. Larvae Seeds: Large seeds have more/power than small
ones, and many can handle a fairly rough seedbed. Small seeds
(i.e. cabbage, -eggplant, turnip, etc.) are more delicate and
need a finer seedbed fort2 reasons: 1. They don't have the
strength to handle clods; 2. They require very *hallow plant-
ing (1/4 -1/2") and cloddy soil doesn't allbw this precision.

MonocotS vs. Dicots: 1 Monocot seedlings (corn, sorghum, 'rice,
wheat, oats, grasses, onions, and garlic); break through the
soil in the shape of a spike which lessens the need for a
fine seedbed. Dicots (beans, peas, peanuts, and nearly all
vegies) have much less clod-handling power since they don't
emerge as spikes. Large seed divots don't need as fine a
seedbed as- -small seed ones.

1. honcNcots have one cotyledon iseed lleaf) and long harrow
leaves with the veins running parallel the ion; way.
Dicots -hare 2 geedleaves' and broader leaves with veins
in a feather type (pinnate) patter,



Seedbed Shape

The ideal seedbed shape varies more with the climate
and soil than with the crop. The common ones are:

FLAT SEEDBEDS: Used where soil moisture is adequate for
crop growth and there are no drainage problems. It's
common foi corn, sorghum, and beans to be flat planted and
then hilted up with soil as-the season progresses.'

RAISED SEEDBEDS: In areas of high rainfall and/or poor-------.--
drainage, crops are usually planted on raised up beds or
ridges to keep them froM getting "wet feet". Railed beds
are e- t al when crop* are furrow irrigated. They're
espy all suited for vegie growing, since they keep'the
so looser nd make for less bending over. Soil borne
disease pro ems are less likely too. They can be used
on sandy soil or under low rainfall conditions, but.some
type of 1-"h (see p. 67) is needed to cut moisture
losses. You can also vary the height of the beds to con
trol moisture retention (low beds for the dry season, high
ones during the wet).

SUNKEN SEEDBEDS: Under low rainfall Or sandy soil conditions,
,crops can be Profited in slightly sunken beds or in the bottom
of furrows where moisture is higher, Under these conditions,.
shallow rooted crops like onions with frequent watering needs
are grown in shallow basins a couple inches below normal soil
level. Field crops like corn can be' sown in the furrow bottom,
and then soil from the ridges'is thrown into the seed row
for weed control.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A WORD OF ADVICE: You'll find that local farmers have plenty
of seedbed savvy, so beware of tampering with time-tested
methods without first considering all the angles.

SOME HANDY SEEDBED SKILLS

How to Double Dig

Double digging is a great way to deep till small areas of
compacted soil, since it enables you to loosen up some of the
denser subsoil too. It'll benefit deep-rooted crops like
tomatoes, eggplant, pepper, beans, and squash more than shallow
growing crops like cabbage, radish, onions, garlic, and lettuce.
You can double dig with just a shovel but a turning fork helps.
Here's how. Doing it is the easiest way to understand. Get
a shovel and follow these instructions on a 4 ft. x 4 ft_ slot.

1. Divide the plot in half and mark the Centerline.
Start by digging a 2 ft. wide trench down to the
depth ofthe shovel blade, running from one corner
of the plot to the middle, Pile the soil just outside
the plot and neat the centerline (it'll be used to
fill in the final trench).

If available, spread an inch.or two layer of compost
or manure over the undug portion of the plots

3. Use the shovel or a turning fork (better) to loosen
up (not invert) the soil in the trench bottom.

4. Push into the trench bottom the compost or manure
that's on top of the next 2 ft. strip and then work'
it into the loosened 'subsoil.

S. Dig the next 2 ft. strip and invert the soil into
the first trench to fill it up. Then treat the
2nd strip as per .steps 3 and 4.

6. Continue on around the entire plot; the final trench
will be adjacent to the first one but on the other
side of the centerline; it's filled with the soil
you dumped outside the plot in step 1.

The compost and manure help condition and enrich the
subsoil. Try to avoid mixing the subsoil with.the topsoil.

HOw to Cope with Soil Crusting Problems,

Some soils high in clay or silt and in poor tilth tend
to form a cement like crust at the surface after rain or
watering; it can seriously affect seedling emergence,
especially the blunt dicot seedlings (see pm32). Using a
post-planting mulch over the seed row helps.a lot. It
absorbs raindrop.splesh and keeps 'the soil surface moist.1

''14 A healthy soil organic matter content is the best defense
against crusting; compost and maw are a big help.

. .
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and less crusty. A °grow through" mulch like sawdust or
rice hulls is best. Straw or grass can be used but if
not removed as soon at seedlings start emerging they'll
quickly becomeleggy and prone to dipping-off disease.

How to Make VD a Seedbox Soil Mix

Straight soil by itself just doesn't cut it as a plant-
ing medium for seedbexes. When confined in a shallow con-
tainer, it's usually too poorly drained-gravity isn't strong
enough to pull the excess moisture out (see p.19). Here
are a few recipes for seedbox soil mixes used for growing
transplants: (all mixes except #4 need heat 9r formaldehyde
sterilization to prevent damping off disease).

1. 1:1 :1 Sand-Soil-Compost. Modify the ratio to
Suit the soil you're using (if already sandy,
use less sand).

2. A 2:1 rice hulls%soil mix. One advantage is it's
light weight, but it may dry out quickly.

31 A 1:3 sand-compost mix. Rotted coconut husk fibers
run through a 1/4" mesh screen make a great compost.

4. You can make an excellent' mix called Peatlite if
sphagnum peatmoss and vermiculite (made from heat
popped mica) are available at a reasonable price:

2 gals. sphagnum peatmoss (shridded)

2 gals, horticultural vermiculite
(#2 grade-semi-coarse)

11/2oz. dolomitic limestone (contains both
d'ilciUm and magnesium); 11/2 21/2 tbs.

2 teaspoonfuls
1
of superphosphate (0«20.4)

4 tablespoons' (1 /4 cup) 5.10-5 Ibrtilizer°2
or equivalent.

The mix contains enough nutrients for 6 weeks
(should be plenty of time) except maybe N

1. Refers to level teaspoonfuls and tablespoonfuls; 1 level
tsp.: 5 c.c.; 1 level tbs. w 15 c.c.

'2. Use a 1:2:1 ratio fertilizer if possible; 4 tbs. 5-10-5
5 is sof12-24-12. A 1:2:2 fertilizer like 10-20..20

is more ikely to cause burning unless you'-cut the rate
back a third or so.

'3o If plants start to yellow from N deficiency (due-to
leaching losses), water.'em with a solUtion of 1 tbs.
ammonium sulfate (fig taps. urea) per gal. of water;
Wash off leaves with plain water afterards; one applies-

,
tiOn should do it.
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PART IV

19NE IMPORTANT SOIL FERTILITY BASICS

For most PCV's, fertilizer use is one of the more eso-
teric aspects of the ag scene. How and when do you apply
them? How much and what kind? What about the chemical vs.
organic controversy; We'll try to cover it all in the next
few chapters, but first on to some important soil fertility
basics.

HOW PLANTS GROW

Plants grow by enlarging their cells and developing new
ones at their shoot and root tips. Growth requires sugars
and proteins. Sugars are made in the green cons by
svnthesil when carbon dioxide from the air. combines with
water from the soil with the aid of ounliaht and chlorophyll,
(the green pigment in plants).

walls
s are used for energy and to make cellulose (for

cell ). and starch (food storage). Proteins are formed
by combining sugar and nitrogen and are raiaWhake proto-
plasm (a vital partwof cell fluid):

Wiri_o__qtytztt_liktiftilun: The plant mineral nutrients are
supplied by the soil and fertilizers; they're absorbed through
the soot hairs. (tiny delicate protrusions from the root sur-
facel in the form of Asm (molecules with a plus or ,minus
charge). Some, like'potassium and magnesium, are needed for
sugar formation, while nitrogen is an essential ingredient
of protein.
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AVAILABLE vs, UNAVAILABLE FORMS OF NUTRIENTS

Aside from water, oxygen, and CO,, plants need some
14 other nutrients: NITROGEN! PHOSPHORUS, PoTASSIUM, CAL.
CIUM, MAGNESIUM, SULFUR, IRON, MANGANESE, COPPER, ZINC,
BORON, MOLYBDENUM, SODIUM, AND CHLORINE (these last two
are rarely deficient).

Each of these mineral nutrients occurs in both avail-
able and unavailable forms in the soil. Only about 1 -2%
of a soil's potassium is actually available to plants; most.
of the other 9840t is tied up as part of rock fragments
and clay particles and is very slowly released by weather-
ing; some potassium is temporarily trapped between the
plate-like units that make up clay particles.

Likewise, only about 1-2% of a soil's rits_ova is
readily usable by plants. The rest is in the organic form
which is unavailable until it's been mineralized into
ammonium or nitrate by soil microbes (see p.7 ).

The same goes for each of the other nutrients in vary-
ing degrees, depending on soil conditions. Soil _pH (acidity
or alkalinity) has a big effect on nutrient availability.

THE NUTRIENT HOLDING ABILITY OF A SOIL: Why it's Important

Some soils are much more prone to losing nutrients by
leaching (downward movement of water) than others; leaching
losses vary with a soil's texture and native charge. Sand
AIWA are very susceptible15TiTiching 108905 because waURF--
passes through them guicklytand they have a low negative
charge due to their lack of clay and humus particles (see
p. 3). Even clayey soils vary a lot in leaching potential
since Clay type and humus,content determine the amount of
negative charge. Leaching alio varies directly with the
amount of rainfall.

tRoalglalaM-SIMAILWISLIMIAMIEJAULti
Remember that the pvailable forms of the nutrients exi:

as lag (molecules with a plus or minus charge). That mea
that the plus (+) charged ions (called cations) such as
K+ (potassium), Ca++ (calcium), and Mg++(magOesium) are
attracted and held to the negatively charged asu and IIUMA
particles; this helps keep them from leaching. Just like a magnet.

The negatively charged nutrient ions (called anions)
like NO3 (nitrate nitrogen) and SO2 (sulfate) aren't so
lucky. Since li:te charges repel, they're not held by the
clay and humus 'particles and float around in the soil water.
That's why negatively charged nutrients are much more easily
lost by leaching than plus charged ones.

46
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Here's some common plant nutrients and their leaching
susceptibility:

+ Charged Nutrients (Cations) - Charged Nutrients (Anions)
(fairly resistant to leaching) (easily lost by leaching)

Ammonium:nitrogen (NHZ )

Potassium (K +)

Calcium (Ca++)

Nitrate nitrogen (NO3')

Sulfate (SO4-T)

(leaching losses of K can be a problem
Magnesium (Mg") on sandy soils or under heavy rainfall)

What about PhosphormaI It's an exception; although it's
available forms have a minus charge, it hardly moves at all
in the soil since it easily forms insoluble compounds with
iron, aluminum,,and calcium. Sure, it keeps phosphorus
from leaching, but also keeps it from plants. This "tie-up"
is called Phosphorus fiaatiort and can be a serious problem
on many soils. How you apply fertilizer phosphorus makes a
big difference in how much gets used (we'll get into that
later). DON'T confuse P fixation with aluggannmatian
(the cone on of atmospheric N into usable forms by
Rhizobia bacteria that form nodules on the roots of legumes;
7477:7).

The Exchange CapacitY_of a Soil (Only the Soil's Lab Knows
for sure)

The exchange capacity of a soil (also called cation ex-
change capacity or C.E.L.) is a measure of its neaativg
char e or the amount of plus charged nutrients it can hold
ag st leaching.

The C.E.C. depends on the clay and humus content of the
soil, since they're the only two components with a minus
charge. Soils with a low C.E.C. have poor nutrient holding
ability. Even soils'with- the same texture can vary greatly
in C.E.C. due to differences in humus content and the type
of clay they contain. Compare the variation in C.E.C. between
humus and -Clay types:

C.E.C.

Humus 150.-200.

Common temperate type 15 -100
clays

. 1
Common tropical clays 2-15

The table on the next page shows the great variation
- An exchange capacity among soils of the same texture.

"11. Remember that both temperate and tropical clay types
are ,found in the tropics and subtropical See P. 3.
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C.E.C. of

Soil Nami.
the Topsoil

Hilo clay (Hawaii) 67

Cecil clay (Alabama) 4.8

Susquehanna clay (Alabama) 34.2

Greenville sandy loam (Alabama) 2.3

Caine sandy loam (California) 17.1

Don't worry about what the actual numbers mean it's the

relative comparison that counts. (If you're familiar with

chemistry, the CA:Z. is measured in terms of milli.equiva.-

lents of cations per 100 grams of soil).

'Some Needed Clarification:
Although nutrient cations like

potassium are heia by clay and humus particles, they're still .

available to plant roots. Another,point is that despitenr
soils negative charge, there's,still some le of plus

charged nutrients; they can get bumped'off e c ay and humus

particles by hydrogen ions (H4) or by each other (that's part

of the meaning of cation exchange capacity).

Unless you're an ag science teacher, don't spend a lot

of time trying to get all this down pat. Just remember that

some nutrients leach more readily than others; that sandy

soils have more leaching than clayey soils (especially of

minus charged nutrients like nitr e); that the higher the

C.E.C., the lower the leaching mosses (especially of the

plus charged nutrients).

You can greatly cut leaching losses of fertilizer

ggaby knowing when and how often to apply it; we'll AtIf6

Wit farther on.

'SOIL pH AND MOW IT AFFECTS CROP GROWTH

Soils can be acid, neutral, or basic (alkaline) and this

is measured in H.units. The pH scale runs from 1 (maximum

acidity) to 14 max. alkalinity), but most soils fall in

the range of 5.0.7.5 or so with extremes from 4.0 to 9.0.

NEUTRAL

INCREASING ACIDITY 200EINSEELdgaggOEDOL4

very
very very

strop stron medi slight slight sligh slight medium strong

4.!4% 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 74 7.5 6,0 8.5 .9.0

(Coomme.pH's of soils in

-

arid or.semi.arid areas)
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Acidity is caused by hyz-7,2en ions (le), and alkalinity
is caused by hydroxyl ions ). A pH of 7.0 is neutral,
mc.aning that the H4' ions just- balance out the OH- ions.
As pH drops below 7.0, the r"-- ions begin to outnumber the
OH- ions, and acidity increeses.

An im rtant ointl: The scale is looacithmic,, meaning
that a soil w th a pH of 4.v is 10 times, more acid than one
with a pH of 5.0 and 100 times more acid than a soil with
a pH of 6.0. Likewise, a pH of 8.5 is 10 times am alkaline
than a pH of 7.5 but 10 times Alsa alkaline than a pH of 9.5.
A pH of 3.9 is 1000 times more acid than a pH of 6.9.

&.r D w Soils vary lel

Climate, amount -of leaching, parent rock, and farming
practices all affect soil pH.

1. CLIMATE & LEACHING: As the chart on the previous page
points out, soils of wet climates are likely to be on
the acid side. That's because a good deal of calcium
and nwine,ium (the principal base' in the soil) have
been leached out over time by rainfall. It's a slow
process, since these two bases have a plus charge and
are held by clay and humus particles. However, the
acid forming H+ ions produced by the breakdown of organic
matter and acid rocks can bump the adgorbed (adhered)
calcium and magnesium off the clay and humus particles
back into the soil water where they can be leached.
As H ions gradually replace the bases on the clay and
humus, the soil becomes more acid.

In contrast to humid region soils, those of arid or
semi-arid regions are likely to be alkaline or only
slightly acid. That's because there's less leaching
under low rainfall so calcium and magnesium levels are
higher.

Dry region soils aren't always basic, since parent
rock and farming practices can modify the influence of
climate. Wet region soils aren't always acid, either,
but they tend to be.

2. PARENT ROCK: Soils formed from *basic rock4 like limestone
7:127M7IIItend to be less acid %or more basic) than those
formed from Acidkcssal like granite and sandstone; how-
ever, even soils formed from limestone may be acid if leash
ing has been intense.

3, FARMING PRACTICES: Liming the soil will lessen acidity (raise
the pH) . Manure, most compost;:, and many chemical fertilizers
will increase soil acidity if used over a period of years.
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Why .1211y...An ?

Soil pH can have a big effect on crop yields. Most
crops grow best within a pH range of 5 . (moderately
acid to 4lightly alkaline or basic); a p of around 6.3
or so is ideal for most. Some crops like sweetpotatoes,
potatoes, coffee, pineapple, watermelon, and rice are
more tolerant of greater acidity.

Kow Soil off Affedts Cron yields

1. The tie-up of phosphorus is greatly affected by pH.
P is most available to plants within a pH range of
about 6.0-7.0. As pH falls below 6.0, increasing
amounts of P get tied up in insoluble compounds
with iron, aluminum, and manganese. 'Above pH 7.0
P starts forming insoluble compounds with calcium
and magnesium. Because calcium and magnesium exist
in much larger quantities, they remain available.

2. Micronutrismtv pH has a big effect on the avail-
ability of micronutrients (see p.413). Except for.
molybdenum, the other micronutrients (iron, manganese,
Zapper, zinc,- and boron) become increasingly less
available as acidity decreases and alkalinity increases.
Iron and manganese are the most affected and can some-.
Trgs become deficient at pH's as low as 6.5.

The chart below gives a-good visual,idea of the-
effect of pH on nutrient availability, etc.:

beneficial bacteria, itrogen

calcium & magnesium

pH 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

50
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3. Very Acid Soils can be Toxic tp Plants:
and manganese pecome more soluble as acid y flcreases
and can iaUilly become toxic to plant roots at pH's
below 5.0.5.5 (varies with the soil).

4. crQbeas Most can't thrive in very
acid- sons, and Inds slows down the conversion of
the unavailable organic forms of nitrogen, phosphorus,
and sulfUr to the available mineral (inorganic) form.

5. /allnitv and Alkali Problems: Very high pH's (SO and
Up) usually indicate salinity amd/or alkali problems.
They're almost entirely confined to arid or semi-arid
areas, especially in irrigated soils. Roth agglum and
Other salts are toxic at high levels; Viell covers
saline and alkali soil problems on up. 143149.

A

How Do You Measure Sal_ pH?

The soils lab determines pH as a routine part of soil
testing. You can make fairly accurate readings right in
the field using a color sensitive liquid indicator kit
or a portable electric tester. Read the instructions
StE2.011.idi

When, measuring pH in the field, be sure to take separate
readings for topsoil and subsoil - they're usually different.
Very acid subsoils can prevent full root growth.

CAUTION!, Portable soil pH test kits are handy for trouble-
, shooting soil pH problems, but they don't tell

you how much lime is needed to treat excessive.
ly acid soils. That varies ills& with the
soil's texture and exchange capacity. Only
a reliable soil testing lab knows for sure.
Overliming a soil can be worse than not liming

We'll cover liming in Parte

How Do You Change' Soil 'pH?

Liming will lessen soil acidity and min pH. himar
nik (calcium carbonate), dolomitic limestone (combination

of calcium & magnesium carbehates), and Named Mat (cal -
cium oxide) are common" materials.Girosumalcium
sulfate) and sulfur, are used to lower pH.
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IMPORTANT FACTS ON THE PLANT NUTRIENTS

The plant nutrients fall into two broad groups; MACRO.
NUTRIENTS and MICRONUTRIENTSs.

MACRONUTRIENTS

Primary Macronutrientp MACWW.antlaCraplUktienta,

NITROGEN (N)

PHOSPHORUS (e)

POTASSIUM (K)

CALCIUM (Cal

MAGNESIUM (Mg)

SULFUR (S)

MICRONUTRIENTS

IRON (Fe) ZINC (Zn)

MANGANESE (Mn) BORON.(B)

COPPER (Cu) MOLYBDENUM (Me)

Macro- vsAJeCrOnUtrients

MACRONUTRIENTS make up about 99% of a plant's diet.
Ntlis and K account for about 60% and are definitely the
BIG 3 of soil fertility in terms of quantity and likelihood
of deficiency.

That doesn't mean that the secondary macronutrients or'
the micronutrients are any less essential; although their
deficiencies aren't as common, they can have just as serious
an effect on crop yields.

As shown below, the micronutrients are used in much
smallei amounts than the macronutrients:

unt of Nutrients Taken 11x.a
100 Bushel Yield of Shelled Cora (5600 lbs.)

.01'N

Mac Vie, nicronutrients au

Nitrogen 157 Iron 4.2

Phosphorus (P205) 60 Manasnese 1.9

Potassium (K20) 124 Zinc 0.30

Calcium 29 Copper 0.07

Magnesium 25 Soren 0.07

Sulfur li Molybdenum 0.0075 "me%
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Tie-up of Added FertilistArphcaohorus

Only about 5-20% of the fertilizer P you apply will
be available to the crop. The test becoues "fixed" (tied-
up) as insoluble compounds* /Jot all this tied -up P is'
lost forever; depending on the soil, anywhere from a little
to a lot will slowly become alrailable to future crops;
high and low soil pills increase the amount and permanence,
of P fixation; the clay type important too; some hydrous
oxide clays of the tropics can tie -up 99%.1.'of the added
P. unless unbelielpably high rates are applied.

APDlIcation Method is Vitally_ Imooftant: The application
method you use will largely determinehow much of the
added P gets tied up, especially when using small to medium
amounts (that's all your farmer clients can affot.0) and
working with high tie-up soils. See pp. 7E79*

Phosptiorus Doesn't Leach

P is virtually immobile except in extremely sandy soils.
Many farmers and PCV's place fertilizer P way too shallow,
and very little ever gets to the roots. See p.7944

POTASSIUM (K)

K promotes starch and sugar formation, root growth, disc.
ease resistance,,stalk strength, and general plant vigor.
Starch and sugar crops like sugarcane, potatoes, cassava
(manioc, yuca), aweetpotatoes, and bananas have relatively
high K needs. Corn, sorghum, rice, and other grasses are
more efficient K extractors than most broadleaf crops.

Volcanic Soi12140111..14211inE; Most volcanic soils tend
to have good K contents. Many Central American soils fall
into this category and won't give economical responses to
K except with starch.and sugar crops or after years .of
heavy cropping. Only the soils lab can tell for sure.

Available vs. Unavailable K

Only about l-2% of a soil's total K is in the available
form (see p..37) . Some soils have ahigh enough K tie-up
Ability to cause problems, but this is confined to a minority
of temperate type clays.

hirgj.__Joskts are Usually Mau

The available form of K has a plus charge so leaching
losses aren't serious except on sandy soils or high rainfall
conditions on low C.E.C.

ConaMMDtign": Plants have a tendency to take up
more than they needi especially if other nutrients aren't
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0 in balance. Some agronomists feel that this is definitely
a problem with pasture grasses. where high K can lower
magnesium intake enough to cause' deficiencies in both
the ,crop and livestock.

THE SECONDARY MACRONUTRIENTS (Ca, Mg, S)

CALCIUM

Calcium is not only an important plant nutrient but
is also used as a liming material to raise soil pH (lessen
acidity). It takes large amounts to raise pH compared to
those needed for plant nutrition. Even very acid soils
usually have enough calcium as far as plant needs, but soil.
pH may be too low for good growth. The available form of
calcium has a plus charge and leaches slowly.

MAGNESIUM

- Magnesium deficiencies are most likely to occur in
sandy,acid soils (usually below pH 5.5). Like calcium,
it's relatively resistant to leaching.

The CalciummMaonesium Ratios If there's tououch Ca relative
I° Mg in the soil,, some crops will develop Mg deficiencies
even though. the soil appears to hair& enough. This usAtily is
more a problem on sandy soils with low exchange capacity
where it's easy to upset thellutrient ratios. When liming
a soil, it's a good idea to use dolomitic limestone (a 50 -50
mix of calcium and magnesium caroonates).

Potassium induced. MO DefiCieneies: (see top of page)
F

SULFUR

Sulfur is needed for protein synthesis aad by the Rhiso
bia bacteria that fix N for legumes. It forms part of sever-
al vitamins and is also used in oil formation.

Cabbage family (crucifer family) crops like cabbage,
turnip, radish, mustard, broccoli, etc., and onions and
asparagus have very high S requirements; tobacco, cotton*
and legumes use a lot of S too.

'Where to Suspect Deficiencies,: They're not very common
but most likely to occur in coarse textured soils under
high rainfall where leaching has been high. Many lc
soils tend to be low in S. Farmland near Indust i areas
ugually receives enough S from the air.: Cont nued use of
low sulftir'types of fertiliters may lead to deficiencies
(see' p. 76). ,

5.4
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Leaching Losses of Sulfur: The available form of sulfUr is
the EN= ion which is readily leached especially in sandy
soils or under'high rainfall. A good part of the soil's
sulfur is in the form which microbes convert to
the available mineral form. This is an important reservoir
of sulfur, since organic $ doesn't leach.

Work has shown that appreciable amounts of sulfur can
be retained against leaching in subsoils high in' tro ical
type clays; this sulfur is available once the roe s reac
it. (See pp. 3-4)

THE MICRONDTRIENTS

The micronutrients perform many vital functions but are
needed in super small amounts (see table on p.43). ' The
difference between la= and deficient levels is often
small. As little as 1 9.1seu: of molybdenum per acre might
cure a deficiency for several years, but 3-4 lbs. might
severelyinjureplants. Bo- ron is another touchy one.

lEga, manganese, coretr, polvbdenusu and Wm
are the important micronutriehts, 4odium and chlorine are
sometimes included but are rarely. deflcient.

Prevalence of Deficiencies: They're much less common than
macronutrient deficiencies but can be serious when they occur.

Where to Suspect Deficiencies

1. Highly leached, acid , sandy soils.

2. Peat soils.

3. Soil pH's above 7.0 (see p.41).

41\. Intensively cropped soils fertilized with macro.
nutrients only.

Vegies, legumes, and tree crops are more subject to
micronutrient deficiencies than grasses and grain crops;
sem:Mum, however, is very sensitive to iron deficiencies.

Micronutrient Tozcicities: am and manganese may become
toxic to plants in very acidtoils (below pg
Poor aeration and drainage increase .severity.

Correcting Deficiencies or Toxicities

1. Adiustina pills Molybdenum deficiencies can often be
more effectively corrected by. raising soil pH if
very acid.- Raising pH_is_about the only way to
correct ima and manaaneie toxicities (aluminum too).

2. Soil aonlictiions-of eicromitcipntis The effective---
mess of soil applications varies; ron and manganese
are very readily tied up when soil applied. Special
chelated, forma are-much less subject to tie-up.
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3. Foliar Applications: Since such small amounts are
needed, spraying the plants is practical and also
avoids soil tie-up problems./ Usually, several appli-
cations are needed. In some cases, common JU aicides
.like'Maneb (contains manganese), Zineb (cont ns
zinc), and Cupravit (contains copper) are used to
supply micronutrients to vegie and orchard crops
in conjunction with fungus disease control.

5.6
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PART V

DETERMINING FERTILIZER NEEDS

)

The amount Of nutrients different crops must absorb
from the soil to reach a given yield is fairly well known.
So why not just add what's needed?

1. You need to know what share of the nutrients your
soil can supply.

2. A plant's ability to recover nutrients from applied
fertilizer depends on:

a. Type of crop.

b. The particular soil's capacity to tie up
different nutrients. .

\
o. Weather conditions (sunlight rainfall, temper-

ature) leaching losses, and sb 1 physical fac-
tors like poor drainage and com ctiont insect
and disease problems too.

"Rose Fertilizer"? "Tomatn_Fertilizer"? No Wavi:\NThink
back to your typical Stateside garden shop. ItememberNthose
boxes of fertilizer labelled "TOMATO FERTILIZER'', uROSENFER.
T/LIZER, etc? There's really no such thing. Sure,
we know that starch and sugar crops have higher potassium N.,
needs than others, but your soil's K level might already be ,N
high enough so that little or none is needed. Soils vary,
so much in fertility that no one fertilizer could possibly .

be the right kind for all types of soils, even for one type
of crop.

On a small garden plot, you can usually get away with
being general; but when it comes to the larger scale
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commercial crops, your farmers Shouldn't be wasting their
money on fertilizers whose nutrient contents may be grossly
inappropriate for.thc.ir soil.

So What's the Answer?: Here are 5 basic methods that can
give a fairly good idea of fertilizer needs on a particular
soill

1. Soil testing, preferably by a reliable soil lab
rather than a do-it-yourself kit.

2. Plant tissue testing.

3. Fertilizer trials.

4. Spotting visual "hunger signs" in crops.

5. An educated "guestimate".

Soil testing is the most accurate but should be supple.
mented by one or more of the other methods for best results.

I. SOIL TESTING

Hopefully, your country has one or more soil testing
labs run by the ministry of ag or ?rivate outfits; here's
what you can expect from sending in soil samples:

a. Most labs routinely test for available P and X
and measure soil pH and exchange capacity (see

AN 38). Most usually don't test for available
N, since results are often dubious (see below).

b. Many will be able to test for the secondary macro-
nutrients (Cap mq, S) and some micrOnutrients. Tests
for most of the micronutrients and sulfur are of
varying reliability, depending on the sophistication
of the equipment.

c. They'll usually be able to tell you how much lime
your soil needs if it's overly acid; most can test
the salinity and alkali hazard of the soil and Irri-
gation water (most common in and or semiarid.areas).

d. At the very least, the lab will give you an 14-P.K
application recommendation Zor the crop and maybe
include other nutrients. The better labs will tailor
the recommendation to more or less suit the particular
farmer's capital and management situation (you supply
this info on the Sheet accompanying the sample) .

Soil Tests vary in AccuraCV

As you've already guessed from the above," soil tests vary
in reliabilityt.

a. Salmon is probably the biggest' culprit.
e a a pound or so of soil you send in may repre.

. ,
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sent up to l§.000 TONS of soil and is supposed to
be a composite sample made up of 10-2 sub-samples
taken over an area that's similar in color, texture,
topography, and past management(they all affect fer-
tility). Many farmers and PCV's aren't taking samples
correctly. we'll get to this below.

b. In order to make reasonably accurate fertilizer recom.
mendations, the lab has to make numerous field and green
house trials on the soils involved to correlate test
results with actual crop responses to fertilizers;
some countries are way ahead of others in this.

c. Micronutrient tests aren't routinely run by most
labs and they vary in accuracy., The test for available
nitrogen is more of a guestimates since the amount of
N a soil releases from the organic form during a crop's
growth depends on temperature and moisture conditions
which affect microbial activity.

d. Even if tests were 100% accurate and you followed
the results, the crop might still suffer from a
deficiency due to excessively hot, cold, wet, or
dry weather, etc. which can slow nutrient uptake.

Still, soil testing by a reliable lab is invaluable.

nittab2MI_IMILO_PEMIOLIARULeplattais Those portable kits
you iseleadlverl:fsed-it Igardening magazines supposedly measure
soil pH, N,P,K, and maybe other nutrients. Even the expensive
bnes are a poor substitute for lab testing. They're not nearly
as accurate and the reagents don't keep well. You're much better
off encouraging farmers to get used to sending in samples to
an established soils lab.

MOW TO TAKE A SOIL SAMPLE

Proper sampling is the most crucial part of soil test-
ing (given a good lab, that is). Before sampling, read
over the soil lab's instructions (usually printed on the
sampling box or On a separate sheet). Here's the general
procedure:

\

1. Divide the lanCptoLsamplina gati:.Siart by drawing
up almap of theand to be sampled-and divide it accord.
ing.to,soil color, texture, topography, and past maw.;
agement (fertilizer, liming, etc.); each sampling unit
should be as uniform as possible in these combined
characteristics (i.e. don't lump red soil and black
soil or hill soil and,. flat soil in one sampling unit).
Be sure to get the land's thorough fertilizer and lim-
ing history. The final map with numbered sampling
units might look something like this:. (see next page).

*1. In 'a recent Stateside training program, we tried out one
popular kit that's supposed to measure NPK and pH; even the
colors in the color charts varied from kit to kit due to
cheap printing; the instructions have some bogus ag info too.
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Most labs like you to limit a single sampling unit to
no more than 10-15 acres (4-6 hectareu); if you're working
with small farmers, you're more likely to have pretty small

2. Taking_ the Samolet:

a. If the farmer has 3 sampling units, he'll end up
sending in 3 boxes of soil (about 1/2 lb. ezdb) to
the lab. Each sample is made up of 10-20 sub-samples
taken randomly within the same sampling unit. Don't
take sub-samples from fertilizer bands, under animal
droppings, on headlands (row ends) or along a fence
line.

b. De of * no: Most labs want only topsoil samples
. 4 deep ough some ask for separate subsoil samples

too; some want only 2" deep samples when sampling pas-
ture.lando Never mix topsoil with subsoil.

c. ub-sam A shovel and machete work fine,
though a soil auger is easier on hard ground. If
using a shovel, make a 45° hole to the right depth,
and then try to cut out a slice about an inch or
two thick to the correct depth. Holding the face
of the soil slice with one hand will keep it from
crumbling apart. Trim"down the width of the slice
with the machete til it's a couple inches wide and
dump it in a pail. Scrape off any surface litter
before sampling.

During and after collecting the sub-samples, mix
them thoroughly in the pail, and then take out
enough soil to fill up the sampling box. Never
mix soil from different sampling units Donut oven
dry wet samples; it'll cause a falsely high potassium
reading. Air dry them instead. Hake sure the pail
you're using is thoroughly clean. A galvanized pail
may make .a zinc' test invalid.
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3. P411 OUt°15; Information Sheet: It asks questions about
soil slope and drainage, cropping history, crop to be
grown, yield expected, and past applications of fen..
tilizer and lime on each sampling unite,

When to Tae .S.a!Imlett: Send them in at least 6 weeks or more
before you need the results; in areas w:i.th a well defined
cropping season; farmers tend, to wait until a week or two
before planting; the soils lab carYt cope with the rush.

How Often le.nt=i2IIIIttap42: Under low to moderate rates
of fertilizer use, the fief should be sampled about once
every 3-4 ?ears,' Most of your farmers can't afford enough
fertilizer to markedly affect the soil's fertility on a
year to year basis; they should be concentrating on feeding
the crop rather than building up the soil.

PLANT TISSUE TESTS

The crop itself can be tissue tested in the field for
N-P-K levels in the plant sap; kits cost about $20-S40, but
some of the reagents need to be replaced every year.

Tissue tests are beost/used to supplement soil test data,
but the results can be tricky to interpret; sometimes plant
sap nutrient levels aren't related to those in the soil,
since weather extremes, insects, and diseases affect uptake.
Deficiencies of one nutrient like nitrogen can stunt crop
growth and cause a "pile up" of P and K in the sap,
giving a falsely high reading.

Total Plant Analylis: Some labs can run a total nutrient
analysis of plant-leaves with a spectrograph, but it may
cost $10-$150

One advantage of tissue testing is that it may be possible
to correct diagnosed deficiencies especially N) by adding
more fertilizer,

CAUTION: The tests are geared to much higher yield levels
than mot of your farmers can reasonably shoot for; their
management and affordable fertilizer levels may show up as
semi-deficient N-P-K tissue test results, despite following
soil test recommendations; yet the yield increase attained
by these moderate fertilizer rates may be the most profitable
on a return-per-dollar basis. (See p. 88).
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III. FERTILIZER TRIALS

Properly conducted fertilizer trials are .very helpful;
here's 2 kinds:

Test Strips; Run several test strips through the field
to try.a couple different rates or nutrient combinations;
you'll need two or more test strips (about 3-4 rows wide
each) in different parts of the field for the same treat-
ment to cut down the influence of field variation, (it should
be the same type of soil visually and past management-wise).
Don't rely on one year's results alone since weather and
pests can influence yields.

Form 1 Trial : The different treatments are randomized and
reol ca ed as small plots within one bloc; e-iih.plot,rsusual-
Tir;a377few rows wide and several meters long; plot size,
plant population, and fertilizer rates are carefully measured
as well as yield differences, and they're run over 2.3 years.
This is the only kind of trial that is statistically signifi-
cant. It's tedious work.

T.O.als vs. Demonstrations

TJta13. are used to help determine fertilizer rates. Demon-
.gULEtkiall are used to -show farmers the benefits of appropri-
ate rates. The simplest and most effective demo uses two
plots, one with and the other w/o fertilizer; you should
soil test first and/or use trial info to determine rates.

Sons guidelines:

10 Don't try to use a trial as i demonstration; results
may look confusing and contradictory to farmers.

2. Doalk set up a demo plot without basing fertilizer,
rateS'on soil tests and/or other data.

Do involve the farmer whose land is being used. Don't
run it on your own land. If you do all the work your-
self, farmers are likely to irie!4the demo as.sole com-
plicated and mysterious Ametican ritual beyond their
abilities.

4. When setting up a.trial or demo, be sure to control
serious limiting factors like insects, which could
wipe out or mask fertilizer response.

50 Fertilizer demos give the most spectacular visual
response on poorer land; don't use a field that's
been heavily fertilized in the past, vet don't locate
it oh atypically poor land.
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IV. SPOTTING VISUAL "HUNGER SIGNS"

Severe nutrient deficiencies often cause character-
istic changes in plant appearance such as size and leaf
color. Spotting hunger signs can be a useful tool, but
be aware of several drawbacks:

1. Some hunger signs are easily confused with each-
other or with disease and insect damage; if more
than one nutrient is deficient at once, the hunger
signs may be vague.

2. Hidden Hunaer: A nutrient deficiency may be serious
enough to cut yields by 30-60% without the appear-
ance of hunger signs; in most cases, plants have to
be really starving before showing hunger signs.
The crop may look good during the growing season,
yet hidden hudger can result in unnecessarily low
yields.

3. It may be too late to correct deficiencies by the
time hunger signs appear.

Learning_the Hunaer Signs: Hunger signs for common crops
are described on pp. 15559 A picture is worth at least
1000 words, though, so try and get hold of a copy of:

Hunaer Sians in Crops, 4th ed., edited by H.W.
Sprague. David McKay Co., New York. It's a
great general reference on hunger signs and
has numerous color plates.

V. AN EDUCATED GUESTIMATE

If no soil test info is available' for the farmer's soil,
you can make an' educated guestimate based on:

1. Available soil test results from nearby farms with
the Aga soil type, though past fertilizer applications
can dhahge results; fertilizer trial data on the same
soil type can be used too.

2. An extension pamphlet on the crop with fertilizer
recommendations for your zone (these vary in accuracy).

3. The particular crop's relative nutrient needs (p.89 ).

4. A thorough examination of the soil for depth, drain-
age', tilth, slope; pH too if you can; these may limit
fertilizer response.

5. Yield' history and past management of the field.

6. The farmer's management ability and willingness to
use complementary practices like improved seeds,
insect control, etc.

We'll get into all this in Part V. 63
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PART VI

HOW TO USE

ORGANIC FERTILIZERS & SOIL CONDITIONERS

THE CHEMICAL vs. ORGANIC CONTROVERSY

Chemical (i.e. "synthetic" or "inorganic") fertilizers
have come under fire, being accused of everything from "poi
soning" the soil to producing less tasty and nutritious
food. Should you encourage your farmers to .forget about
chemical fertilizers and use only organic ones (compost,
manure, etc.)?

The "organic way" is basically very sound since organic
matter (in the form of humus) is a fantastic soil improver
(see p. 4 ). But over the years, =sane misleading and
sory claims have been tacked onto the organic approach.
(The Complete Book of Compostino, an epic 1000+ page tome
that rivals We; d PAace, even has a chapter titled "Com.an
post and Mental Health"):

Let's take a look at the key issues:

1. Are organic Fertilizers Better for the Soil that%
Chemical PertiliZers2

Chemical. fertilizers supply only nutrients and exert
no beneficial effects on soil physical condition; organid
fertilizers db both.

2. Than Why not Forget about Chemical Fertilizers?

Compost and manure are relatively 'low - strength fertili
zers (100 lbs. of 10.5-10 chemical fertilizer has about the
same NPR:Content as paeton of average farm manure.) They

.need to be applied in lame amounts (like.12 20 tons or more
per acre yearly to make up for their low analysis Awl to
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supply enough humus to significantly improve son physical
condition. Except for relatively small areas, itls.diffi.
cult for most farmers to obtain and apply these hefty quart
tities. Added to this is the problem of rapid organic mat-
ter breakdown especially in the tropics, which often makesp $
its benefits shortlived. Nearly all the successful projects
that rely sorely on organic fertilizers are confined either
to small parcels or to cooler climates like Vermont, Ore-
gon, the Guatemalan Highlands, etc.

The overWhelming verdict iS that chemical fertilizers
and organic soil improvers applied together are more effec-
tive than either alone. One study done at the Maryland Agric..
Expt: Station showed a 20.33% yield increase when chemical
fertilizers and organic matter were applied together, corn-'

pared to applying douhlt the amount of either alone.

2. Do Chemical Fertilizers Kill off Beneficial Soil Life?

Many organic enthusiasts claim that chemical fertilisers
"Poisore" the soil and turn it into a sterile, lifeless medLiiii--
incapable of producing good crop yields without continual
chemical applications. Beneficial soil Microbes (see v. 7) and
earthworms thrive on organic matter, it's true, and their
mars -will drop as organic matter declines. Once virgin
ground (high in o.m.) is put under cropping, organic matter
levels decline whether or not chemical fertilisers are used.
It takes large and frequent additions of organic matter to
maintain a-good soil humus level. Evidence that chemical fer-
tilizers harm earthworms is conflicting-lack of 0.1m. is much
more a factor.

Chemical fertilizers themselves don'tispeed up the loss .

of organic matter but usually increase crop yields-to-well
above those obtained if a virgin soil is first put-under
no-fertilizer cropping.. Hydroponic and cropping
uses sterile artificial soil and chemical nutrient solutions,
yet record yields are obtained* Still, natural outdoor soils
,usually need both organic matter and chemical fertilizers
for best, yields.

ArpodiaLcallySs2=SroUestryansLNksthtgesioret 7

Numerous studies-have shown no differences in protein or
vitamin contents. Nearly all home-grown produce, whether
organically at chemically grown, tastes better than the
less-fresh, supermarket fare. The vitamin content of a leafy
vegie (esp. vitamin A) depends mainly on leaf exposure to sun-
light(' That's why leaf lettuce averages about 6 times higher
in vitamin A than head lettuce.

Whethem chemical or organic sources, fertilizer nu-
trients usually help increase vitamin content. Plant roots
can't distinguish between the two sources; that's because
in order for an organic form of nutrient to be absorbed,
it must be first converted into an inorgan4554.e. chemical)

4--o
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form'. Plant roots end up taking in a nutrient in the same

ionic form whether it comes from an organic or inorganic/

source.

\ORGANIC FERTILIZERS AND SOIL CONDITIONERS

We'll cover manure, compost, other organic sources,

green manure crops, earthworms, and mulching.

',MANURE'

Fertilizer Value

Animal manure is a great source of organic matter, but

how about its fertilizer value? That depends a lot on the

type of animal, quality of its diet, kind and amount of

bedding used, and how the manure is stored and applied.

Poultry and shik2 manure usually have a higher nutrient

value than horse, Rigs or cow manure.

On the average, farm manure contains about 10 lbs. N,

5 lbs. P,05, and 10 lbs. K00 per Isia along with various

amounts bf the other nutribnts (this takes .LiLCO account

normal storage and handling losses which run about 25-50%).

This works out to a 0.5-0.25-0.5 fertilizer formula (see

p. 70), BUT only about 50%' of the nitrogdni 20% of the phos-

phorus, and 50% of the potassium is readily available to

plants during the first couple months since most is in the

organic form and has to-hemineralized by the soil microbes

first. It does mean that far manure has good residUal

fertilizer value event though it vnry low strength corm.

pared to chemical fertilizers.

Here's a table that compares the el'ative N, P, and K

contents of different .animal manures; emember that actual

values depend a lot on the diet, storag and handling:

.Tvve of Manure .N., 22.1 K 0

Poultry 1.0 0,8%- 0.4%

Sheep 0.95% 0.35% 1.0%

Horse 0.7% 0.25 .0655%

Cow .0.5% 0.2 0.45%

Pig 0.5% 0.35% 0.4%

2.4% 1.4% 0.6%

BEST COPY Am" 4"' ri
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Farm Manure is Low in Phosphorus: It tends to have too
little available phosphorus in relation to N and K. If
using it as the sole source pf fertilizer, many experts
suggest fortifying it with 50-60 lbs. of single superphos-
phate (0-20.0) per 1ga; it not only beefs up the P content,
but reduces the loss of N as ammonia; usually it'll be much
easier to apply P directly to the soil instead°

Amount of Manure Produced

It's a surprising amount per animal 11, you can collect
itt (note that total dry matter is very similar)

Tons of Manure Produced Annually
Per 1000 lbw Live Weight

.

(Fresh Wt.) (Fresh Wt.)
Antmal Solids al= Total, Total brIt matter

Horse 7.2 tons 1.8 tons 3 tons 2.0 tons

Poultry 4.2 0 4.2 2.14

Cow 9.'; 4.0 1305 1.9

Pig _9.1 6.1 15.2 2.0

Sheep 4.1 2.1 6.2 2.0

How to Store Manure

Storemanure in piles with steep sides to shed water
and good depth to reduce leaching losses by rain. It's
far better to store it under a roof or in a covered pit.

Applying Manure
I

When It's best applied a cuple. weeks to a ew days before

;
planting time. If applied to,2 far in advance some N may be
lost by leaching. To avoid 1.0.3rning crops, f esh manure (as
opposed to rotted manure whicP has less burning potential)
should be applied a week or mure in advance.

How: Manure should be plowed, disked, or h ed under soon
after application; a delay of just on da ay result in a
25% N loss as ammonia gas (50% in 2 days).

How Much to Apply?: Rates of 10-15 tons/ac e (22,000-3320001
kgs. /hectare) are a genetai figures but 1 mit poultry and'
sheep manure to 4.5 tOnsfacre (9000-11,000 kgs./ha.). This
works out to about 0.5 -0.7 lbs,,/sg. foot (2.5.345 kgq./sq.
meter) except for poultry and sheep manur (0.2.0.25 :Los./ sq.
foot or about 1 kg. /sq. meter). You can p obably double
these rates, but you're better off using ii moderate rate
over a larger area rather than a high rate on a small
aiea(if quantities are limited). Large - ounts of fresh
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p

manure may burn roots and seeds (esp. pig, poultry, sheep).
Very strawy manure may cause a. temporary N deficiency unless
supplekental N is added to the soil (see p.44).

Some Other Methods & Guidelines-for Using_ Manure

.1. You can mix pig or poultry manure, etc. 50-50 with
water and use it to sidedress growing crops (like
once every week or two), but it may burn shallow
rooted crops (cabbage, lettuce, onions, etc.).

2. DON*T use pla manure on vegies whose edible parts
touch the soil (onions, cucumbers, carrots, lettuce.;
etc.); many swine parasites can be passed on to humans
this way. Don't use human manure on any crop for the
same reason (even if composted).,

3. Cattle manure from commercial feedlots (confined, con..
centrate feeding) is-likely to have an overly high
salt content and may easily injure crops (esp. seeds
and seedlings).

4. Use the strip or .slat method if manure is scarce, con
fining it to the crop row or hill. Unless well rotted,
avoid contact with seeds or seedling roots.

5. Every high rates of manure won't always satisfy a crop's
entAre NPK needs s4 some supplemental chemical fertilizer
(or high analysis organic source like tottonseed meal)
may be needed. Manure doeslcontain a good distribution
of trace elements though, something most NPK chemical
fertilizers lack. Remember that manures have a rela
tively low nutrient content, much of ,which isn't readily
avail able.

II. COMPOST: How to Make it and Use it

p

What is Compost?: It's made by letting plant and animal
wastes partially decompose in a compost pile or pit.* The
end prOduct is Tl on its wayto becoming dark, earthy.
imelling humUs, hat,great soil improver (see p.4).

What's it Made Ou of?: Garden and crop residues like leaves,
stalks, grass, wee s; manure is a good additive; table scraps
are OK, but meat attracts flies and m4kes for maggots.
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What Goes on in_ a Cohost Pile?

Bacteria and fungi break down the residues into compost
by feeding on it. They use carbon'for energy and nitrogen
for protein and also need air. They produce a lot of heat
In the process; a properly made pile will reach iser in
2. couple, days and then gradually drop. The pile shrinks to
about half its size during composting, since the microbes
"burn" up a Ict of the carbon..

The_Secrets_of RanidCONnoatin0

Most compost piles_take 2.6 months to break down; that's
because it's damn hard to .meet all conditions for rapid com-
posting:

1, Finely OmmsOLMat : This gives much more sure.
face area for the microbes to work on; you need a

to do a good enough job for rapid composting
17 days); ideal size is less than 13.1°.

2. asratkm: The microbes thrive on air, so the more often
You turn the pile, the quicker the process; turning a
large pile with any type of frequency (1-2 times a
week is :.deal) is a lot of work.

3. Enou h AZ is t The pile should contain about 50%
water; t s too dry cr too wet, the microbes don't
thrive. It needs to be ,emoistened periodically..
It should feel wet bat soggy.

4. Enough Insulation to Hold in Heat: Do this by using
a bin (Wood, cement.etc.)..or hole or make the pile
large enough so it's' self- insulating (about 4.6. ft.
high X 6 ft. wide X 6 ft. long).

5. The RiQht CARB0NtNITBOWLEAVW The microbes need car-
bon for enegy and N for protein. Straw or tough resi-
dues (stalks\oetell old grass) usually have too much
carbon compared to'nitrogen4 which makes it' difficult
for the microbes to break it down (not enough protein-
aVailable). Wdmat has the same problem. Young
grass clippings or other immature green'vegetation
-is the opposite -.it's got more N than needed, so the
microbes turn the excess into ammonia gas which can /
be lost.

The ideal carbon - nitrogen ratio is around 30:1 b., 35:1.
The trick is to blend in strawy materials (too wide a
C:N ratio) with less coarse owls (too lean a C:N ratio)
for a more balanced mix. Here's the C:N ratio of some
common materials:

Sawdust (fresh) 500:1 ,Fresh manure 15:rto 20:1
SaWdust (rotted) 210:1 Strawy manure 50:1 or more
3traw 50:1 to 130:1 Young grass clippings 12:1
Sugarcane trash 50:1 Leaves 40:1 to 80:1

.
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Some Other Como/stifle

1. How about 2ddine li:,,e-:Scme people insist that lime
or wood ashes are nnAed to keep acidity down; not
sot though you might want add a bit when using
an especiallty acid material like oak leaves (about
a pint Or so per sq. yard on/each ).ayer).

2. Ecatoutadt.soii?: Nst method t include adding
en incn thick layer sal' every so often while
building the pile; it's su.posid to supply needed
microbes, but studies sho that they're already there
in sufficient numbers rig t on tile very organic stuff
yotlre adding. .Soil may help; absorb any released
ammonia though.= Some re =mend scratching up the
ground under the pile- -t'-be to promote soil contact
with the pile bottom.

3. AualsgacaLnI±IlizeLlittdeal: Some N fertilizer
may be needed if you c n't get enough organic material
with a narrow C:N rat 0; a couple pounds per layer
will do; you can use an 'WK. fertilizer for a general
nutrient beef-up. /

4. Whetaboutthose'conyou see:adveEr
tiny dis Studles 1.0mre shown/ they unnecessary.

HOW TO MAXE COMPOST

There are countless methods, ranging from using ventilated
garbage bags or homemade rotatinge?arrercomposters to using
piles or pits. The speed of comp Sting depends how close
you come to meeting all the requirtments on p.624_ It'll take
from 2 weeks to '6 months. You can use it long before it becomes
complptely crumbly.

The Pile Method

There are mimerous variations, but here's an old standby:

1: Start with a 12" thick layer of organic material;
chop it up ifipossible.

2. Throw on a 2" layer of manure if\available and
thin a I" layer of soil.

3. Repeat steps I & 2 til the pile is 4-6 ft. high,,

4. Be sure to moisten each layer (fre'sh green material
will have enough Iiiisture already.\ Don't allow
hea-,71, rains to,leach cut the pile; \keep it covered
with plastic or slope the sides to shed water.

'5. The more often yoi turn it, the quidker it'll compost;
1-2 times a week ts ideal but 1-2 tiles a month will
help. You may have to remoisten the\pile periodically.
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This helps hold in heath nig 2 adjacent pits (dimensions
unimportant) and fill one as per the pile method. Cover
the top with earth or plastic. To turn the compost, just
transfer it from one pit to the other; if you don't turn
it at least once a week, oxygen is likely to run short.

14=247ut14_111222anItEtatAaZ

Check back to the 5 composting essentials on p.620
Most likely it's lacking N or has too much or too little
water. Compost made by the pit method needs frequent tUrn-
ing for aeration.

HOW TO USE COMPOST

14';:At's its Nutr_ent

That depends a lot on what it°s made from and how much
(if any) chemical fertilizer yoL added. Like,manure, it's
definitely a low-analysis nutr;int source, especially since
much of the N and P aren't immediately usable. It also con-
tains micronutrients, but manure is probably a better source.
Common N-P-K ranges for composts are like so: (wet weight basis)

N: 0.7516-1.5%

P205: 0.25%-0.5%

K
2
0: 0.574-1.0%

Look at compost primarily as a soil improver (like manure)
with the added side benefit of some fertilizer value.

4Auly1DGC2E2215.

Unlike manure, you don't have to worry about N losses
from leaving it on top of the soil; is can be used as a
mulch, but to have effect as an Immediate soil improver,
it should be thoroughly worked into the topsoil.

!?ow Ity.ch?: Larce amounts are :.:edad to be effective, say
around 10-15 tons/acre (0,3-0.5 lbs./sq. foot or. 2.5-3.5
kgWsq. meter *., Don't go ove- about a pound pet sq. foottl
An eyeball application woe1,1 be a 34-1" thick layer over hu
soil surface. Use the str;s2 or slot method when =scarce p

confining it to the crop row or. hill. A gallon oz fresh
compost weighs about 5 Loss (eout 3 lb s. when dry).

1 Per application: there'6 nc harm :!sing higher rates, but
you're better off using,moderate amounts to allow a
likely limited supply to cover
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III. OTHER 'SOURCES OF ORGANIC FERTILIZERS AND SOIL IMPROVERS

You'll find other organic fertilizers and soil improvers
in your area. Some soil improvers like rjacialiel sawdust,
and cottonseed hulls have little or no fertilizer value,
while some of the more concentrated organic fertilizers
like blood mew and cottonseed me@ aren't usually applied
at high enough rates to improve soil physical condition
(they're valued as animal feeds and are likely to be ex-

.pensive).

Here's the N-P-K content of some common sources of or-
ganic matter: (these are averages;

=1PM

actual values vary widely)

P
2
0
5

K
2
0

Bat Guano 10% 4% 2%

Blood Meal 12 2 1

Bone Meal,
steamed 2 15-20 0

Coffee Grounds 2 0.3 0.3

Cottonseed Meal 6 3- 1

Feathers 15 ,0 0

Fish Meal 10 4 0

Hair 12-16 0 0

Peat Moss 1 0 0

Seaweed 0.3 1.3 2.3

wood ash 0 trace 2-10%

The "Rich Analysis" Oraanic Fertilizers'

Bat guano, blood meal, bone meal, cottonseed meal-, fish
meal, etc. are fairly high analysis and are used at much lower
rates than compost, manure, and other weaker sources of nu-.
trients. Rates of 2-5 lbs. per 100_sq...ft4-(10.25 kgsV100 sq.
rats.) are commonly recommended. Bone _meal is a very slowly
available form of Pl.and most agronomists don't recommend it.
Blood, cottonseed, and fish meals are especially good natural
,sources of micronutrients.

Other Oraanic Fertilizers and Soil ImproVers

°Cottonseed Hulls: A by-product of making cottonseed meal. They ia
have little fertilizer value but are good r

for loosening. soil.
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Peat Moss: Likely to be unavailable or expensive in your area.
It has no fertilizer value but is a great soil conditioner
with a high water holding capacity; it's a common ingredient
of most potting soil mixes in the States. Most peat is on
the acid side, especially Sphagnum (pH 3.5) so lime must be
addedsee p.35). Sphagnum has a natural ingredient which
inhibits damping-off disease of young seedlings.

Rice Hulls: No fertilizer but a-great soil conditioner and
mulch material (makes a great "grow through" mulch; see p. 35.

Rotted Coconut Husks: See p. 35.

Sawdust: Very low in N and P but a great source of organic
matter for soil conditioning and mulching. CAUTION: Sawdust
and other low N additives like rice hulls Can cause a tem-
porary tie-up of N unless fertilizer N is added; use about
1 lb. of 16-20.0 per 8 gals. of sawdust (it'll help make up
for the low P content too).'Or mix 4 parts sawdust with one
part chicken manure.
Seaweed: A great mulching materiel and soil improver; fair
nutrient value. Apply at rates up to 125 lbs./100 sq. ft.

Sea Cucumbers: The PATS ag trade school on Ponape (Eastern
Carolines) uses them as an effective fertilizer on vegies.
They let them ferment in a drum for P c-wle weeks and then
apply in a SO-50 mix with water as a 1-dressing.

IV, GREEN MANURE CROPS

Crops like clover, cowpeas, soybeans, oats, and eves
weeds can be plowed under in the green, immature stage to
increase soil organic matter. If the green manure crop
is a legume,considerable nitrogen may be added.ol

Despite these advantages, it's unlikely that green manur-
ing will be feasible for your farmers:

10 Most farmers won't want to take their land out of
production to grow the green manure crop.

2. In drier areas, a green manure crop can seriously
deplete soimoisture needed for the succeeding cash
crop.

3. The increase An soil humus can be very short-lived;
due to.thei narrow C:N ratios and tropical temperatures,
the green manure's organic matter breaks down quickly.

4. The amount of N added by a legume green manure crop
varies a lot and can often be more economically sup-
plied by chemical fertilizer.

Early flowering stage is the best tikr.3_______aetoplowuncler
most green manure crops. .
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'VI. MULCHING: It Could be Your Soil's Best Friend,

Mulching consists of covering the soil surface with a
layer of organic matter for plastic) and is an especially bene-
ficial practice for vegies. The big advantages of mulching are

1. It cuts down soil water loss by evaporation and
is ideal for sandy soils or raised beds which dry
out quickly.

2. It suppresses weeds.

3. It insulates the soil from temperature extremes; or
gamic mulches like sawdust and straw help keep soil
cool in hot weather (helpful to "cool season" crops
like lettuce, broccoli, cabbage, etc.).

4. It keeps vegetable fruits like cucumbers and toma-
toes off the ground to reduce rotting.

5. It adds organic matter.

6. It protects soil from erosion losses.

7. It encourages earthworms.

Common Mulching Materials: Rice hulls, sawdust, chopped corn
cobs, manure, rice straw, grass, leaves, newspaper, salt
marsh hay, compost. Plastic sheeting is a common mulching
material in the States; black plastic suppresses weeds.

When and How to Mulch

Mulch can be applied shortly after the crop comes up, but
avoid getting it too near the young plants at first. Fine
materials like sawdust and rice hulls can be put on about
1-2" thick, while.a 2 -4" layer is better for fluffy stuff
like straw. A newspaper mulch should be about 4-6 pages
thick.

Plastic Mulch: Both clear and black plastic can be used;
clear plastic may warm up the soil too much in hot weather
and also won't control weeds.

Using Mulches to Prevent Seed "Washout": See p.35.

Problems with Mulches

Snails and slugs are more common with mulches; baiting
may be necessary (moisten bait with stale beer; it's twice
as effective). Keeping the mulch 3-4" from the plants helps.

r.

Mulching is recommended even for very rainy climates (i.e.
on raised beds); the PATS ag trade school on Ponape island i°"'
uses mulch Successfully on raised vegie.beds (clay-soil-4 ----- N

.

under 190" Amualrainfall-t-evere-iy wet climates can have
------ ylAid-Stunting dry spells, and mulch is good protection. Coco-

nut yields on Pacific ,atolls been increased 100.400% by
using cut undergroi4th as mulch instead of burning it.

7
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V. EARTHWORKS

How Th Ben it he S it

1. They eat soil in order to burrow and to feed on its
organic matter; this speeds up the conversion of or-
ganic forms of nutrients into usable mineral forms.
Earthworms don't manufacture any nutrients themselves,
but the excreted "castings" have excellent fertilizer
and soil conditioning value.

2. They help ista and glagtalmas organic matter; under
favorable conditions, they'll transport 20 tons of
soil to the surface per acre yearly.

3. Earthworm channels improve soil aeration and drain-
age.

Can Ea th 0 Si k o On

A soil with lots of earthworms ii sure to be a super
healthy one, ktit it's no simple matter of-cause and. effect.
Adding the little wrigglers to a lousy soil will get you
nowhere; they won't survive, let alone multiply, unless the
soil is reasonably healthy to begin with: It's a Catch -22.
The best approach is to promote their natural presence by
shaping up the soil; here are some guidelines:

1. Earthworms don't like very acid scils (below pH 5.5).

2. They like lots of organic matter.

3. mmighLag really helps by keeping the soil moist and
providing feed.

4. Good. drainage is important.

5. Insecticides (especially those applied to the soil)
and-some herbicides are toxic to them.

6. Very high rates of chemical fertilizers (mainly N and
K) will discourage them, though there's little evi-
dence that moderate rates are harmful.

Earthworms for Composting and for Feed

Earthworm Compost: You can raisv_earthworms in wooden-sided
PeAs_about-1-2" -deep-Of-Ifishallow pits (gravel in the bottom
for drainage) filled with a high organic matter mixture. Most
fresh manures should be allowed' to partly decompose to pre-
vent excessive heat; leaves, crop residues,and shredded
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cardboard are also good worm foods It'll take a month or
ea\

two for the worms to work over the material and make a
valuable compostlike product. It's important to keep.the
beds moist.

Worm compost can be made out of rabbit droppings right
under th'e hutches using bins oz' shallow pits; a starter mix
of 1/2 droppings and 1/2 fine compost gets them off and
running; a couple inches of limestone is place at the bottom
to counteract the manure's natural acidity. Keep the pits
moist and turn the mixture every 2-3 weeks so it doesn't
get packed. It's best to use a commercial breed of worms
(re4 variety) that is fasittik-breeding than the usual soil
types.

Worms as Feed: They're very high in protein (about 70% or
so on a dry weight basis) and have been used in poultry
feeding.

VfiezetoGerpkggpreI =LIN°

Write to TCE (Information Collection & Exchange), ACTION/ /01,4

PEACE CORPS, Washington, D.C. 20525 for specific info on
earthworms. PC/W has also shipped worms overseas. One
recommended guide is ,

Shields, Box 472, Elgin, 1p 6012' cost is 2.0
Earl B.

)
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!ART VII

CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

I. SOME ORTANT.ODDS & ENDS

Chemical fertilizers (also called "commercial", "inorgan-
ic",\or "mineral" fertilizers) are much higher strength than
compost or manure but lack their soil improving qualities.
As we've seen though, most of your farmers won't have enough
organic materials to cover more than a part of their land.
Chemical fertilizers are usually a necessary ingredient for
producing profitable crop yields on a commercial scale. Des-
pite their ever-increasing cost, they can still eamily return
$3-$5 for every S2 spent, especially when combined with other
complementary practices like improved seeds and pest control.
Remember that chemical fertilizers and organic materials tend
to give the best results when applied together rather than
alone.

-Types of Chemical Fertilizer&

Granules, Powders, LicUids: For soil application, Granules
are the most common, though full-strength liquid ones are avail-
able too. There are also foliar, types (for spraying on the
leaves) that come as low - strength liquids or'soluble powders
(see p. SS).

NutrientContent: Most granular fertilizer's contain one or
more of the '.tg 3" (N, P, K), varying amounts of sulfur
and calcium (as carriers), and v to or ga amounts of
micronutrients. Some like aMmon um s fate or superphosphate
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have only one of the "Big 3", while others like 16.20-0 and
14.14-14 contain two or all 3. An NPK fertilizer like 12-24-12
is often called a "complete" fertilizer, but that's a misnomer.
Anyway, these NP or NPK fertilizers can be either mechanical
or chemical mixtures.

HOW TO READ A FERTILIZER LABEL

All reputable commercial fertilizers carry a tag or label
that gives their nutrient content, not only of NPK but also
any significant amounts of sulfur, magnesium, and micronutri-
ents.

The 3-Number System: It gives the NPK content'in that order,
Usually in terms of N, P20, and K70. The numbers always re-
fer to percent. A 12.24-12 fertilizer contains 12% Ng 24%
P
205, and 12% K20; that's the same as 12 lbs. N, 24 lbs. P205,
and 12 lbs. K20 per 100 ]b. sack. A 0-21-0 fertilizer con-
tains no nitrogen or potassium but has 21% P205.

The Fertilizer-Ratio: It's the ratio of NPK that the fertili-
zer has, A 12.24.17 fertilizer has a 1:2:1 ratio and so does
a 6-12-6; 15-15-15 and 10-10..10 both have 1:1:1 ratios.

Reading the Label: A typical one might look like this (I'm in-
cluding EngiTEKind Spanish in this one, but most are in just
one language):

NET WEIGHT lop lbs.

(Peso Neto: 100 lbs.)

10 20 10

Total, Nitrogen (N)

Nitrogeno Total

Available Phosphoric Acid
Acid° Fosfdrico Asimilable

10%

20%

Water Soluble Potash
10%Potasa soluble in aqua

(K
2
0)

N, P205, K
2
0 vs. N, P, K: What Gives?.

Note that the N content is expressed in terms of N but
that the P and K content is listed in terms of P

2
0
5

and .K
2
0

(called Phosphoric acid and potas0. Most countries use
this N.P

2
0
5
.;K

2
0 system, though a few are switching to a

straight NP.K basis. Either way, a fertilizer's nutrient'
content is the same in terms of strength (i.e. a given.ais-

78
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PART V/Ii

CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

I. SOME IMPORTANT ODDS & ENDS

Chemical fertilizers (also called "commercial", "inorgan-
ic", or,"mineral" fertilizers) are much higher strength than
compost or manure but lack their soil improving qualities:
As we've seen though, most. Of your,farmers won't have enough
organic materials to cover more than a part of their land.
Chemical fertilizers are usually a necessary ingredient for
producing profitable crop yields on a tommetcial scale. Dei-
pite their ever-increasing cast, they can still eaPily return
$3-$5 for every $1 spent, especially when combined with other
complementary practices like improved seeds and pest control.
Remember that chemical fertilizers and organic materials tend
to give. the. best results when applied. together rather than
alone.

Types of Chemical Fertilizers

Granules, Powders, Liqgigs: For soil application, 9ranulea
are the most common, though full..strength liquid ones are avail-
able too. There are also.foliar types (for.spraiting on the
leaves) that come as low - strength liquids or soluble powders
(see p. 85).

Nutrient Content: Most granular :.lertilizers contain one or
more of the "Big 3" (N, P, K), varying amounts of sulfur

. and calcium (as carriers )4 and ver 1 or sue] amounts of
micronutrients. Some like ammonium su fate or superphosphate

.79.
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have only one of the "Big 3", while others like 16-20-0 And
14-1,4-14 contain two or all 3. An NPK fertilizer like 12..24 -12
is often called a "complete fertilizer, but that's-a misnomer.
Anyw4y, these NP or NPK fertilizers can be either mechanical
or chemical mixtures.

\

\

HOW TO\READ A FERTILIZER LABEL

A11\-reputable commercial fertilizers carry a tag or label
that giyes their nutrient content, not only of NPK but also
any sigr4ficant amounts of sulfur, magnesium, and micronutri-
ents. \c-'.

The 3-NuM er System: It gives the NPK content in that order,
usually i terms of N, P20c, and K10. The numbers always re-
fer to percent. A 12.24-12 fertilizer contains 12% N, 24%
P
2 05, and 12% K20; that's the same as 12 lbs. N,,24 lbs. P205,
and 12 lbs K C per 100 lb. sack. A 021.0 fertilizer con-
tains no ni rggen or potassium but has 21%. P205.

:The Fertili Ar Ratio: It's the ratio of NPK that the fertili-
zer has. A 12-24142 fertilizer has a 1:2:1 ratio and so does
a 6-12-6; 15.45-i5 and 10-10.10 both have:1:1:1 ratios.

Reading tie Label: A typical onemight look like this (I'm.in-
cluding EngliSh and Spanish in this one, but most are in just
one language):\

? 1

NET WEIGHT 1C s_

(Peso Neto: 100 lbs.)

10.20.10

Total Nitrogen (N)

NAtrOgeno Total

'Available-Phosphoric Acid
FosfOricoAsimilable

Water Soluble Potash 1(K 10%
Potasa soluble in aqua 20,)

10%

20961

N,
/2
0
59

K20 Vs. N, P, K: What Gives ?1

/Note that the N content is expressed in terms of N but
th4t the P and K content is listed in terms of P205 and K20
(c lied phosphoric acid and potash). Most countries use
th s N.P

2
0
5
.K

2
0 system, though a few are switching to a

slraght N.P.K basis. Either way, :a fertilizer's nutrient
c ntent is _the sane in terms of strengtr (i.e. ,a given dis-
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1

tance is the. same, whether it's.in milesior kilometers).. Just
'in case your country uses a straight No( system for fertilizer
labels and recommendations, here's how' to convert between the
two systemsi

*P X 2.3 m P205 205 X 0.44 * P

K X 1.2 m K
2
0 K

2
0 X -0.83 m K

Here's 2 sample problems to dear up any confusion:

PROBLEM #1: Suppose your couhtry uses the straight N-P-K
system and you see a fertilizer labelled 1610.5-6.5.
What would its formula be on an N-T205-K20 basis?

SOLUTION: Since P205 ='P x 2.3, multiply the fertilizer's P'
content by 2.3; convert K to K,0 by multiplying
=toe ferttlizeres K content by 1.2# You should end
up with A 16-24-8 formula orb an N-P205-K20 basis.

PROBLEM #2: Suppose you receive back soil test results that
recommend applyin 30 lbs. actual P per acre,
but the phosphoru content of your fertilizer
is expressed in t rms of P 0

5
How much P205

2 5
would be needed o supply 30 lbs. of actual. P?

3, you'd multiply the 30 Lbs.
find out that about 69 1ps.
lbs. of actual phosphorus.

SOLUTION: Since P
2
0
5

= P x 2
actual P by 2.3 an
P
2
0
5

will, supply

DON4T worry 'a lot
run into it. Again,
common, and it's the

A

1

about this, beca se you're unlikely to
the N-P20c-X0 system is by far-the most
one this Manbal uses.

WHAT'S CHEMICAL FERTILIZER MADE OUT OF?

Most of the N comes from c bining ammonia gas with-
carbon dioxide or nitric &ad; hosphorus fertilizers are
made by adding sulfuric or ,ph p oric acid to phosphate rock;
potassium comes. from mining tassium chloride or sulfate.

don' the 3 numbers in a'fextilizer formula-Add u to
100?: Ammonium nitrate 0 contains 33. N, but w at
about the other 67%? Its formula is NH2402 which shows that
the rest 4the weight is made up of hydrogen (H) and oxy -,
gen (0);_there's no way to find a sack containing 100% N,
since pure N is a gas (and plants can't use it anyway).-.

Lets take another example. Single superphosphate con -
-tarns about 20% phosphorus on a P205 basis(0-20-0); its
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chemical formula is Ca(H2PO4)2CaSO4, so yOu can see that-
the rest of the weight is made up of calcium (Ca), hydro.
gen, oxygen, and sulfur (5).,

A RUNDOWN ON COMMON CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

I. NITROGEN FERTILIZERS

Nearly all N ertilizers contain either ammonimm (NH4+)
.dr nitrate (NO3 nitrogen. ,Nitrate-N is quicker acting-
atad more mobile and easily leached, but don't forget that
ammonium N is pretty quickly converted to nitrate N in
warm soils (all of it within 7-10 days ).

Ammonium Nitrate (31.34% N): A 50-50 mixof ammonium and ni-
trate N;-quick acting but quickly becomes slushy in high
humidity (keep the sacks:sealed).- If left on the soil sur-
face At pH's aherre-7.0, some, will be lost.as ammonia gas.
Can be explosive if 'mixed with oil or ekposed to fire. It
has an acid effect on the soil (see p.,76).,

I

Ammonium Nitrate with Lime (20-Z1%N): Same as above but it's
coated with dolomitic limestone to neutralize acidity and
reduce absorption of humidity.

AMmonium Sulfate (20-21% N): Ala., contains sulfur (about 23% S
or 69% SO4); good handling and storage properties; has an acid
effect-on the soil; some N may be lost as:aMMonia gas if ap-
'plied to the soil surface above pH 7.0 w/o covering.

Urea (45-46%N): Has the chemiCal formula CO(NH2)2,,and it's N
is in the amide fOrm but is quickly converted to ammonium-
-and then to nitrate by soil microbes.. ftssid11§40,
Some N will be lost if it's left on the soil surface, especi-
ally when applied to pastures (up to 35% loss). It's the most
414h-strength source of N available in solid form. Can cause
"burning" if placed to near seeds or seedlings.' May sometimes'
contain excessive amounts of biuret which is very toxic to
plants,*but this is rate and due to faulty manufactUre. Has
an acid effect on the soil. Can be fed as a protein source
to ruminant animals (cattle, sheep, goats)'; the rumen.becteria
convert it to protein BUT it can-be zevtaxja at anything but
low levels (vinegar is-the antidote) and must be fed in combi-
nation with certain -other feeds.. Tends to absorb moisture.

Sodium Nitrate (16.0-0): Also called Chilean nitrate; tends
to be high cost perl.b. of N dueto its low- strength. Can
easily '"burn" seedslor seedlings because of its high "salt"
content (see p.86 Y. Has a, basic effect on soils. Absorbs
humidity.
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Potassium -Nitrate (13-0.44): See under K fertilizers.

Ammonium Phosphate Fertilizers: See under P fertilizers.

Mixed Fertilizers.: Lots of mixed fertilizers like 10-20.109'
14-14-149 20-20-01 etc. contain N.

i

Anhydrous Ammonia (82% N): The highest strength N fertilizer
available; it's stored under pressure as a liquid but reverts
to gas upon exposure to air; it's applied with a special ap-
plicator under strict safety precautions (it wan cause blind-
ness and fatal lung damage); has an acid effect on the soil.

Wh t about "Time Release" or "Slow Release" N Fertilizers?

They're coated or mixed with substances that slow down
their solubility anc the speed of microbial conversion to
leachakqe nitrate. Trouble is, they're usually too expensive
to be used on a commercial scale.

II. PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZERS

e'" Sint Superphosphate (16-22% P205. 812% S) : A common P fer-
tilizer and also a good sulfur source. Nearly all the P is
"water soluble" but that doesn't keep it from being tied up
in the soil. Has no effect on soil pH.

Triple or Concentrated Superphosphate (42-48% Pell: A higher
7t7NRWEITIRFRZTof P but low in sulfur (1-3%). Its P is'
nearly all water soluble but still subject to soil tie-up.

Ammonium Phosphate Fertilizers

1. Mono-ammonium Phosphate (11-48-0? 12-61-0): Tends to
give better results than di-ammonium phosphate on alka-
line- 42rssici-sciiI§:-Low in sulfur.

2. Di-ammonium Phosphate (16-48-0, 18-46.0, 21.53-0): Good
P source but may injure the seed be ammonia release if
placed ton_close, esp. on basic soils. MAP is less likely
to burl but DAP Is _safe if applied correctly (see p.86 ).

3. Ammonium Phosphate Sulfa e (16-20-09 13-39.0): Both are
also good sources of sulfur ',(9 -15% S in 16-20-092% S
ini13-39-0).

All the ammonium phosphate fertilizers have an acid effect
on the soil.

Mixed Fertilizers: Numerous kinds have P (20-20.0, 15.15.159etc.),

Heat Treated Rock Phosphates,: _These vary in P content; made
by heat treating natural phosphate rock to- increase its P
availability (very low); none,of-its P is water soluble:
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although most will became slowly available under acid condi- ----may be a cheap P ,source in countries with phosphate
deposits but is only recommended for ELc d soils and shouldbe finely ground; don't use it as the. so e source of P forshort-term annual crops (corn, etc:) - it won't beOome avail..
able fast enough.41.

Basic Slag (15-25% P205) : A by-product of steel making; areadily available source of P best used in acrd soils;
has a basic effect on soils.

Bone Meal: See under Organic Fertilizers.
7

Wh t's the Difference between Water Soluble PhosPlaccus and
Water I.isoluble Phosphorus?.

Don't be confused by the_term "water soluble" phosphorus.
It just means that the P is readily soluble in weter and
will move out of the granules into the soil quickly; it
doesn't mean-that it'll be 100% available to plants.that
depends on t1-4 soil's 'ability to tie up P. For annual crops,
at least 50% of the fertilizer's P should be water soluble
(it'll say on the label). Heat treated rock phosphate con-
tains only citrate soluble P. that's why it's only recommended
for acid soils 7171E; it can be dissolved. Raw phosphate rock
and bone meal are worse off, containing only insoluble P
which has, very low availability.

III. POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS

Potassium chloride (muriate of potash, 0-0-60), potassium
sulfate (0.0-50), and potassium nitrate (13.0-44) are common
K sources as well as mixed fertilizers like 14.14.14. Tobacco,
potatoes, 'and sweetpotatoes are sensitive to high amounts of
chlorides.

Iv.,SECONDARY NUTRIENT SOURCES (Calcium, Magnesium, Sulfur)

Calcium & magnesium

They're most commonly supplied as limestone (only Ca) and
dolomitic limestone (Ca and Mg) when raising soil pH. G
'calcium sulfate7-5as no effect on pH and is used to supply
plants with a high Ca requirement that prefer an acid soil
(like. peanuts).

_ Maanspium sulfate (Epsom salts, 9.11%Mg) and potassium
magnesium sulfate (11%-M4) are other sour,.es of Mg and have
no effect on soil pH. The Mg content-of fertilizers is of..
ter expressed in terms of MOO (magnesium oxide); the conver-
sion is Mg X 1.66 = MgO, moo x 0.6 0 14g.

*1.

;

eat;treated rock phosphates work well in high organic
. atter soils: _
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super (8-12% 5), ammonium sulfate (2 peltA s), 16.20-0 (9-15%
Same common fertilizers are good S sources like single

5), and potssium sulfate (17% S)...-OsualLy,the higher the
NPK content of a fertilizer the ower its content (i.e.
triple super has 1.3% 5). Sular9r( deficiencies are on the
increase in non-industrial areas, due to the growing use of
high analysis fertilizers. 'Os a good idea to include a
sulfur bearing fertilizer in your program, especially on
acid, sandy soils. Organic matter is a good source of S.

The S content of fertilizers is often expressed in terms
of SO4 (sulfate); 3 lbs. SO4 2, 1 lb. actual S.

V. MICRONUTRIENT FERTILIZERS

Some mixed fertilizers may contain varying amounts of
micronutrients (check the label) but ugual/y too little to
correct deficiencies; if a meaningful amount is present,
it may appear as a 4th number in the fertilizer formula, re-
ferring to the particular micronutrient.

Separate micronutrient fertilizers like copper sulfate,
iron sulfate, zinc sulfate, manganese sulfate, and borax are
-available for soil or fo ar applications; remember that soil

Iri

tie up of added Mn or Fe s often a problem orr deficient soils
(see p.41). Chelated fo s that greatly Cut soil tie up are
available too. Some fungicides. like Maneb-(contains Mn) and
Zineb (contains Zn) can supply micronutrients in conjunction
with disease control.

l.

MuLijaras jiltrtiltgazuhunisyl: See 1).85 4,

HOW SOME FERTILIZERS AFFECT SOIL -X AND WHAT TO DO ASO IT

Fertilisers can be acid, basic, or neAtral in their effect
on soil pHs

1. All N fertilizers (except ammonium nitrate with
lime are acid forming; that's because the conversion of
SMMoniUM (NN) to nitrate (NO3) releases acid forming
hydrogen ions. The same goes for Mken and most mixed
fertilisers (15.15 -15, 20.24-4, etc77:-

2.
!prat& N fertilisers that hive the nitrate combined
th a strong base have a slightly basic effedt (cal.

Blum nitrate, potion,* nitrate, sodium nitrate).

3. The s sight P or K fertilisers have no effect on soil
PM: po assium chloride, potassium smlfate, superphos-
phates.

4. Large a lications of Mamma arid comoosta have an acid
effect. 85
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So What's this Mean?

Continued use of acid forming fertilizers over the years
will eventually lower soil pH enough to require liming, unless
the soil is very alkaline. The rate of pH drop depends on
the kind and amo t of fertilizer applied and the biaferinq
ca War' (exchange capacity; see p.38) of the soil. Since
c ayey soils tend.to (but not always) have a higher buffering
capacity, they're usually more resistant to pH change than
coarser soils.

4

S.

So why use acid forming fertilizers?: they're usually the
most available and econonomical and are actually beneficial
on alkaline soils.

Why not Add Lime to an Acid Fertilizer?: DON'T! You'll lose
a lot of N as ammonia gas. Many fertilizer labels state the
amount of lime needed to neutralize the acidity per 100 lbs.
of L.ne fertilizer, but that's just a legal requirement. Don't
add lime to the soil each time either; it's unnecessary and
time consuming; most of your farmers can't afford high enough
fertilizer rates to markedly change pH in a year or two anyway.

The table below compares the relative acidity of acid
forming fertilizers; you'll see there's quite a difference
among them:

Relative Acidity of Acid Forming Fertilizers

lime
to counteract the ac di

iPartii Nproduced per:

FERTILIZER % Nitrqgpn 100 lbs. fertilizer

Ammonium nitrate 3334%
Ammonium sulfate 20.21%

Ammonium phosphate 16%
sulfate

Urea = 45.46%

Mono-ammonium
1 phosphate (11-48-0) 11%

Di-ammonium phosphate 21%

60 lbs.

110 lbs.

68 lbs.

84 lbs.

58 lbs.

74 lbs.

1.8 lbs.

5.3 lbs.

5.3 lbs.

1.8 lbs.

5.3 lbs.

3.5 lbr

The far right column is the most relevant'when comparil
the fertilizers, analyou can see that ammonium sulfate, am.
monium phosphate sulfate, and mono-ammonium phosphate are
nearly 3 times as acid forming as urea and ammonium nitrate.
Many experts feel that these figures are too conservative
and that the figures for urea and ammonium nitrate might
well be doubled and the others raised.by 30%. Read over
the chapter on liming. \

86 BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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II. HOW TO APPLY CHEMICAL PERT

You can't expect good results-from fertilizt4s
don't know Da and WHEN to apply them and.HOW MUCH

onIt's a comm weak point amongPCIPs, farmers, and
ing humber of extension agents and pamphlets. Yet
guidelines are pretty straight forward. Read over
few pages, and you'll go a long way toward helping
ers maximize their return on fertilizer use.

Let's start off with jute important Hew and w appli-
cation guidelines for the nutrients:

if 'you
to use.
a surpris-
the basic
the next
your farm-

NITROGEN

Even though ammonia"' N is fairly resistant to leaching,
it's converted to leachable nitrate within s_
warm, moist soiconditions. The coarser thelgt1

or so under
texture andr

the higher the rainfall, the greater the leaching losses:*

How to Combat Leach40 of N: As a general rule for annual crops
(corn, sorghum, tomatoes, etc.), apply 1/3-1/2 of the total
N at (or near) planting (or transplanting) time, usually as
part of An NP or NPK fgrtilizer. Apply the remaining N as
one or more O. a *later on in'the growing season when
the plant's dema d'for N picks up; use a straight N fertilizer
.like urea, ammo um sulfate, or ammonium nitrate.

How Manv'Sidedressincs?: For crops !like corn, sorghum, and
dryland rice, one sidedressing is u ally OA except on sandit.r
soils under high rainfall (use two) The single sidedressing

applications of fertilizer along th crop row of growing plants
I
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is made -30 -40 days after planting (corn is about knee high).
The longer season crops like tomato and eggplant normally get
2-4 N sidedressings at 3-4 week intervals, Grass pastures
are commonly topdressed with N 3-6 times during the wet sea-
son, following a once a year NP or NPK application,

Where to Place Fertilizer N

As an N? or NPK Fertilizer: When applying N at planting or
transplant time as part of an NP or NPK fertilizer, be sure
to place it 3-6" (7.5-15 cms.) deep; reason is that P and us-
ually K move very little in the-s i77-and need to be placed in
the root zone at the start; not m y roots grow in the top
inch or two of soil-it's not con inually moist enough (unless
mulched) for roots to prosper (Da tyre§ can absorb surface
applied P and K though). Here's 3 effective methods of apply-
ing an NP or NPK fertilizer:

1. In a contlAuous band that runs 2-3" out from the seed
row and 2-3" below seed depth.

2. In a half-circle 3.6" deep and 4.6" out from the trans-
plant.

3. In a hole 4-6" deep and 4.6" away from the seed hole
or. transplant. Not as effective as #1 and #2.

As an N si dressing: There's no need to place a_straight
"N fertilizer deep since rainfall will move it down into the
root zone. Work it in a bit (like 1l ") to keep it from
being carried away by surface water flow; gEgAshould always
be worked in to avoid ammonia gas loss, Ideal time to side-
dress is right before a weed cultivation-the cultivator or
hoe can work it into the soil. Here's 2 effective sidedress.
ing methods:

1. In a continuous band
1
along the row about 4" or more

out; crops with spreading root systems like corn and
sorghum can be.sidedressed midway between the rows
with no loss of effect.

2. Crops with wide inthe.row spacings like tomatoes, egg.
plant, and pepper are commonly sidedressed in a half.
circle about 6" or so out from the plant. Or use a
continuous band.

PHOSPHORUS APPLICalp GUIDELINES

Remember these 4 vital facts on P:

1. It's virtually immobile in the soil. so deep place-
ment (3-6") is essential (pastures are the exception).

1. No need to make a wide bend; the N will spread out as it
moves downward through the soil.
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2. It's easily tied. by,, the sof.l; only about 5-20% of
the fertilizer P you apply will actually be available
-o the crop. Application method has a. big influence
on tie-up (see below).

3. Young plants need a high concentration of P in their
tissues for good root growth; this means that P should
be applied Atgxte.2rs1mttra

4. There's maA121 in making additional P applications
after the initial ones, yet lets of farmers waste money
by sidressing with 12- 24 -12, 16-20-09 etc. Besides,
you'd damage the roots trying to get P down 36" on a
growing crop. Splitting P applications won't cut down
on soil tie-up either.

How to Minimize P Tie-up

1. Use localized lacemen (ba d half-c cle hole): The
low to medium rates 20760 lbso P.,0c/acre or 25-65ukgs./
hectare) most ofyour farmers wilt 16e using are much
better utilized if locally Placed instead of broadcast (p.83).

.This applies to P, NP,. and NPK fertilizers. Pastures
are an exception.

2. Co::.post and manure help. decrease soil P

3. Maintain soil pH within the 5.7 77.0 range if possible.

4. When applied along with P, N helps increase P avail-
ability and uptake.

`Should P Ever be Broadcast?

Broadcasting maximizes :P tie-up by spreading the fertilizer
too thin and exposing each granule to full soil contact. To
overcome the increased tie -up, broadcast rates may need to' be
2-10 times or more higher than with localized placement. Broad-
casting is a good way to build up the soil's general P content,
but few farmers can afford the huge amount needed. Here are
2 exceptions: .

1. Broadcasting can be used on yes mall lots end is
the best method for seedboxes; s oot for rates of at
least 200 lbs. P

2
0
5
/acre (220 t4s./hectare).

2. Broadcasting works fine on pastures,, even at low to
medium rates.

Except on pastures, broadcast. P must be worked into the soil
atj.east 3.4" deep (preferably into the whole topsoil).

POTASSIUM GUIDELINES

K ranks between N and P in mobilit:,9 so leaching ,losses
aren't usually important except on coarser soils or under
very heavy rlinfall. K should be applied at or near planting
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or transplant time as part of an NPK fertilizer and should
be placed 3-6" deep (7.5-15 cms.). Where leaching losses
are likely to be high; K can be applied in 2-3 applications;
this is also recommended ' fox pastures to help reduce "luxury
consumption" of K (see p.46). K tie-up is a problem on some'
soils but nowhere near that of P tie-up.

Broadcast applications of se Farmers in the States and Europe
commonly make periodic heavy brcldcast applications of K to
help build up soil levels; they can be very effective and
may last for. several years but aren't recommended where there's
high leaching losses or where K tie-up is a problem (see p. 46).
Such- heavy K applications may induce magnesium deficiencies
in some crops on soils with borderline Mg levels.

Save those Crop Residues!: About 2/3 of a plant's K is found
la: the leaves and stems vs. about 1/3 in the eat, pod, or
fruit; however, about 1/2-2/3 of the K in root crops is found
in the harvested root itself. Burni. residues does not
destroy K.but'only N9 sulfur, and organic matter.

SULFUR

Sulfur is usually applied as a sulfur bearing
like single super, ammonium sulfate-, etc. so tho
method is dictated by the principal nutrients in
Sulfur is mobile and readily leached.

CALCIUM & MAGNESIUM

1. Ca is more often applied ')as a liming material to
lessen acidity than as'a nutrient; even very acid soils
usually have enough Ca for plant needs. Some crops
like pgputs and tomatoes have extra high Ca needs,
and deficiencies can be cured by liming (if the pH-is
too low) or by applying q sum (no effect in pH) in
a band near the row (itAsmol e) or sprinkled over the
peanut plants.

fertilizer
application
the fertilizer.

2. A liming material like limestone or burned lime must
be evenly broadcast and then worked into the topsoil.
Dolomitic limestone will cure an Mg deficiency while
lessening acidity.

3. Epsom salts (magnesium sulfate) or potassium magnesium
sulfate have no effect on pH and can be applied using
the same methods as for NP or NPK fertilizers. 20.25 lbs.
actual-Mg/av:e (200-250 lbs. epsom salts) will do it.al

MICRONUTRIENTS

*oil applications of iron and manganese are often ineffec-
tive due to soil tie-up, especially at pH's above 6.8. Using
chelated forms will avoid this or you can make foliar appii..

O spray plants using 15 -20 lbs: epsom sa3.ts/100 gals. water

J
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cations. All the micronutrients can be applied as foliar'
sprays which is often more convenient, but 1igh applications
will burn leaves. Zinc can be mixed with fertilizer and'
banded or broadcast. Boron may be broadcast or mixed with
other fertilizers and banded near the seed (rates of more
than 1 lb. actual B per acre may injure germinating seeds
of some crops).

GENERAL MICRONUTRIENT RATES FOR DEFICIENCIESal

En: Household borax at tablespoon (15 c.:.) per 100 sqo
feet on sandy soils and up to 3 tbs. on clayey soils.

---1:rdihtt O.D. the soil-it's harmful to plants. Or use
1 10-25 lbs. borax/acre (11-27 kgsahectare).

VIcIrlvbdenum: Use 1/2 teaspoon (2.5 c.c.) of sodium molybdate
per 100 sq. ft. (mix with fertilizer); or spray
plants with a solution of 1/4(-1/2 lb. sodium
molybdate per 100 gals. water. Liming the soil
(if pH,is too low) will often cure a deficiency.

Zinc: 10-40 lbs./acre of zinc-sulfate (23% Zn); band low rates
or broadcast high ones. You can sprays plants with a
1-2% solution of zinc sulfate (1.25-2.5 ounces per gal.
of water); use a wetting agent.

Manganese: Spray plants with a 1-2% solution of manganese
sulfate (1.25-2.5 oz./gal. of water) plus a-
wetting agent. Use a special chelate form if
applying it to the soil.

Iron: A 1-2% spray of ferrous Sulfate (1.25-2.5 oz. /gal.)
plus a wetting agent 'nut may need repeating every few
weeks. ghelated iro should be used for soil appli-
cation (1836 lbs./acre).

Copper: Use A-2 teaspoons (7.5-10 c,c.) of copper sulfate
per 100 sq. ft& of si.1. Mix with your regular
fertilizer.

If using foliar sprays, they usually require more than one
application.

*1. When using foliar sprays a wetting agent] ("spreader") is
important to assure uniform coverage; if a commercial
spreader isn't available, use a mild 'squid detergent
like "Lux" or "Ivory" at 1-2 teaspoons per gal.
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FERTILIZER APPLICATION METHODS COMPARED

Let's check out the effectiveness and suitability of
4 common application methods for your farmers:

D
1. Broadcasting

2. Localized placement: band, half-circle, hole.

3. Foliar applications

4. Through the irrigation water

I. BROADCASTING

The fertilizer is uniformly spread over the soil and
then hoed, disked, or plowed in. P and K should be worked 6.-
8" into the topsoil. Toodressinq refers to surface applications
on pastures while they're growing:, Except on small plots,
seed boxes, or pastures, your farmers are a lot better off
using localized placement' instead. The cons outweigh the
pros:

Eros

1, Gives a better distribution of fertilizer in the root
zone comp,4red to localized placement; most high capital
Stateside farmers combinvbroadcasting (for large appli-
cations of P and K) with banding a small amount of NPK
fertilizer near the seed to get plants off and running.

2. Little danger of fertilizer "burn".

3. Labor needs may be better distributed, since the fer-
tilizer is applied before planting time; broadcast ap.
plications of P and K may last several years if hl_qh
rates are used.

Cons

1. It maximizes soil tie-up of P (K also).

2. Low to medium rates of fertilizer (esp. P) are
spread too thin.

3. Your farmers can't afford the high. rates of P and K
needed to overcome #1 and #2; 2-10 times as much P and
K are needed when broadcast to equal the effect of
localized placement.

4. You fertilize the weeds as well as the crop.

.....54jarmers may lack equipment for uniform spreading
and for working in P ar K deep enough. Plows and
hoes work fine, but dis harrows usually don't work
it in deep enough.
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II. LOCALIZED PLACEMENT (Band, Ealf-circle,

Several Ways to Band Fertilizer

The continuous band method is ideal for close spaced
crops like carrots, radishes, ar.d.beets or for drill seeded
(one seeddoit a time instead of in "hills") corn and sorghum.
Here are everal ways to do it:

14:44t placement of the band is 2 ..3" to the side of°
and 2-3" below the seed rcw. This lowers tne risk
of "burn" and also gets the fertilizer down deep
and into the path of the roots. Tractor and animal
drawn planters with fertilizer band applicators are
available; otherwise this method can be pretty tedious
on anything but small plots. One band /row' is as good as 2.

\2. The farner can make a 4-6" deep furrow with a wooden
plow, or hoe, apply the fertilizer along the bottod,
and then kick in soil to fill the furrow up to plant.
ing depth. This_gives a band of fertilizer running
under the seeds and a little to each side; as long as
there's 2-3" between fertilizer and seed, the 's little
danger of burning, even at healthy rates..1

1. A less satisfactory method is to make one furrow at
planting depth and place both seed and fertilizer in
it; it'll work OK withggra and sorohus with little
risk of "burn" at low to medium rates (like 175.250
lbs./acre of 16-20-0 or 14.14.14 or up to 100 lbs./
acre of 18-46-0, 16.48.0). Make the furrow wide so
the fertilizer can be spread out a bit to dilute it.

Placement Under the Seed: One danger of placing an NP or
NPK fertilizer dfiectly 2nder theseed-or transplant is
that the'N and K salts 'may move upward through the soil
as it dries and cause injury (P doesn't burn). Straight
P fertilizers are safe to use th:..:s way but should bsepar.
ated from the.seed by am inch of soil. Placement of,j'; di
rectly under the seed or transplant often gives great re-
sults on tap rooted crops like tomatoes, onions, and cotton.
Side-band placement of P it better for fibrous rooted crops
like corn, sozghum, and small-grains.

Half.Circle Method

Very effective on crops spaced too far apart to warrant
banding (tomatoes, peppers, hill planted corn, eggplant, etc.).
The half-circle should, be located about 3-4s'out from the seed
group or-transplant and 4-6" deep (if using an NP or NPK fer-
tilizer).

"Hole" Method

The least effective of the 3 since it concentrAtei the -

fertilizer in a pretty small areal. still, it's far better,

71. Sandy soils are more prone to fertilizer tatiE3FECNEWEs*'
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than no fertilizer at all. 'Make' the hole 4.6" deep and 3"
or so away from seed hills or 4-6" away from larger plants.

Using a Liauid "Starter" Solution

Starter solutions help transplants recover from the shock
by providing a readily available source of fertilizer (esp.
P for root growth). They're made by mixing 2-4 tablespoons
of a high P fertilizer like 12-24.:129 10- 30 -10, or 14-14.14
with a gallon cif water and then pouring about a cupr into
each transplant hole before putting the seedling in. Let
the solution disappear into the soil first. See under
"Vegetables" for more info.

Pros and Cons of Localised Place:mat (LP)

The "LP" method is usually the best one foefarmers whose
capital or management situation limits them to low or medium
rates of fertilizer; the pros far outweigh the cons:,

Pros

1. Small to medium rates of fertilizer (esp. P) are much
more efficiently used than if broadcast. Gives maximum
return per dollar spent.

2. It minimizes the tie-up of P (K too).

3. It doesn't feed the weeds as much.

4. Especially good for crops with less extensive root
systems like lettuce, cabbage, onions, radish, pota-
toes, and cotton.

Cons

1. On `low fertility soils, it's hard to produce top yields
with the "LP-" method.alone; comfining the fertilizer
to a small area doesn't stimulate aJ extensive root_
development. Most of your farmers montt.have the money
or the management skills to shoot for top yields anyway.

III. FOLIAR APPLICATIONS

Foliar applications are mainly suited for applying micro.
nutrients since such small amounts are needed; it's a good
way to avoid the soil tie-up of manganese and iron (unless
chelates are used).

What-about Foliar NPK Fertiliz vat Many liquid und soluble
powder4PK fpliar fertilizers e, available; some advertise.
m ts' laim large yield increa s over using soil fertilizers
alo Research has shown that fbliar NPK fertilizers can
"green up" a c'op but that yield increases are unlikely as
long as enoughsoil applied NPK is used. Some of these products
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contain various micronutrients but in such low concentram
tions that they're useless for preventing or controlling
deficiencies. The NPK foliar products are hishly expensive
per lb. of nutrient compared to regular fertilizers. Numerous
applications would be needed to supply a good amount of N, Ps
or K without burning.

IV. APPLICATION THROUGH THE IRRIGATION WATER

Urea and ammonium nitrate dissolve readily in water
and are often applied by sprinkler irrigation; don't try
this using furrow irrigation-it's too wasteful and non-
uniform.

SOME SPECIAL ADVICE'POR FURROW IRRIGATED SOILS

' When using 4n "LP" method on furrow irrigated soils, be
sure to place the fertilizer below the level that the irri-
gation water-will reach in the furrow; placement below the
high water mark. enables mobile_nutrients like nitrate and
sulfate to move sideways and downward; towards the roots;
if placed above' the water line, the upward capillary rise
of water will carry these mobile nutrients to the sOrface.

.

'HOW- TO AVOID FERTILIZER BURN

Pear of fertilizer burn.terro=izes many'a PCV, but is easy
to avoid. "Staining" is caused by .a high concentration of
soluble salts around the seed or roots which prevents them
from absorbing ;water or anything else (remember osmosis ?).,
Either the seeds germinate poorly or theleavesstart to
turn braim, firlst.et the tips, and the plant eventually dies.
The N and K fertilizers are the real culprits,' since they
have a much higher "salt index" than P fertilizers.

PirstAicest it If you're luCky en' ough to be
able to irrigate, libetally,apply the water to let.ch away the.
salts. Otherwi e, pr a.Y.for rain! . i

, I '

How to A id "L.. n"s Separate the seed and the.frtilizer by ,

2.3" when bandi g and 3-4" from the seed or txLensplapt when
using the half ircle or' hole method; burningiis more likely
on sandy soils han clayey soils; soils in arid or semi-arid
irrigated areasillre likely to have a high salt content to '

begin with-bur ng is even more likely here:

Per ilize V
ated with N an
potential:- The 't

---".Salt Index" of.c
nutrients (not pe

" Po e s It's.the salts associ-
at do t e prninv-P has little burning,
e on the next page gives the reel ative
n fertilizers,per 20 lbs. of'plant

lb. of fertilizer). .
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Relative Burn'Potential
pf Different .Fertilisers'

Salt Index per
20 lbsiaf Plant Nutrients

Sodium nitrate

Potassium nitrate

Ammonium sulfate

Ammonium nitrate

Mono-ammonium
phosphate

Potassium t4aginesium
sulfate

Potassium chloride

Urea

Di-ammonium phosphate)

Potassium sulfate

Single sup,rphosphate

Triple superphosphate

Formula,

16.0-0

14.0-46

21.0-0

33-0-0

Gypsum

Urea and DAP may cause more injury than ammonium
sulfate since they release free ammcnia.

11-48-0

0.0-22

0-0-60

45.0.0

18-46-0

0-0-54

0.20.0

0-48-0

..t

6.0 GREATEST

5.3

3.2

2.9

2.5

1697

1.93

1.6

1.6

0.85

0.4
0.2

0.25
LEAST



III. HOW MUCH TO APPLY?

4.

WHAT'S ThE MOST PROFITABLE RATE OF FERTILIZER
FOR A SMALL FARMER?

That depends on:

1. His management ability and. sgkital situation; does
he have the money, desire, Affdability to follow
recommended practices in fertilizer use, pest con-,-
trot, use of improved varieties, etc?

2. Limiting factors other than fertility and how well
they can be controlled: low pH, shallow soil, poor
drainage, weeds, insects, diseases, rainfall & irri-
gation, suitable crop variety, etc.

S. The fertility level of the soil

4. Type of crop and probable price; perishable vegies
usually have a higher profit potential than storable
grain crops, but much more risk is involved due to
greater price fluctuations and more sophisticated
growing techniques.

5.. The cost of fertilizer. ,

Looks like another complex issue, but we can still arrive
at some very useful 'guidelines. Read on.

Small Farmers Should Usually Aim for Maximum Ret'
Per Doll arthatratanLowModerateFertilizeRe

As shown by the fertilizer trial results below, crop
response to fertilizer follows the Law of Diminishing Re-
turns: (N .was the only deficient nutrient in this trial)

Lbs. of Nitrocen Yield iu M-VA
Added per Acre Bushels Per Acre"- Increase

0 12
4C 54 42
80 84 30

120 104 20
160 119 15
200 129 10
240 136 7

280 141 5

320 144 97 ?

1. 1 Bushel of corn ='56 lbs. (shelled and at 14% moisture)
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Since the efficiency of fertilizer response declines as rates
go up, a small farmer who's short on capital should apply low
to medium rates of fertilizer. He'll end up with a higher
return per dollar spent on fertilizer, be able to fertilize
more land, and have money left over to invest in other yield
improving practices.

As a farmer's capital situation improves, he can afford
to become less efficient and aim more towards maximum profit
per acre by applying higher rates of fertilizer. That's like
the big supermarket that offers lower prices than the Mom &
Pop outfits but makes a much higher total profit due to its
larger volume.

A capital-short small farmer is usually better off fer-
tilizing a larger area of land at low to medium rates than
a small area of land at a high rate. For examples in the
fertilizer trial on the previous page, 160 lbs. of N produced
119 bu. of corn when applied to one acre; if the same amount
were spread over 4 acres, a total of 216 bu. would be pro-
duced (4 x 54).

The amount of fertilizer that will give the best return
per dollar spent depends a lot on the crop, soil, climate,
etc., but it's usually on the low to medium side. A high
value crop like tomatoes often merits a higher rate than
a lower value crop like corn, but the risk is higher and the
price fluctuation much greater.

Substitution of Fertilizer for L d: Another factor is that
fertilizer can substitute for land by allowing the farmer to
produce more corn and beans on less land. That cuts costs
and permits more diversity of production.

HOW ABOUT SOME GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR LOW,
MEDIUM, AND HIGH RATES OF N, P205, and K20?

OK, but bear in mind the many factors that determine fer-
tilizer rates (see top of previous page). The table below
gives a very general aade to LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH rates of
the "BIG 3" (N, ?,K) under small farmer conditions and using
localized placement of P and K (except on pastures):

HIGH
(Lbs./acre or
Kgs./hectare)

100+

LOW"'
(Lbs./acre or

MEDIUM
(Lbs./acre or

Kgsdhectare) Kgs./hectare)

N 35-55 60-95

P
2
0
5

25-35 40-60

K
2
0 30-40 50-70

98

70+

80+ -

Now check out the qualifications on the next page:

*1.Kgs./Ha. and Lbs./acre are virtual.y the same (within 10%).

Lbs./acre x 1.12 = kgs./Ha.
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1. YOU MUST'CONSIDER THE FERTILITY LEVEL OP THE SOIL
YOU'RE WORKING WITH as well as the type of crop.
A soil high in K would need little or no fertilizer'
K.. Most cropped soils tend to be low in N and low
to medium in Pt K deficiencies are less common. Grasses
and cereal crops (corn, rice, etc.) usually show less
response to added K thqn root crops, bananas, sugar,.
cane, and legumes.

2. The N rates are geared to high users like corn, sorghum,
rice, pasture grasses, leafy vegies like lettuce, cab -
bagel mustard; some fruit vegies like,tomatoes (apply
less N on eggplant, pepper and cucumber) , and
potatoes.

3. Most other root crops aside from potatoes have lower
N needs than those above; this includes carrots, radishes,
beets, onions, manioc (cassava, yuca), and taro.

4. Lgaumeilike peanuts, mungo beans (P. )1 soybeans,
cowpeas and tropical pasture legumes are al] very effi-
cient N fixers if properly innoculat6d or grown on a
soil with a good natural population of the right strain
of lihisobis; they need little or no fertilizer NI but
moat extension pamphlets recommend a starter application
of 20-30 kgs./Ha. or Lbs./acre of N (along with the us-
ual P and K) to feed_ the plants til the Rhizobia begin
to fix N (takes about 2-3 weeks).

Ordinary beans, lima beans, and peas aren't as efficient
N fixers and can use up to 50-60 kgs. N/ha. or lbs./acre.

5. Don't forget to take the farmer's management ability
into account. You're wasting your time encouraging
a farmer to use a "High" rate of fertilizer if he's
not willing or able io use other complementary yield
improving practices; also remember to'check out soil
limiting factors like drainage, depth, etc.

Specific Crop Recommendations

Pages 108-35 give more detailed fertilizer recommendations
and related guidelines for common crops. _Whcanover rafiRsih1^,
et the soil tested b a relitple
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N. FAULTY FERTILIZER PRACTICES

How to Spot Them and Fix Them

Faulty fertilizer practices are all too common among farm-
ers, PCV's, and a surprising number of extension pamphlets.
Let's run through some of the more common mistakes;

(NOTE: Since lbs./acre and kgs./hectare are close equivalents,
tn.-Fertilizer rates below apply to both; i.e. 100 kgs ha. is
pretty close to 100 lbs./acre)

EXAMPLE 1: 125 kgs. (lbs.) of Urea (45-0.0) per hectare (acre)
applied when corn is planted, followed by a side..
dressing of 200 kgs, (lbs.) 16.20-0 per hectare (acre)
at knee-high stage.

WHAT'S WRONG?: It's backwards! The NP or NPK fertilizer should
always be applied at or near planting, never es a sidearessing.
Besides, only 1/3 -1/2 of the total N should be put on at plant-
ing to minimize leaching losses. What about the total NPK dos-
age? It works out to about 88 kuo(lbs.) N, 40 kgs. (lbs.)
P205, and no K

2
0 per hectare (adie).1Che N and P rates are in the ac-

ceptable range (see table on P. 89), but 'some K may be needed un-
less the soil has a medium to high test level.

pEAMPLE,2: 250 kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre) of 14.44-14 broadcast and
left on the soil surface a couple days before plant-
ing vegies.

WHAT'S WRONG71 What's riv%t? Broadcasting is a lousy way
to use a small amount of fertilizer, especially P. To add in.
sult to injury, it's being left on the soilsurface; the P and
most of the K will never reach the roots. The fertilizer should
be banded instead.

1 00

9
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EXAMPLE 3: 300 kgs./Ha. (or lbs./acre) of 15-15 -15 applied in 4,
a band at corn planting time and placed 2" (5 ems.)
deep and 6" (IS ems.) from the row, followed by a--
sidedressing of ammonium sulfate (20-0-0) at 300
kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre) when corn is tasseling. tP7,F

WHAT'S WRONG?: The NPK fertilizer is being placed tezAhmagi
and too far away from the row. It Should be at-least 3-4'
(7.5-10 cms.) deep and no farther away than 2-3" (5-7.5 ans.)
from the row. The N sidedressing is being applied about 3-4
weeks too late; corn and sorghum need the N sidedressing about
knee high stage., The soil also may not need any X. Rates are OK.

EXAMPLE 4: ISO kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre) of 12-24-12 applied at to-
mato transplant time in a half circle 10" (25 ems.)
away and 2" (S ans.) deep, followed by a sidedress-
ing of 200 kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre) of 14-14-14 3 weeks
later.

WHAT'S WRONG?: Tomatoes are a heavy NPK feeder; 150.kgs./Ha.
-isn't enough (2 to 5 times as much is needed, unless soil
K level is high). The half-circle is too shallo4 and too far
away from the plants; it should be at least 34" deep and about
4" or so away. There's no benefit from sidedressing with an
NPK fertilizer like 14-14-14; all the P and X should go on at
transplant time (sidedressing X only pays on sandy soils or
under a lot of rain) -; only N should usually be sidedressed. I'd
aim for a total N application of 100 or more kgs./Ha. (lbs./
acre) See p. 123 for suggested NPK rates.

EXAMPLE 5: 200 kgs. /Ha. (lbs./acre) of 0-20-0 applied when grain
-sorghum is planted, followed by 400 kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre)
of Urea (45-0-0) as a side-dressing 35 days later.

WHAT'S WRONG?: Some N should always be applied at planting to
most crops (except maybe peanuts, soybeans, cowpeas, mung beans,
and peanuts and pasture legumes). Otherwise, you're apt to run
into an N deficiency well before sidedressing time. Young plants
don't need much N, bUt soil microbes can cause a temporary N
tieup while decomposing the previous crop's residues. The Urea
sidedressing is being applied at the right time, but it's much
too high a rate except for super farmers with super soil and
lots of capital. I'd cut it down to a total of 80-100 kgs. (lbs.)
of actual N per hectare (acre) (planting plus side-dressing).
P rate is in the OK range though X may be'needed.

Exouz_k: 250 kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre) of 12-24-12 applied in
a band when peanuts are planted, folltved by a side-
dressing of ammonium sulfate (20-070) at 300 kgs./Ha.
(lbs./acre).

WHAT'S WRONG?: Peanuts are a very efficient N fixing legume so
little, if any, N is needed if the proper Rhizobia bacteria
are present in the soil or Ad the seeds were properly innocu-
lated with the right Rhizobia culture. However, a starter
amount of 20-30 kgs./137.1T.F-5s./acre) N is often recommended
to fill in til the khtzobia start functioning. Anyway, you'd
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414 -1

never sidedress peanuts or other efficent N fixers with N; get
them to fix their own-it's far cheaper and usually makes the
difference between profit and loss.

PROBLEM 7: 100 kgs. /Ha. (lbs./acre) of 1648-0 applied when
corn is planted, followed by 150 kgs./Ha. (lbs. /acre)
of Urea (45-0-0) applied on the soil surface at knee
high stage.

WHAT'S WRONG?:

1. He (she) is putting on a total of 83 kgs. (lbs.) of N in
the 2 applications (16 + 67) which is an acceptable total rate.
BUT remember that 1/31/2 of the total N should be put on
at planting; only 16 kgs. (lbs.) are being put on in this
case or about 20% of the total. That's too little. As
a general rule, no less than 25-30 kgb,/Ha. (lbs. /acre)
of N should be applied at planting or you may run into
an N deficiency before sidedressing time.

2. The ISO kgs. (lbs.) dosage of Urea is OK BUT it's being
left on the soil surface; up to 25-30% may be lost as
ammonia gas (see p.73) or it may be carried away by
surface flow of water. Work it in about an inch deep
to avoid this.

1. The soil may need K also.

PROBLEM 8: Miguel makes up a "starter" fertilizer solution for
his trariplants by mixing a couple tablespoonfuls of
Urea in a gal. of water and applying about 1 coffee
cupful per transplant hole. No more fertilizer is used.

WHAT'S WRONG?: Urea won't help much as a starter solution; the
transplants need a high P fertilizer like 12-24-12 10-20-20,
or 16-20-0 to help their roots perk up again. The starter solu-
tion isn't meant to replace the normal NP or NPK fertilizer
application in solid form and only has enough nutrients for
the first -few days.

PROBLEM 9: Juan is planting mustard, Chinese cabbage, and
radishes in the field and is applying I5.15-15
in a band directly below the seeds but separated
by 1" (2.5' cms.) of soil. He's applying it at
the rate of 1000 kgs./ha. (lbs./acre).

WHAT'S WRONG?:

1, Placing an NPK fertilizer directly below the seed is
risky at anything but very low rates; when the soluble
N and K salts dissolve, they move upward when the soil
dries and may injure the seeds. You could be alright

at 250 kgs./Ra., but seed and fertilizer should be -
separated by 2-3" tS-7.5 cms.).

2. 1000 kgs./Ha (lbs./acre) is way too high a rate of NPK,
especially N (much will be lost by leaching),. Cut it
back to about 300-400 kgs./Ha.

Artually, an N sidedressing may 'be necessary ITThe plants
N hi nger signs, but that should never happen under.

(7-(wd manegement. 102
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V. GRTTXMO ?RI MOST OUT O PIRTILIMM

P3tators that Mot the_ Response Vey'lkslat

inu AnQ Niephod of APpALCatioa: Maks sure you under
s anti the basics of fertilizer application methods

4 and timing.

2. najaghiMMISLULIALAncl: If 2 or m9 re nutrients are
deficientsilt'muaneousiy (very likely), adding only one
may have little effect. Check out this fertilizer trial
on corn in a soil where both N and P were low:

WU latial
Treatments. R2E-AGER USSIAAR

None - 4 bushels ....

N only 12 8

P only 21 17

U + P 58 54 --,/
s-'

In some cases, an excess of one nutrient relative to
another can cause uptake problemst

A. A high ratio of potassium or ammonium to magnesium
can cause a deficiency of Mg in susceptible crops
like tobacco and pastures.

A high ratio of K to calcium may cause a Ca defici-
ency in peanuts.

C. Large applications of P can cause iron or zinc
deficiencies in soils where they're at a borderline
level.

D. A high ratio of Ca to Mg can cause Mg deficiencies.

E. Overliming a soil can cause micronutrient deficien-
. ties (except for molybdenum).

F. Excess soluble copper and manganese Can cause iron
deficiencies and vice- versa. tRappens in very acid
soils sometimes).

3. Tvoe of Cron: Corn, sorghum, short strayed rice varieties,
sugarcane, bananas, pastures, and most, vegies are more
likely to give good fertilizer returns than coffee, cacao,
and most tree crops (unless they're suffering from * real
deficiencyl. Soybeans and peanuts often respond better
to residual fertility than to directly applied P and K.

4. V ari tv: Improved varieties and hybrids (if adapted to the
area usuallgive a much better response to fertilizer
than native ones. In a fertilizer trial in India,with
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corn, a hybrid and a local variety were compared at the
same fertilizer rate; the hybrid yielded,8000 lbs./acre'
and the native variety only 2000 lbs.

Whatever the variety, be sure it's adapted to your
area (i.e. don't blindly use thode free 'CARE sveds in
the PC office-chances are that the variety isn't well
suited to your area). Likewise, don't expect cool weather
crops like spinach, potatoes, broccoli, celery, cauliflow-
er, peas, carrots, beets, head lettuce, and turnips to
yield well in hot weather.

S. Ipsect 802iseases: They'll easily wipe out profits if
not controajia:

6. Weeds: They rob water, light, and nutrients and also
harbor insects and diseases. Seat time to control them
is when they're tiny; sloppy or delayed weeding can eas-
ily cut yields 'by 50% or more.

7. soil Limiting_ Factors: pH problems, poor tilth, hardpans,
poor drainage, shallowness, etc. will all lower response;
.before advising a farmer on fertilizer uselcheck out his
land-it could be a no-win situation.

8. MIcaratestlireasur: -Adequate water is vital for
a full fertilizer. response; fertilizer does increase
drought resistance somewhat. Unusually high temperatures
can hurt yields, especially if they occur at pollination
time (i.e. corn, tomatoes).

Use the "Packaae" Approachi

You'll make far greater progress raising yieldd by intro-
ducing a "package" of improved practices rather than relying
on fertilizer alone. The package approach not only markedly
boosts yields compared to a one input strategy but also cuts
the risk to the farmer. Improved practices have a remarkable
way of interacting with 'each other; take a look z4t this trial
on wheat in Mexico:

Treatment Yield Increase

Irrigation 5%

Fertilizer 135%

Irrigation + fertilizer 700%

Any viable package must usually include an improved variety,
proper-plant spacing and population, fertilizer use, and
control of insects, diseases, and weeds.
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VI. COPING WITH FERTILIZER MATH

There's some math involved in using fertilizers; it's
straight forward but takes some practice. *ell cover these
5 areas:

1. Converting fertilizer recommendations 'from an N-P2Osir K20
basis to actual kind and amount of fertilizeris? needed.

2. Choosing themost.econOmica: fertilizer.

3. Mixing fertilizers.

4. Determining how much fertil:Lzer is needed per plant,
Per length of row, or per ama.

5. Converting fertilizer,dosages from a weight to volume basis.

I. CONVERTING FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS FROM -AN N - P 0 K 0s 7.
BASIS TO ACTUAL KIND ANDAMOUNT OF FERTILIZER(S) NEEDED

Fertilizer recommendationsc especially.those from soil tests,
are often given in terms of the amount of N, P205, and K,0 need-
ed per acre or hectare, etc. It's up to you to pick tfie kind
and amount of fertilizeris) needed to match the'recommendation.

PROBLEM #1:Soil test results recommend that Angelita fertilize
her corn like so

At Planting\

(LBS. PER ACRE)
KILOgRAMS PER HECTARE

N P205 K
2
0

40 SO . 0 .

4

60.
0 0At knee high

Stager

If the local ag store has the following fertilis!
zers on hand, which ones should he use, and'how
much will it take to .:over one hectare?

Fertilizers Available
18-46-0 12./24-12 _Urea (45-0-0)
16-20-0 14-14-14 0-0-60
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SOLUTION:

LetA4?take the 40.-40-0 planting recommendation first., The
easiest approach is to pick the fertilizer whose N:P205:K20
ratio comes closest tO that of the recommendation '(40-50-0
1:1.25:0). You know right off that 12.24.12,,14-14.14, urea,
and 0-0-60 won't work, which leaves only 18-46-0 and
16-20-0. 18-46-0 has a 1:2.55:0 ratio which ia too high in

.r.'205; that would mean having to put on 102 kgs. (lbs.) P20s.
in order to supply 40 kgs. (lbs.) of N. 16-200 has a 1:1.25:0
ratio which is just what we're locoing for.

To 'find out how =kph 16 -20 -0 is' needed to supply 40 kgs.
(lbs.) N and 50 kgs. (lbs.) P2034 divide 40 by 16% (0.16) or
50 by 20% (0.2) which gives you 250 kg's. (albs.). So', if Angelita
applies 250 kgs. (lbs.) of 16-20-0 per hectare (ltre) he'll `

supply the 40 kgs. (lbs.) N and 50 kgs. (lbs.) P205 called
for by the recommendation.

Now what about the s±dedress recommendation of 60 'cgs;
(lbs.) N? Urea is the obvious choice, since it's the only fer-
tilizer on the list that has just N. To find °W.: how much urea
it takes to supply 60 kgs. (lbs.) per hectare (acre), divide
60 by 45% (0.45) and you'll get about 133.kgs. (lbs.).

You won't always be able to follow a,recommendation exact-
ly, since the right fertilizer might not be on hand. Anyhow,
fertilizer recommendations aren't anywhere near 100% accurate.
Do try to get within 15-20% of the amounts recommended though.
If you have to put on extra P to supply enough K or vice-versa,
don't worry; K, and especially P, aren't readily.Leached.
Look at problem #2 below:

PROBLEM 2: Soil test results advise Ben to fertili:--e his toma-
toes like so: (LBS. PER ACRE) .1

KILOGRAMS PER HECTARE

N P205 K20
AL: transplanting: §0 /00 40

Sidedressing every 40
4 weeks

If the local ag store has the following fertilizers
on hand, which ones should he use, and hew ruch will it
take to cover one hectare?

7'

Fertilizers Available

16-20-0 14-1414 13-13-20
10-20-.L0 18L46-0 Ammonium sulfate (20-0.0)

SOLUTION:.

Let's take the transplanting recommendation first. Of the
3 NFK fertilizers above, 10-20-10 has the nutrient ratio closest
to that of the recommendation. 500 kgs. (lbs.) of 10-20-10

*1. To save spacb, each problem is given in terms ef kgs./Ha.
and,lbs./acre. Since there's only about a 10% difference be-
tween them, they can.betused interchangeably for our purposes.
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would supply 50-100-50 on a kgs./Ha. (lbs./acre).,
basis. That puts us a bit low on N and high on 1(20,. but Ws no
big problem. Theextra K won't leachmuch, and Ben can make--
the first sidedressing of N a few days early to make up'for'
being slightly low on the transplanting application..

200 kgs. (lbs.) of 20-0-9 would supply 40 kgs. (lbs.) of
N fora sidedressing. Ben could put on a bit more the first,

,time (say 250 kgs. or lbs.) to make up for the 10 kg. (lb.)
deficit at transplanting or he could put the first Aidedressing
on abit earlier (like at.3 weeks).

II. CHOOSING THE MOST ECONOMICAL FERTILIZER

At times you'll find 2 or 3 different N sources available
and will want, to know which one is the best buy. When compar-
ing different fertilizers, what counts is'the cost per kg. oz
lb, of nutrient not the cost per sack.

PROBLEM: Which fertilizer below is the most economical source
of N ?:11;

FERTILIZER % N
COST IN DOLLARS

PER 100 lbs. PER 50 kas.

Urea,

Ammonium
nitrate

.

Ammonium
sulfate

45%
--\

33%

21%

$13.50, ... ,)

$11.55

$8:40

$14.85
,

.i12.70

,$9.24

--

SOLUTION: Trick is to find the per lb. or kg. of N; a 10C,
lb. sack of urea has 45 lbs. N and a 50 kg. sack has 22.5 kgs.
N so:

$13,50 1lAsla= 30e/lb. of N = 66t/kg. of N
451bs. 22.5 kgs.

Ammonium nitrate works out to 35Q /lb. of N or 17c/kg. of N,
and ammonium sulfate works out to 40e/lb. of N or 88e /kg,. of N.

That makes urea the cheapest source of N in this case.iUsually,
the higher analysis fertilizer will be'the cheaper due; to lower
shipping cost per unit of nutrient.

Other factors may be important: Even:A ammoniumammonum sulfate is
usually more costly per unit_ of N, it does supply ,s, fur; and
might be the best choice on a sulfur deficient soil unless
Another sulfur bearing fertilizer was used at planting time. On
the other hand, it's considerably more acid than urea in its
long term effect on soil pH (see p.77). .Ammonium nitrate is
a quicker acting N source than urea since half its N is in the
readily mobile atratp form; it migket.be the best choice where
the crop is showing N deficiency synikoms or when.sidedressing
has been delayed.
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CAUTION: You can't compare 14.14-14 and 10-20-10 on a cost-
per.unit of nutrient basis. A 1:1:1 ratio fertilizer may
give better results than a 1:2:1 fertiliter or viceversa,
depending on the soil and crop. Don't try adding up the lbs.
or kgs. of N, t)2059 and, K20 per bag and dividing this into the
cost ;, each of.tfie nutrients has a different cost per lb. or kg.
You can compare fertilizers with the same nutrient ratio (i.e.
5-10-5 and 12- 24.12).

III. MIXING DIFFERENT FERTILIZERS

PROBLEM: suppose you need a fertilizer with a 1:3:1 ratio, but
the local ag store only has 14-14-14 and 0-21-0. How
cou-d you combine the 2 fertilizers to obtain a 1:3:1
ratio, and what would its formula be?

SOLUTION:

100 lbs. of 14-14-14 contains 14 lbs. each of N, P205, and,-
K24 if you added another 28 lbs. of P205 using 0-21-0, you'd
end up with a 1:3:1 ratio mix. Divide 28 by 21% and you'll find
that 133 lbs. of 0-21-0 will supply the 28 lbs. of P205 needed.

P
-2

0
.i

K
2
0

106 lbs. 14-14-14 a 14 lbs. 14 lbs. 14 lbs.

133 lbs. 0-21-0 = 0 28 0

233 7.bs. 14 42 14

.Hold on now, 'the formula of the mix is not 14-42-14; those 3
num,:trs refer to how much N, P2054 and K20 are in 233 lbs. of
the 1%1,', not 100 lbs. To get the true formula (i.e. lbs. of
nut7:ienti- per 100 bs. of-fertilizer or kgs. ot nutrients per
100 kgs. of fertilizer) , you'd have to reduce ,the 14.42.14
figure down to a 100 lb. basis-like so.3

14-42-14'4 2.33 = 6-18-6 (actual formula)

CAUTION: Not all fertilizers can be mixed!,

Lime in any form should never be mixed with ammonium N
fertilizers or urea; it reacts to form ammonia gas. Don't
mix lime with the ammonium phosphates, superphosphates, or
any mixed fertilizer containing P, because it will make
part of the P insoluble.

The table on the next page shows the Mixing compatibility
of common fertilizers.
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IV, DETERMINING HOW MUCH FERTILIZER IS NEEDED
PER PLANTS PER LENGTH OF ROW, OR PER ARF

Fertilizer recommendations are usually given in terms
of so much per acre or per hectare; you and the farmer are
more interested in knowing how much fertilizer to apply 21g
plant, per length of row, or Per area. Here's a relatively
easy way to work it out:

A. AMOUNT NEEDED 7,)ER. AREA

PROBLEM 1: Soil test results advise Miss Lee to apply 250 kgs.
(METRIC) of 16-20..0 per hectare to her corn field at planting

time. How much 16-20-0 should she buy if her field
measures 20 x 40 meters:

SOLUTION: Easiest way is to set up a proportion; here's 2 ways:

WAY 1: Find the plot's area in sq. meters (20 x 40 = 800
sq. meters). A hectare has 10,000 sq. meters so:

WAY 2:

800 sq, mts, X 'cos,
10,000sq. mts. = 250 kgs.

Cross multiply like so:

10,000,X 200000 kgs.

ANSWER: X = 20 kgs. of 16-20-0 needed

250 kgs. X kas.
10,000 sq. mts. = 800 sq. mts.

10000 X = 200000 kgs.

ANSWER: X = 20 kgs. 16-20-0 needed

WAY 3: If you can't cope with proportions, try this approach:
Find out what fraction of a hectare the field is,
and then multiply that fraction by the kgs./hectare
dosage like so:

The 20 x 40 meter field = 800
10,000 thsof,a hectare

800------ X 250 kgs. = 20 kgs. 16-20-0 needed.10,000

.1. Fertilizer is usually packaged in 100 lb.., 112 lb., or
50 kg. bags. Miss Lee is better off buying 50 kgs. and storing
or sharing the excess, rather than buying it in lesser
quantities (usually a lot more expensive).
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PROBLEM 2: Tom &s advised to broadcast 14-14-14 at 300 lbs.
(ACRE, LB. per acre on his stargrass pasture at the start of
BASIS) the wet season. How much fertilizer will he need

to cover his 80 ft. x 100 ft. pasture?

SOLUTION: Easiest way is to set up a proportion; here's 2 ways:

WAY 1:

Find the plot's area: 80 x 100 m 8000 sq. ft.

An acre has 43,560 sq. ft., so:

8000 sg. ft. X lbs.
43,560 sq. ft. 300 lbs.

Cross multiply like so:

43,560 X = 2,400,000 lbs.

ANSWER: X = 55 lbs. 14-14-14 needed

WAY 2: ,00 14s, X lbs.
43,560 sq. ft. 2 8000 sq. ft.

43,560X. 2,400,000 lbs.

ANSWER: X = 55 lbs. 14-14-14 needed

WAY 3: If you can't cope with proportions, try this approach:
Find out what fraction of an acre the field is, and
then multiply that fraction by the lbs./acre dosage.

The 80 x 100 ft. field

800
X 300 lbs. = 5543,560th

$OO43,560thsof an acre

lbs. 14-14-14

B. AMOUNT NEEDED PER LENGTH OF ROW

= .

When
how much

PROBLEM
(OFIZET--
BASIS)

you apply fertilizer in a band, you'll want to know
to apply per row or per certain length of row.

3: Moumen has been advised to apply 10-20-10 at 400
kgs. per hectare using the band method when he plants
his Chinese cabbage (direct field planting). His field
measures 10 x 15 meters with the rows spaced 50 cms.
apart (100 cms. . 1 meter) and running the long way.
How much 10-20-10 should he apply to each 15 meter
long row?

SOLUTION:

WAY 1: Find out how many meters ofrow length a hectare would
have with rows spaced 50 cms. apart; then find out the
fertilizer dosage needed 2fflAmaster of row length by
dividing the dosage per hectare by total row length
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per hectare. Multiply the per meter dosage by 15, and you'll
get the dosage needed for a row 15 meters long.

Base you calculations of a square hectare like so:

.CO METERS

TOTAL ROW LENGTH PER
to HECTARE = number of
tl 1 HECTARE rows per hectare X
F.k,

1
their length

-.

To find the total row length in a hectare with 50 cm. rows:

50 cms. = O*5 meters

Number of rows/Ha. = 100 = 200 rows
0.5*

Each row is 100 meters long so total row length is:

200 rows x 100 meters = 20,000 meters of row length

AMT. OF 10-20-10 NEEDED PER METER =, 400 kas. = 0.2 kgs.20,000 mts.
or

20 grams

AMT. NEEDED PER 15 METERS OF ROW = 15 x 20 grams = 300 grans

HELPFUL HINT: Instead of having to deal with decimal places,
start out by changing the original kgsahectare
dosage to grams ner hectare by multiplying by
2000 (i.e. 400 kgs. x 1000 = 400,000 grams).

WAY 2: As in Way 1, start out by finding the total row length
per hectare, ana then set up a proportion like so:

15 Tilts. row length X grams
20,000 mts. row length 400,000 grams

Cross multiply and you'll get:

20,000X= 6,000,000 grams

X 300 grams per 15 mts. of row length.

WAY 3:

5 mts. row len2lb-- X 400,000 grams = .300 grams20,000 mts. row length
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WAY 4: Find out how much fertilizer is needed on the area
'involved in this case, 150 sq. meters):

150 aa meters X 400 kgs. = 6 kgs 6000 grams needed10,000 sq. meters on the 10 x 15
meter plot.

Then find out how many rows the plot has by dividing plot
width by row spacing:

10 meters
20 rows0.5 meters

Finally, divide the plot dosage by the number of rows:

6000 game
m 300 grams 1020-10 per 15 meter row20 rows

AN IMPORTANT POINT!: As long as you know the fertilizer dosage
in terms of amount per hectare, zou_ don't
need to know how big Moumen's olot 1s,
All you need to know is the xjaw_saacing.
However, if you want to know how much fer-
tilizer he'll use on his plot, then you
need its dimensions.

PROBLEM 4: Para is advised to apply 2501bs. per acre of
(ACRE, LB. 16-20.0 in a band. when she plants her grain sorghum.
BASIS) She tells you her rows will be 12C ft. long and 3

- ft. wide and wants to know how much 16-20-0 to
apply per row.

SOLUTION:

WAY 1: Since the dosage is given in lbs./acre, find out
how many feet of row length an acre would have with
rows 3 ft. apart; then find out how much fertilizer
is .needed per foot of row length by dividing the
per acre dosage by total row length per acre. Finally,
multiply by 120 to find out how much fertilizer is
needed for a row 120 ft. long.

Base your calculations on a square acre like this:

(Actually, an
acre is closer
to 209 ft. on a
side, but it's
much easier us-
ing 210', and the 6)
error is very
tiny.)

ACRE

TOTAL ROW LENGTH PER ACRE =
number of rows/acre X
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Total row length/acre = number of rows/acre X their length
7

Number of rows/ acre 210 ft.,
70 rows3 ft.

Each row is 210 ft. long so: 70 rows x 210 ft. I. 14,700 ft. of
row length per
acre

Now find the amount of 16-20-0 needed per foot of row, but
first convert the 250 lbs. to ounces to avoid messing with
fractions of a pound. 250 lbs. x 16 «I 4000 ounces

42122EL
ft 0.27 oz./ft. of row14,700 ft.

120 X 0.27' oz. w 32.5 oz. of 16-20-0 per 120 ft. of row

WAY 2: As in Way 1, first find the total row length per acre,
and then set up a proportion like so:

120 ft. row length X
14,700 TT7-=ow length ' 170-07.

14,700X = 480,000 oz.

X . 32.5 oz. 16-20-0 needed per 120 ft. row

WAY 3:
120 ft. row length X 4000 oz. = 32.5 oz.'14,700 ft. row length.

AN IMPORTANT POINT!: Note that you didn't need to know the
size of Pores field to work this prob-
lem, All you need is the dgaaae Der acre
and his row soacing. As long as her rows
are 3 ft. apart and she applies 32.5 oz. of
16-20-0 per 120 ft«, she'll be.applying 250
lbs. per acre no matter what her field size
or shape. In this case, Pora's field size
is needed only for figuring out how much
total fertilizer She'll need.

IV. AMOUNT NEEDED PER PLANT (OR PLANT GROUP)

When using the half-circle or hole method of placement,
the farmer will want to know how much fertilizer is needed
per plant for group of plants if in a "hill"). The trick is
to calculate the number of plants you'd have in a hectare or
acre, etc. and then divide this into the fertirire-r-dos-age---
per hectare, acre, etc.

As in the last section you're better off converting kgs.
to grams and lbs. to oz. right at the start to avoid lots
of decimal fractions.
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PROBLEM 5: Soil tests advise Lam to apply 600 kgs. of 12-240.12
:NLT:74 per hectare when he transplants his tomatoes; his
BASIS rows are 1 meter apart with 80 cms. between plants

in the row. He'll use the half circle method and
wants to know how much 12-24-12 he should apply
per plant.

SOLUTION:

Base your calculations on a square hectare (100 meters x
100 meters.

AMT. OF FERTILIZER/PLANT Esstaixeitalectare
Rows/Hectare x Plants/Row

Rows/hectare . 100 meters = 100 rows (each cne is 100 mts.
1 meter long)

Plants/row = 100 meters = 125 plants
0.8 mts.

an plants/row x 100 rows a 12,500 plants/hectare

600 kgs. 12-24-12 = 600,000 grams

$(;0,000 grams . 48 grams.12-24-12 per plant12,500 pls.

PROBLEM 6: Suheyla is advised to apply 300 lbs./acre of
TTERETTO: 14-14-14 at corn planting time. She'll plant 3
BASIS) seeds/hole, space her rows 40 inches apart, and

make the seed holes every 24 inches is the row. She is
going to make a separate hole for the fertilizer
next to each seed hole and asks you how much
14-1414 each fertilizer hale should receive.

SOLUTION: (Use a square acre of 210 ft. x 210 ft.)

Find out how many seed holes an acre would have at
this 40" x 24" spacing and divide that into the per acre
fertilizer dosage.

seedaholes/Acre = rows/acre x seed holes/row

rows/acre = 210 ft., = 63 rows (P.S. 42" = 3.33 ft.)3.33 ft.

seed holes/row = 210 ft.= 105 seed holes/row
2 ft.

63 rows x 105 seed holes/row.= 6615 seed holes/acre

300 lbs. x 16 = 4800 oz.,

____-_-_abo_ut_3_14_oz. 14.14-14 per seed group__
6615 seed holes

41,31"emt; No problem since an acre is close
to 4000 sq. meters; if spacings are given in meters and centi-
meters, base your figuring en a 50 x 20 meter acre.
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A Special Note on the Central American "MANZANA"

In most of Central America, the "Manzana" (1,73 acres
or 0.7 hectares) is the standard unit of land measure, It
contains 10,000 sq. "varas" (one vara = 32.8") or,about
7000 sq. meters. Here's a couple tips for working' with fer
tilizer recommendations on a lbs. / manzana basis:

1. If row spacings and plant distances are in terms
of "cuartas" (4 cuartas m 1 vara) and varas, use a
square manzana with 100 vara sides for determining
row length/mz. or plants/mz. For example, if Juan
spaces his corn rows 5 cuartas apart, he'd have 8000
varas of row length per manzana (80 rows x 100 varas).

2. If -row spacings and plant distances are in terms
of cms. or meters, use a rectangular manzana measur
ing 70 x 100 meters. For example, if Themba plans 2
corn seeds per hole with 50 cms. between holes in
the row and 1 meter between rows, he'd have 14,000
seed holes per manzana (140 holiii/rowX 100 rows).

V. CONVERTING FERTILIZER DOSAGES FROM A WEIGHT TO VOLUME BASIS

It's not much help telling your farmers to apply so many
grams or ounces of fertilizer per length of row or per plant,
They'll want to know the dosage in terms of tablespoonfuls,
handfuls, or other volume measurement like a tuna fish can
or juice can. The different fertilizers vary a lot in their
weight per volume or weight in relation to water (1 c.c. of
water weighs 1 gram, 1 liter of water weighs 1 Kilo, 1 U.S.
gal. of water weighs 8.3 lbs.).

The most accurate way to convert fertilizer dosages from
a weight to volume basis is to use the local pharmacy's or
post office's scales to determine the density of the par
ticular fertilizer. If no scales are available, use the
table below, although a fertilizer's density will vary with
the brand.

APPROX. WEIGHT OF
FERTILIZER

Ammonium sulfate
& Superphosphate

NP, NPK fertili
zers, potassium
chloride°

Urea & ammonium
nitrate

1 Level Tbs. 100 c.c. 1 Cup
(15 c.c,) (8 fl. oz.)

118 g. 9.5 oz., 270 grams

100 g. 8.0 oz., 225 g. i

0.6 oz., 17g.

0.5 oz., 14 g.

0.4 oz., 11. g. 80 g. 6.5 oz., 185 g.
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VII. FiRTILIZER GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC CROPS

This section gives specific
the following crops:

Corn (maize)
Sorghum (grain & forage)
Rice
Bean's
Soybeans
Peanuts

fertilizer guidelines for

Cassava (manioc, yuca)
Sweetpotatoes
Potatoes
Vegetables
Pastures
Coffee
Bananas

CORN (NAIZE

Sone Important FactIonS:ern You Need to Know

Dependihg on variety and temperature, corn reaches phvsio7
logical maturity (i.e. the kernels cease accumulating starch,
protein, fat, and minerals) in about 90-130 days in the 0-
3000 ft. zone of the tropics but may take up to 8-12 months
at high elevations (7000 ft. on up). At this stage, kernel
moisture has dropped to around 30-35% which is still too high
for mold-free storage. Most small farmers let the corn con-
tinue drying on the stalk in the field for several weeks be-
fore harvesting. Some supplemental drying by sun or grain
dryer may still be needed; a 12-13% moisture content is necessary
for safe storage of shelled grain, while ear corn can be put
into,a properly designed crib at 24-28% moisture. Storage
insec like weevils and grain moths are an eve -present
problem d canbe controlled by fumigation or coating kernels
with special secticides.

--- A large`e of corn may have 1000 kernels, but a normal
ear has about 5 7600. The shelling percentage is about 80%
(70 lbs.- of ear.cornyields about 56 lbs. or 1 bushel of
shelled grain).

N,
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Growth stages: In the 0-3000 ft. zone of the tropics, it
takes about 50-70 days from seedling emergence to tasseling
and about 50-60 days from tasseling to maturity (varies with
variety and temperature). About 1-2 days before pollen shed,
the tassel is thrust out of...the leaf whorl; pollen shedding
begins 2-3 days before the silks emerge from the ear and
continues for 5-8 days. Corn is cross-pollinated (95% or
more of the kernels on a cob are pollinated by other plants).
Under favorable conditions, all the silks will emerge within
3-5 days, and most will be pollinated immediately. Shortage
of pollen is rarely a problem; poor ear fill or skipped ker-
nels are almost always due to,delayed silk emergence or ovule
'abortion, both of which are caused by drought, overcrowding,
or a shortage of N P.

Pollination is a very critical time with a high demand
for water and nutrients, especially N. Nutrient and water
use is heavy from about 3 weeks before to 3 weeks after
pollination.

Yields: Average yields of shelled grain (14% moisture) under
vary ng conditions are shown below:

Lbs./Acre

Top farmers in 9000-12,000+ 10,000.13,500+'
U.S. Corn Belt

U.S. average 5000 5500,

Average yield in
developing countries 650-1250 950-1400

Kos../Hectare phs./Manzana

15,500-21,000

8500

1500.2200

Fertilizer Response

When starting from a low base like 850-1250 lbs./acre,,,l
yields of shelled grain should increase by roughly 50-100
lbs. for each 2 lbs. of N + 1 lb. of P205 applied if moisture
and other nutrients are adequate and there are no serious
limiting factors.as far as insects, diseases, weeds, pH,
soil drainage, and depth* use of a suitable improved variety
or hybrid and an adequate plant population are important.
This yield response formula applies to NPK rates within the
"low", "medium", and "high" ranges of the table on p. 89

EXAMPLE: You set up a fertilizer demo on corn; the fertilized
plot receives a total of 80 lbs. N,' 40 lbs. TiOc,
and 40 lbs. K 0 and yields 25 00 lbs./acre, whil*
the unfertilited plot yields 1500 lbs./acre. Should
you be satisfied with the response?

SOLUTION: According to the response formula, eo lbs. N and
40 lbs. P 0S

should have increased the yield by
2000.4000 2 1ps./acre for a total yield of 3500 (i.e.
1500 + 2000) lbs. to 5500 (1500 + 4000) lbs./acre.

On a metriehasis, each 2 kgs. N + 1 kg. P205 should
increase yields 'by 50-100 kgs. of shelled grain.
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Since only a 2500 lbs./acre yield wadobtained, one or
more.limiting factors were present. _

1.1404.K Needs,

Use the table on po89atia guide. Cornandother grass
family crops like sorghum, rice, Wheat, and pasture grasses
are more efficient potassium extractors' than most other
crops. On many loamy to clayey soils of volcanic origin,
little or no K may be needed, but send in a soil sample to
make sure. Studies have shown that corn utilizes banded
or hole placed P (see p.64) efficiently up to about 50-60
lbs. /acre (kgs./Ha.) of P205.

Sulfur, Calcium, and ftanesiumr- Sulfur, deficiencies are race
in corn but most likely in coarse textured soils under high
rainfall, in volcanic soils, or in cases where low sulfur
.fertilizers have been used for several years (see p.76).
Magnesium deficiencies are uncommon also except in very
acid soils (see p.47). Calcium deficiencies are very rare
and only occur in yuy acid soils (see pA7).

Micronutrients: Except for ALM: corn isn't especially
susceptible to micronutrient deficiencies (zinc,.copper,
iron, manganese, boron, molybdenum). Such deficiencies are
most likely-to occur above a pH of 6.8 {except for Mb) or
in sandy or organic soils (peats, mucks). Large applications.
of P may lower zinc uptake below the critical level 'in low
zinc soils. To confirm zinc deficiency, spray.10.20 plants
with a solutiOn of 1 teaspoon zinc sulfate in one gallon
of water plus-about a teaspoon of liquid detergent as a,
wetting agent. If zinc is deficient, new leaves will be a
normal green when they emerge. See p.82 for ballpark micro-
nutrient rates.

Munger Signs in Corn: See pp,155-159.

Application Guidelines-for-Com

Apply 1/3-1/2 of the total N at planting along with all
the P and 14. sidedress the remaining N at knee-high stage.
Under high rainfall, especially with sandy soils, apply no
more than 1/3 the total N (but at. least 25 lb./acre ) at \'

planting; if leaching losses are likely to be high, 2 N
sidedressings may be needed (1/3 of total N at knee high,
1/3 of total N at silking). Leaching losses of K can be
a problem under these conditions and you may want to make
2 applications (at planting and knee-high).

1stA2p3A__.iction: Use anJ1P or NPK fertilizer with a ratio
that Allows you to put on all of the P and K but only 1/3-
1/2 of the total N. Apply the'fertilizer at planting time
using one of the band or hole methods on p.84. Don't
broadcast the fertilizer. If working with furrow irrigated
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'soils, check over the placement guidelines on p.89

Sidedressinc: When making one N sidedressing9 knee-high stage
is the best time. Use.a straight N fertilizer like urea,
ammonium nitrate, or ammonium sulfate. Ammonium nitrate is
ideal when sidedressing has been delayed or to cure N hunger
signs since half its N is already in the mobile n&trate form;
however, leaching losses might be higher than for other ammonium
type fertilizers. Deep placement of the'sidedressed N is not
only unnecessary but might result in prurfing the roots. Try
to get it down about 4-1" deep (just enough to prevent it from
being washed away by heavy rains if the ground is sloped/galsol-
)urea,will lose some N as ammonia gis unless covered by a bit
ofsoil. By knee high stage, the roots have usually reached"
the row middles, so placement of the fertilizer right down
the row middle is fine and just as effective as .closer place.'
meat. When using furrow irrigation, the fertilizer must be
placed below the high water line to avoid the N being carried
upiard and away from the roots by capillary water movement.

Use the "PaCkaoe Aporoach"t

Don't expect fertilizer use alone to markedly increase
corn yields. It usually takes a "package" of improved prac-
tices to do the tricks and this includes use of a suitable
improved variety or hybrid, control of insects, weeds, and
diseases, the right plant !population and spacing, and good
storage practices.

C=.

Some Guidelines for Plant Population & SpacinO,

RECOMMENDED PLANT POPULATIONS

Per Acre EILIMVANLI
Low fertility and/or moisture 5000-101000 12,500.251000
Adequate fertility & moisture 149000. 18:000 35 I 000.45 I 000
Adequate moisture, high fer-
tility U40+ lbs. N/acre)9 19,000-249000 47,000-609000
top management, and use of an
improved variety or hybrid
adapted to high populations.

To achieve these populations, you'll need to overplant by
15-20% to allow for germination lasses, etc.

Corn Was a lot of buffering ability when it comes to
population. A population 40% below optimum may only lower
yields by 15-20% or so, since the plants respond to the
greater amount of space by producing more and/or larger ears.

Ear Size, is a good indicator of how adequate the plant
population was for the growing conditions. Dry, husked ears
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weighing more than 10-11 ounces (280-300 grams) usually
mean that plant population was too low and that yields might
be 10-20% higher. However, overly high plant populations
increase 3;,gim (tipping over) and are likely to produce
weak stalked plants with small ears. Eir size of prolific
varieties (those producing more than one ear per plant) wont
vary as much with population as with single eared varieties;
instead, the number of ears per plant will decrease as popu-
lation increases.

Plant Spacing: "Many small farmers plant 4 -S seeds per hole
with the holes a yard or more apart. This greatly cuts down
the labor of'hand seeding, but yields suffer since the plants
compete for water, light, and nutrients within a small area.
A good compromise is to plant 2 seeds every 16-18" (40-45 cms.)
or 3 seeds every 24-27" (60-68 cms.) with rows 36-40" apart.
That'll give you about 15,000-18,000 plants/acre (37,000-
45,000/Ha.) as a. final stand.

GRAIN & FORAGE SORGHUM

Grain sorghum plants look a lot like corn when young; the
plant produces semi-round seeds about an 1/8".size-on a .seed head
rather than an ear' Sorghum isji2CLZerutatant±MAXPIWILajaj
high heat than corn yet also more tolerant of poor drainage.
it owes its drought resistance to an extensive root system,
a relatively small leaf area per plant, and .its ability to
go dormant during periods of moisture stress. Grain sorghum
varieties are usually ,short ft.i) while forage types are
taller and more leafy with sweeter stalks.

Grain sorghum matures in about 90-120 days in the 0-3000
ft. zone of the tropics. Some native varieties are sensitive
to day length and won't mature until the shorter days of October
(Apriljbelow the Equator) no matter how early they're planted.

Forage sorghums and many grain sorghums will produce several
cuttings of forage or grain from one planting; new stalks will
sprout'from the base of harvested' plants.

Leaves and stalks of young sorghum plants contain poison-
ous hydrocyanic acid (prussic acid). Cattle Ord -Sheep are 0

very susceptible to poisoning though horses and pigs seem to
be immune.

Grain sorghum yields approximate those of corn when moisture
is adequate, though high rainfall and humidity promote grain
rot (using open headed varieties helps). Sorghum will outyield
corn considerably under low moisture conditions.,
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During the 6 month rainy season, small farmers in
vador have harvested 3 cuttings of lasAgeAggshmm (or sorghum-
sudan.giosses) for a total wet weight yield of 43 tons/acre
(75toils/manzana, 96000, kgs./Ha.). Best time tea harvest in
terms'of nutritive value and yield is At the early heading
up to"the soft dough stage.

Fertilizer Guideline

The NPK needs of sorghum are similar to those of corn:
Sorghum is especially sensitive to 1011 deficiencies which
are most common above a pH of 6.8. Deficiencies can.be
treated by applying 10-15 lbs. of ferrous sulfate per acre
(10-15 kgs./Ha.) in 20-50 gals. of water (use a wetting agent
to enhance uniform coverage) per acre 10-15 days after seed-
ling emergence; repeat in about 1,0 .,days if symptoms persist.
see p.155 for hunger signs in sorghum.,

Sorghum seeds and seedlings are more easily burned by
fertilizer than corn so avoid fertilizer contact with seed.

. Follow the NPK guidelines on p. 89 4 and use the same appli-
cation methods,as for corn. If harvesting more than one
cutting from a single planting, apply all the P and K at
planting time along with about_ 30--50 lbs. N /acro; sidedress
another 50-70 lbs. N/aCre 30 days later; after each cutting
apply 30-50 ,,lbs. N/acre followed by a sidedressing of 50-70
lbs. N/acra'25 days_laters

4

RICE.

Rough rice (includes the hull) yields average about 5500
lbs./acre (6000 kqs. /Ha.) in the developed countries but only
about 1400_11:is/acre (1550 kgs. /Ha.)' in the developing countries.
Yet yields as high as 21000 lbs./acre (12,500 kgs./Ha.) have
been obtained in both areas.

Rice matures in about 110-1Se,daysi though some native
varieties may take 6 months or more. 100 lbs. of tough.rice
after milling will yield 64-68 lbs. whole and broken kernels,
20' lbs, hulls, 10-13 lbs. rice bran, and, 3 -4 lbs. rice polish
(a mixture of"the inner bran layer with some of the starchy
interior plus part of the germ).

1,Qw1 coocied) vs. t121.aanand (D 1. d)

Dryland rice., relies entirely on rainfall or periodic
irrigation for moisture'and is grown mainly on clayey soils
with slow sulisurface drainage where a high moisture content
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can be maintained. However, flooded rice yields are usually
50-60% higher than dryland yields because:

1. Flooding provides a more ideal environment for
the roots.

2. It increases 'the availability of certain nutri-
ents, especially phosphorus.

3. It.helps control weeds.

The catch is that flooded rice. production requires level
land, plenty of water, a system of canals and dikes, and
soils impermeable enough to maintain a 26" layer of water
over them without excessive leaching.

High N Response tsA Low N Response VArietiet

Nearly all the native tropical varieties of rice are
low N resoorme_yartetle4.which are tall growing lover 5 ft.)
and leafy; they respond to increasing rates of N by growing
still taller and produting moreetillera (stemsfrom the same
plant). This Causes lgaing. (tipping over) plus a mutual
competitive shading of the added tillers which cuts down the
number of seed-heads. Such varieties seldom respond.well to
more than 20-30 lbs.'N/acre.'

Most of the temperate zone varieties are high N responders
and are short strewed (3-01 ft.) with a high number of seed
producing tillers. Many of the improved tropical varieties
are crosses. between the 2 types -and show i profitable response
to up to 100 lbs. N/acre or more without lodging.

Transplantina vs. Direct Planting,

In the tropics, *ice is most. commonly started. out in a
nursery seedbed and then transplanted to theield 20-30
days later.. Transplanting gives the plants a jump,on weeds;_
makes it easier to raise healthy seedlings in a confined
space, and allows optimum plant spacing in the field. On
the other hand, directseeding speeds up maturity by 7-10
days and eliminates the labor involved in caring for and
transplanting the seedlings. However, direCt seeding, allows
'more-opportunity for at and bird damage and makes weeding
difficult if the.broadcast method of seeding is used (un-
less herbicides are available and cost feasible).

Nutrient Needs of N needs depend 6n whether klow N
or high N response variety is used. The P needs of rice are,'
unusually low compared with other grain crops; dryland rice'
often gives more of a response to fertilizer P than flooded
rice since flooding increases P availability. P205 rates
on flooded soils seldom exceed, 40 lbs./acre (kgs.7Ra.).

it.
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Responses to added potassium are most likely on sandy soils.
The rice straw itself contains about 80.-90% of the plant's
total K so returning the residues to the field-is a good way
to recycle K (this is also true of most crop,residues). Assaa
diary and micronutrita deficiencies are uncommon, although
iron hunger is occasionally seen above a pH of 7.0.

Placement and 1.g.notilgsz

pryland Rice: Apply an NP or NPK fertiliser at or shortly
before planting (dryland rice. is direct planted). If applied
before planting, it con be broadcast and then harrowed or
plowed into the soil. When applied at planting, it can be
placed in a band slightly below and to the side of the seed
row. Deep placement of P and K isn't necessary with rice sin*, it
has a lot of roots verynearthe surface. Apply aboUt a third
of the N at planting and sidedress the rest about 50 days
later. Total N rates can go as high'as 100 lbs./acre (kgs./Ha.)
when using improved varieties.

Transplanted Flooded Rice: Most seedling nurseries aren't
fertilized, but you can try applying about 40 grams 1224-12
or equivalent per sq. meter (broadcast it and rake it in
lightly).

An NP or NPK fertilizer should be broadcast and harrowed
in shortly before transplanting. Urea or an ammonium N
fertilizer should be used and placed about 2" deep to avoid
N loss by denitrification or leaching (see below). Most
of the N can be applied at planting, followed by the remainder
about 60 days before harvest; for short maturity varieties
that are N responsi9e, all the N can be applied at planting
on clayey soils.

Placement of N under Flooded Conditions: It's important to
remember that urea or an ammonium form of N should be used
with flooded rice and placed about 2" deep to avoid losses.
by denitrification (conversion to nitrogen gas) or leaching.
That's because a flooded soil has two layers: one with oxy-
gen (aerobic) and one without oxygen (anaerobic). The aerobic
layer is confined to the top quarter inch of.soir, and below
that is the far larger anaerobic layer. Ammonium forms of N
and urea (which gets converted to ammonium) are held-by the
clay and humus particles; nitrate N is readily leached. If
ammonium N or urea is placed in the aerobic' zone, there's
enough oxygen for soil bacteria to convert the fertiliier into
nitrate (NO3). The nitrate then leaches down into the an-
aerobic zone where oxygen.hungry bacteria steal the oxygen (0)
from the NO3 and convert it into nitrogen gas (NI) which is
lost to the atmosphere. However, if the ammoniud N or urea
is originally placed in the anaerobic zone, it'll remain as
ammonium and be kept from serious leaching; the ammonium N

O
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(NH:) doesn't contain oxygen, so there's no danger of denitri-
nation.

When applying N at planting time to direct seeded lowland
rice or at transplanting time to lowland rice, the soil should
be flooded within 3.4 days to prevent excessive conversion of
ammonium N to nitrate due to non--flooded aerobic conditions.

Numerous studies have shown that broadcasting N ferti-
lizer over the water is only about ham as effective as
placing it a couple inches deep in the anaerobic zone.

An important point about urea is that it's mobile until
it's been converted to ammonium (takes a couple days) and
this requires oxygen; hold off reflooding for a couple days
after application to allow the conversion to take place.

In very acid, highly leached soils low in iron, ammonium
sulfate may cause a toxic accumulation of sulfide under flood-
ed conditions.

Fertilizer use on flooded rice is pretty technical as
you can see, so be sure and consult reliable sources of
info in your country.

DiaOraM of a Flooded Rice 401,
Water

Soil surface_

ignE) 3 ......---
NH: placed

anaerobic gas(-- 6;
here' remains

FIELD BEANS as NH4.

Field beans (kidney, navy, pinto, etc.) and other types
like cowpeas andmung'beans contain around 22-26% protein
and are an important source of this nutrient in most Peace
Corps countries. Average yields in most developing countries
are around 600 lbs./acre (650 kgs./Ha.) but this could be
doubled or tripled using improved practices and varieties.

Although they're legumes, beans vary a lot in their nitro-
gen fixing ability. Cowpeas and mung beans are fairly efficient
as long as the proper strain-of Rhizobia bacteria is present
in the soil; only around 25 lbs.771aTTEgs./Ha.) of N is
usually recommended as an at-planting application with no
further sidedressings. .Field bean types are less efficient
N fixers, and rates of 40-60 lbs. N/acre (kgs./Ha.) are
usual (in high rainfall areas sidedresd about half' the N
about a month after planting). Occasionally, it may be
necessary to innoculate cowpea or mung bean seed with the
proper Rhizobia (see peanuts) if cowpea Rhizobig family crops
haven't been grown on the toil within 3 years ti.e. mung
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beans, peanuts, cowpeas, lima beans, Crotalaria).

Phosphorus rites for'beans are usually in the 30-40 lbs.
P
2
0
5
/acre (kgs./Ha.) range, while potassium rates range from

0.40 lbs./acre (kgs. /Ha.) of K20.

Beans are sensitive to manaanese, and maa deficiencies
which are most likely to occur at pH's above 6.8. See p. 82
for control. On the other hand, manganese toxicity becomes
increasingly likely at pH's below 5.5.

When applying an NP or NPK fertilizer at planting, use
the band method but avoid fertilizer contact with the seeds
(beans are especially sensitive to "burn").

MU=
Mature, dry soybeans range from 14-24% in oil and 30-45%

in protein (usually, the higher the oil content, the lower
the protein). In the Western Hemisphere,. soybears are grown
mainly for their oil which is used in cooking, margarine,
and industry. Many of the high yielding varieties are also
high in oil and not very palatable for humans. The soybean
meal which remains after oil extraction (done by crushing
or with solvents) is an important high protein feedstuff
used in pig and poultry rations. Raw soybeans have a trypsin
inhibitor (trypsin is an enzyme needed for protein digestion)
which first must be deactivated by heating before they can
be used for food or feed; this is dons during the manufacture
of soybean: meal.

Soybean varieties are extremely nhotoSensitt= in that
flowering and pod formation are stimulated by short day lengths.
If a variety is moved to an area of shoiter day length (i.e.
toward the:Equatof), flowering and pod formatiom will begin
while the Plants are still small, and yields will be poor.
Many soybean varieties grown in the tropics come from the
Southern US. since day length differences aren't serious.

The average'soybean yield in the U.S. is about 1800 lbs.
acre (2000 kgs./Ha., 3000 lbs. /manzana). Yields of 2500-3000
lbs./acre are common. .A realistic yield goal for the tropics
would be about 1800-2400 lbs/acre (2000-2700 kgs. /Ha.).

Fertilizer Guideline

Soybeans are'an efficient N fixing legume. Fertiliser
N usually gives no response to properly nodulated soybeans.
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Some sources recommend applying a small amount of N fertilizer
at planting (25 lbs./acre) to get the plants off to a good
start until the Rhizobie start functioning but this isn't
universal.

Soybeans grow best within a pH range of 6.0.7.0. More
acid soils depress the activities of the soybean strain of
Rhizobia and can also cause manganese and aluminum toxicities
as well as molybdenum deficiencies (Mb is also needed by
the Rhizobia). Above a pH of 7.0, P and micronutrient de-
ficiencies (except No) are more likely.

Soybeans respond well to P and K on soils low in these
nutrients; response is much less likely if- soybeans follow
a well fertilized crop. Rates of20-60 lbs./acre (kgs./Ha.)
of PlOc are common. Soybeans heavy K users and rates
rang from 30.100 lbs./acre Akgs./Ha.) of K20. Soil test
to get a better idea.

'P and K should be applied in a band at planting time
about 2" (5cms.) below and 2" to the side of the seed. Soy.
beans are very sensitive to "burn" so don't place fertilizer
with the seed (it will also kill the Rhizobia on- inoculated
seed).

Although sensitive to panoanese toxicity (common below
a pH of 545), soybeans often suffer manganese deficiencies_
at pH's above 6.5. Best way to control Mn deficiency is to
spray the plants with 10 lbs.ji4E manganese sulfate in 15-40
qals. of water per acre. You can apply 25 lbs./acre of man-
ganese sulfate mixed with the P and K you. apply at planting
in a band. Use a wetting agent when applying Mnto the leaves
(like 2 tablespoons liquid detergent per 4 gallon backpack
sprayer tankful).

Molybdenum is needed .by both the plants and the
but deficiencies only occur on acid soils. Liming iiiinqtat
to a pH Of 6.0 will usually correct - problems. Instead of
liming, the seed can be treated with molybdenum at the same
time it's inoculated. Add 1/2 oz.,(15 grams) of sodium or
ammonium molybdate to 1 cup (240 c.c.) hot water and then
add a few drops of syrup or molasses. Cool and then mix
the solution with 60 lbs. of seed; then add the innoculant
and plant the seed as soon as possible.

Magnesium deficiencies are only likely belbw a pH of 6.0:
Liming with,dolomitic limestone to a pH of 6.06.5 will cor-
rect problems. Don't raise the pH above 6.5 or you. may pro-
mote manganese deficiencies.

Seed Innoculation: Soybeans require a very specific strain
of Rhizobia bacteria. 'Unless soybeans h& se been grown on
the same soil within a year or two and were known to be
properly nodulated (see under peanuts), the seed should be
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innoculated with soybean Zbiziallia. The 4nnoculant is a dark
colored dried powder which contains the living bacteria and
comes in a sealed package (check the expiry date). The seed
is-placed in a basin and moistened with water to help the
innoculant stick (adding a bit of molasses helps too), and
the correct amount is mixed with the seed. The seed should
be planted within a few hoursvavoid exposing it to sunlight
for 'long, or the bacteria may be killed. Be sure the innoculant
you use is specifically for soybeans.. You can examine plants
for proper nodulation about 3-4 weeks after 'planting (see
under peanuts).

PEANUTS

Mature, shelled peanuts contain about 40-48% oil and
25-30% protein. One ton of cleaned but unshelled peanuts
yields about 530 lbs. of oil, 820 lbs. of meal, and 650
lbs. of shells. Peanuts mature in 3..5 months and prefer
well drained soils that aren't too clayey (the peanut "pegs"
have-difficulty entering hard clayey soils). Average yields
in Peace Corps countries are about 600-1000 lbs./acre (700-
1100 kgs./Ha.). With improved practices, yields of 1500-2000
lbs./acre (1700-2200 kgs./Ha.) are very feasible and can run
as high as double that.

Fertilizer Needs angLAW4sAd4AILIbduliL

The peanut is not.really a nut but a legume (seed in a pod).
If the right strain of Rhizobia is present, they require little
or no N. Studies have shown that a light dose of 20-30 lbs.
N per acre (kgs./BA.) at planting helps the young plants along
during the period-when the Rhizobia haven't yet started to
fix N.

Seed Inoculation: Seed should be innoculated (see under soy-
beans) if peanuts, cnwpeas, lima beans, or orotalaria haven't
been grown on the land within 3 years. Be sure to use the
right strain of ianoculant.

Checking for Proper Nodulationl Carefully remove the roots
of plants at least 3 weeks old from the soil and look for
clusters of fleshy nodules (up to the size of span peas)
especially on the tap root; slice a few open and an interior
reddish color means they're actively fixing N.

Soil WI: Peanuts crow best within a pH range of 5.5-6.5.
Higher pH's increase the chance of manaanes* deficiencies,
while very acid conditions ,may cause man2A4112 and aluminusg
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toxicities and maenesium deficiencies. Use dolomitic lime-
;E8WWTrriming is needed and don't go above pH 6.5.

F and K: Peanuts have en unusual ability to utilize residual
fertilizer from preceding crops and don't often give profit-
able responses to direct applications of P and K unless soil
levels are very low. There's good evidence that high K levels
in the podding zone actually hurt yields by increasing. In
short, peanuts give a fickle response to P and K. If planning
to apply a small amount of N at planting (20-30 lbs./acre),
try using 16-20-0 at 150 lbs./acre (kgs./Ha.) ona small area
as a test (or mix some superphosphate with the N fertilizer).
Don't hold your breath waiting for a response. Band apply it.

Calcium: This crunchy legume is one of the few crops having
a high requirement for calcium as a nutrient. Light green
plants plus a high % of unfilled shells (called "pops") may
indicate Ca hunger. Gypsum (calcium sulfate) is the usual-
remedy; it's much more soluble than lime and also has no effect
on pH. The nuts themselves won't develop in a soil layer
deficient in Ca even though enough Ca is available to the
roots below. That means you should dust the gypsum in a IS"
wide bandcirectly over the plants so it'll be leached down into
the root zone. Use about 400-600 lbs./acre and apply right
before flowering. The gypsum also supplies sulfur.

planoanese: Peanuts are sensitive to manganese deficiency
which are most common above a pH of 6.5. The leaves turn
light yellow whole the veins remain somewhat green. Spray
the plants with 5-10 lbs. of manganese sulfate per acre.
Use a wetting agent.

Growth Staees: Flowering occurs about a month after emengence.
The pods aren't part of the root system; asflowering fades,
shoots called "pegs" develop and grow downv,ard into the soil;
the peanuts develop at the ends of the pegs. Pegging takes
place about 3 weeks after flowering. The peanuts are ready
for harvest when the inside of the shells begins to color
and show darkened veins. The plants are fairly drought toler-
ant.

CASSAVA (MANIOC, YUCA)

Cassava is a drought resistant tuber crop knOwn for its
good adaption to poor soils. The tubers are ready for har-
vest about 9-12 months after planting (sections of the stem
are used) and yield about 2-4 tons/acre (4500-9000 kgs./Ha)
on poor ground but up to 16-20 tons/acre on deep, fertile
soils. The tubers are very low in protein and vitamins but
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a good source of calories. Thetubers contain varying amounts
of poisonous hydrocyanic acid (HCN), and varieties can be
classed as "bitter" (high HCN) or "sweet" (low HMO. Even
the "sweet" varieties must first be detoxified by- peeling
(mott of the HCN is in the peel) followed by cooking, roasting,
or sun drying. The bitter varieties are used for commercial
starch production since they're better yielders. Tapitc;
comes from cassava. Cassava leaves contain-about 25-30% pro-
tein on a dry weight basis and are commonly eaten.

Being a starch crop, cassava has a very high .IC require-
ment, and even high .K soils may become deficient after several
years of continuous cropping. Excessive rates of N will pro-
mote leafy growth at the expense of tubers. Average ferti-
lizer recommendations from many countries are in the range
of 40-80 lbs. No 40.60 lbs. P,05, and 80-150 lbs. K20 per
acre (or kgs./8a.). Apply all the P and K at planting
along with 1/3-1/2 of the No followed by 1 or 2 N side-
dressingt later on._ Split applications of K may be needed
on sandy soils-or under very heavy rainfall. At- planting, apply
the NP orAPKfertilizer in a half-circle around each seed
piece about 3-4" away and 3-4" deep.

SWEZTPOTATOES

Unlike potatoes, sweetpotatoes are a warm season crop.
The starchy roots are ready for harvest in about 4-6 months.

Like other starchy crops, sweetpotatoes have a high K
requirement. Excessivelamounts Of N (over 90 lb./acre or
kgs. /Ha.) favor leafy growth over tuber growth. Most NPK
recommendations for sweetpotatoes are in the range of 50-60
lbs. N. 40-50 lbs. P205, and 80-120 lbs. K20 per acre (or
kgs./Ha.), but much lower K rates can be used on high K
soils. Apply 1/3-1/2 of the N at planting along-with all
the P and about 1/3-1/2 of the K. Sidedress the rest of
the N in 2 applications and the rest of the K in one (about
2 months or so after planting. The at-planting-application
should be placed in a band about a-gp, to the side and 3.4"
deep.

N deficiency causes the leaves to turn light green to
yellow, and the vines become deep red. P hunger causes
dark green leaves that have a purpling over the veins on
the backside of the leaves. K hunger starts with a yellowing
and bronzing of the leaf tips and margins which gradually
moves toward the center.

Soils highin organic matter tend to promote tuber diseases
to manure or compost usually aren't recommended. -Boron deficiency
is sometimes a problem and can be cured using 5 lbs. borax
per acre mixed with the NP or NPK fertilizer.
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POTATOES,

Potatoes prefer cool temperatures, and profitable prO-
duction in the tropics is usually confined-to elevations
above 2000 ft. The best yields are obtained where.the mean
temperature during the growing season (average of daily high
and low) doesn't exceed 70°F (20 C).= Nigher mean temperatures
depress tuber growth since the plants respire much of the
starch they produce instead of storing it in the tubers.
Yields of up to 25-30 tons/acre are possible under tqp Manage-
ment and ideal weather, but most small farmers average around
4 -6 tons/acre (9000.13500 kgs./Na.).

Most varieties mature in about 100130 days but full maturity
is often_not reached due to defoliation of the plants -by fungus
diseases (early and late blight). Routine applications of fully,
gicides are essential.

Fertilizer Guidelines

Potatoes are heavy NPK feeders requiring r.efty rates of
fertilizer became their root system 16 smali and they accumu..
late.their yield in relatively short amount of time. They
grow best within a plrange of 5.0.6.5 and are fairly toler-
ant of acidity; one effective way of controlling potato scab
disease is to keep the pH -below 5.5.

Nitrogen,: Rates up .to 120 lbs. N/acre (kgs. /Ha.) or more may
be profitable when improved varieties are used along with
good insect, disease, and weed control. Apply about 1/3-1/2
the N at planting and sidedress the rest at billing up time.
Rates in the 60-90 lbs./Acre (kgs. /Ha.) range are probably
best for the average small farmer.ol

Phosphorus,: Rates as high as 100-200 lbs. /acres (kgs. /Ha.) of
P205 are usually recommended for soils low in P. P increases
the number rather than the size of the potatoes, shortens matur-
ity,. and improves quality.

'Potassium,: Potatoes have a high K need, and even soils rich
in K may become depleted after years of potato growing unless
K is added. Rates for medium K soils range from about 50-100
lbs. K20 /acre (kgs. /Ha.) with up to 200 lbs./acre on low '<-

soils under top management and growing cond4tions. When high
rates of K are used, potassium sulfate should be substituted
for potassium chloride; excess chloride lowers the quality .

and starch content of tubers.

*1 Varieties vary in their N responsiveness; high N applica-
tions will favor top growth at the expense of tuber growth

in some.,
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Methods of APPlication: Banding of the at-planting fertilizer
is especially recommended for potatoes due to their limited
root system. Place the NP or NPK fertilizer about 2" to the ".
side of the seed pieces and slightly below them (only one band
per row is needed). Apply about h the N, all the P, and all
the K at planting; in sandy soils, it's a good idea to apply
1/2 the K at planting and the remainder at hilling up time
along with the rest of the N. Place the N side-dressing
about 10-12" from the row.

Maanesium deficiencies are sometimes a problem in very acid
soils below pH 5.5. See p.82 for control.

VEGETABLES

Vegies usually give excellent responses to fertilizer.
Theytre mainly high-value crops. grown on a small scale in-
tensive basis compared with field crops (corn, sorghum, rice,
field beans, etc.). Most small farmers who are seriously
into vegie growing tend to be better than average.managers.
Unlike field crops, most vegiesreturn little if any residues
to the soil:- -For-these reasons, fertilizer rates for vegies
are often considerably higher than for field crops-so is the
need for applying compost and manure to help maintain an OK
level of soil organic mater.

General Fertilizer' Needs

The kind and-amount of fertilizer needed varies a lot
with the soil and vegie involved. Despite whet you see in
garden stores, there's really no such thing as "Tbmato Ferti-
lizer" or "Vegetable Fertilizer". Only a soil test by a
reliable lab can pinpoint your titOationts needs. Anyway,
here's some general NPK recommendations for various vegies:'

Lbs./Acre or Nas./Ha.

.11-. .

Beans 30-60

Peppers, Eggplant 80-120

Beets, Carrots, 75-100
Onions

Tomatoes .,, 100.:150

Cabbage, Broccoli, 90-120Lettuce, Cauliflower

Cucumber, Squash 75-100

Watermelon 70-100

P205 X20
25-50 20-70

',40m150

30-150

40.150

30-150

70-200 50-200

60-150 60-150

40-150 40-150

40-150 40-150
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The table is pretty.general. Actual rates.that are but for
your farmer depend on his soil's nutrient status, hismanage.
ment ability and capital, market prospects, yield limiting_
factors like poor drainage or excessive heat or rain. Don't
forget to consider the nutrient value of any compost or manure
you might be using when considering fertiliser needs (see pp.
59-64 ) .

Secondary and Micron trients: Some vegies are *Specially
susceptible to certain secondary and micronutrient deficien-
cies:

Calciups Tomato, celery.

Maanesium: Cabbage, cucumber, eggplant, pepper, tomato,
watermelon.

Sulfur: Cabbage family (cabbage, turnips, radishes, cauli-
flower, broccoli, collards, brussels sprouts, kale,
kohlrabi), onions, asparagus.

Molvbdenat: Cabbage family, especially cauliflowers toms.
toes.

Boron: Cabbage family, carrots, celery, tomatoes, let-
tuce, beets, onions.

Ana: Beans, lima beans, corn.

MenaaneAWTomatoes, beans, lettuce, onions, radish,
spinach.

Comer: Common in many vegies grown on peat soils.

See pp. 81-82 for rates and-pp. 155-159 for hunger signs.

APPLICATION GUIDELINES FOR VEGIES

Direct Planted Itegies

For close planted-vegies like carrots, turnips, radishes,
beans, mustard, and Chinese cabbage, place the fertilizer in
a continuous band 2" (5 cms.) below and 2" to the side of
the seed row; one band per row is enough. Apply all the P
and K along with 1/3-1/2 the N; sidedress the remaining N
about a month after ,planting. With radishes, apply all the
N at planting since they. mature in 3-4 weeks.

First figure out the per acre or per hectare NPK planting
dosage and-then_calculate the amount needed per length of
row (see ppai31-7) Don't guess but work it outs
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Transplanted Vecies

*leTomatoes, peppers, eggplant, cabbage, broccoli, head
tuce, and onions often do better if' started out,in a

seedbox or nursery seedbed and then transplanted to the
field about 4-6 weeks later.

Siedbox or Nursery bed: Even if yoU use alot of compost
in your seedbox soil mix, don't count on it to supply enough
NPK; it's a slow release fertilizer, even more so if it's
only partially rotted. Use an NM fertilizer with a 112:1
dr 1:3:1 ratio and aim for an application equal to about
80-100 lbs. N, 150450 lbs. P,05, and 80-100 lbs. K20 per
acre (or kg,. /Ha.). That's equal to about 60 grams (3 oz.)
of 12.24-12 or 10-30-10 per sq. meter (about lJ level teaspoon-
fuls per sq. ft.). Mix it in thouuctly with the seedbox
soil mix or broadcast it and work it into the top 4" of the
nursery seedbed. N deficiency may Show up after 3..4 weeks
due to leaching losses. Water the seedlings with 1 tablespoon
ammonium sulfate or li teaspoons"urea pet g31. of water. Once
should do it. Wash off the leaves with plain water after-
wards.

Making ,up a Starter Fertilizer Solution forTransnlants: A
starter solution helps get-the transplants off and running
again (the transplant operation is a shock to them). Use a
fertilizer with a high ratio of P like 12.24.12 or 10-30-10
if possible.

,Recipe: 2-3 level tablespoons of fertilizer per gal.
of water (10-15 c.c./liter). Xt'll take some
work to dissolve it (hot water helps, so d9es
mashing it).

Dosage: 2 cup (about 250 c.c.) per transplant ho1e4
Pour it in before, transplanting and let it(
drain completely before setting the plant 4.-1

How to Apply Solid Fertilizer at Trans lan TiMe Apply
the NP or NPK solid fertilizer in a ha f-c rcle 3-4" deep
and 3-4" out from the plant's stem. Apply all the P and K
along with 1/3-1/2 of the N. On'sandy soils, it may be wise
to apPly-hall the K'at transplanting and,the 71mainder
about a month later.

re N Long duration vegies like
tomatoes, pepper, and eggplant may need 2-4 sidedressings
every 34 weeks after transplanting. Cabbages, broccoli,
lettuce, and onions can get by well with 12, depending on
leaching conditions. You can place the N fertilizer in a
single line about 6" out from the base cr *y) plants or
make a half-circle application at the same distance. Don't
worry about placing it deep (it'll leach down'anyway).

. NOT': The starter solution isn't meant to be a substitute
for the normal application of solid fertilizer.
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Just cover it enough so you can't see 'it (about 1/2" is great).

They're especially
fond of compost and manure (same with melons). If planting
them in "hills", dig a hole a couple feet wide and a foot
deep and throw about 2.3 shovelfuls of well rotted farm manure,
or compost in and cover with topsoil; plant the seeds in the
center of the "hill".

As.eialtclutioS___,...: If you use one at
,tramptticouldleayanapplication of solid NPK
fertilizer up to a week; if you do, make the half.circle about
Efl out.

I

During the wet season, well managed tropical pastures
can provide enough feed for normal growth of calves and beef
cattle and tor the production of 1.2 gals. of milk daily
per cow. Supplemental feeding withtigh energy sources like
corn, molasses, etc. will be needed for higher milk production:,
or more rapid fattening. From 1.2 1000 lb. cattle or 11/2.3
600 lb. stock can be carried per acre during the wet season
(or about the same number of dairy. cattle). Once the dry
season sets in, both the amount and feed value of the pasture
seriously. declines, and even well managed pastures can usually
satisfy only the maintenance requirelents of cattle (no growth
or milk production). Humid region or-irrigated pastures should:
produce 500 -1000 lbs. of live weight gain per acre yearly

1 without supplemental feeding (550 -1100 kgs./Ha.).

pASTIIRES

FERTILIZER NEEDS

14

Tropical grasses like Elephant (Napier), Guinea, Pangola,
Bermuda, Para, and Star give excellent responses to fertilizer,
especially N. Soil tests will give an idea of how much is
needed for a particular situation.

N.1Esgen

N is the :post important nutrient. in 'terms of amount, and
rates up to 3 lbs. or more per acre; yearly (330 kgs./Ha.)
may be profitable under good management andyear around pro.
duction. Aside.from increasing pasture yield, N also increases .;1

the protein-content to varying degrees, depending on the amount
applied, type of grass, rainfall, and stage of maturity at .

Which the pasture is grazed.

N should be applied in several applications to cut leach-
ing losses., In humid areas without-a pronoun:ad dry season,
N is usually applied 4-6 times a year., In-areas with a dry
season, 114Applications should be made, all of them during
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the wet season unless irrigation is used. Work in Puerto
Rico showed that applying 100 lbs. N/acre 6-8 weeks before
the start of the dry season to recently grazed pastures will
greatly increase the amount and nutritive value of the fore010
carried over into the dry season; with this method *' grazing
should !be deferred (following -the N application) until the
dry season begins, Guinea grass produces an especially good
standing hay with this method.

If Lanais used, a good deal of N (up to 30 -35 %) may be
lost as ammonia gas (see p.-73); this may be partly offset
by urea's typically lower price compared tO other N soprces0
but it's usually not recommended for pastures.

Phosphorus: P can be applied once a year since it won't leach
except in super sandy soils. Rates of 50-75 lbs. P205 per
acre (kgs./Ha.) are common.,

Potassium: Up to .200 lbs. K20/aCre (kgs. /IIa.) are applied
to low K soils under. intensive management. Grasses tend to
take up K in excess of their needs, so it's a good idea
to split the applications to avoid'this "lumury consumption".

Sulf : A sulftr bearing fertilizer should be included. in
e fertiliser program, especially on sandy soils under high

rainfall; ammonium sulfate, single super, potassium sulfate,
and ammonium phosphate sulfate (1640-0) are good S sourdes.
It's a good idea to apply around 20 lbs. S per acre yearly
(60 lbs. sulfate or SOF.,

Calcium and Magnesium: Don't forget that ammonium or urea
fertilisers have an acid effect on the soil. Chances are
that, liming will eventually' be needed after a few years of.
Continued N applications. Soils. -with a- low eSchenge capacity
(negative charge. see p.139) will drop meirequieklyin pH. Lime
can be broadcast over the pasture. Use dolomitic limestone
or else supply magnesium in another form to avoid deficiencies.
Cattle are very sensitive to Mg deficienties in pastures caused
by high rates of K without supplemental Mg. In cases Where

ai

both the soil and liming, material a e low in Mge.it May be'
necessary to apply 100 lbs. magnes lip oxide or 400 lbs* mag-
nesium sulfate (epsom salts) per re yearly in 1 -2 applica-
tions. Potassium magnesium sulfate has 11% Mg and 21-22% K20.

4.

Micronutriuts: Deficiencies are unlikely except in Very leached,
out sandy soils or at pH's above 7.0. Molybdenum's availability

. decreases with increasing acidity.but is unlikely to be lacking
except in the case of pasture legumes (kudzu, centrosema, etc.).

Roughly 80% of the NPK and .other nutrients in the feed
are returned in the manure which would.seem to make fertilisers
largely unnecessary. However, animals do a lousy job at
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foraly distributing the manure over the pasture; several
studies have shown that only about 15% of the pasture is
actually covered per year under typical stocking rates;
good deal of the N is lost by leaching tdo.

P to

What? MO clover or alfalfa in the tropics? Nopepthey're
not adapted to the heat and humidity. Unlike temperate sone
pastures, few tropical pastures contain a meaningful amount
of legumes., Legumes can-significantly improve the feed
value of a pasture since they're higher in protein than grass-
es and decline leis in feed value as they grow; they also can
supply their own N needs as well as those of the .grasses with
which they're grown.

Relatively little research has been done with tropical
pasture legumes, but things are improving. One problem is
that many tropical legumes have trouble competing with the
super rapid growth of most tropical grasses and tend ;to get
shaded out. Others are sensitive to overgrazing or aren't
very palatable. However, tropical kudsu (P
'ado,' centro (aftragmmgftisma), siratro atop lia

9 and aeveralotb slorlave been grown AUCCOSS.

molasses grass.' Townsville stylo ( ) is
fully n combo with tropical grasses like Guinea Mar, and

a self - regenerating annual (it ries s tsclf at can be
easily established and maintained with a variety: of tropical

11'
grasses Leupaena M. leucocsohalq) is a per al legume
shrub tree that can be grown in rows in a pas and used
for browsing. Consult with a pasture speciali t in your
country Concerning,recommended.grass.legume miks.for your
area.

: Since the legume fixes
enough N for itse f and for t e grafi, no kJ:fertiliser is
needed. In fact, adding N will favor grassy growth and even-
tually.shade out the legume. Adequate P an K as well as
sulfur are needed to maintain a good proportion of legume
-to grass. .Compared with greases, legumes. are weak K extrac-
tors. Pasture legumea are susceptible to:molybdenum and
boron eeficiencies.

1JSZ THE PACKA,Go£ APPROA_CH1

it takes vouch more than just fertiliser for successful
eef and milk production Good grazing management, good

stock, disease control, weed control, supplemental feeding,
avid wormiag aze.. Luat an v' -tai Some cfl these are touched on
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tungrialina

As- grasses regrow'after being grazed or cuts they-drop
in feed value (especially Protein).as they mature; tropical
conditions encourage. rapid growth and maturity, and most. grazed
grasses may be unable to supply enough protein-after only.
4.5 weeks, every when fertilizer N is used (N belps.beef up
protein content). Under low management conditionsoattle-
are usually continuously confined at low stocking rates to
one pasture; the pasture's rapid growth outstrips their
ability to harvest the grass before it's become overly mature.
For example, a study-in Trinidad showed that the crude pro-
tein content of pangola grass dropped from 15% 10 days after
grazing began down to 4.8% 42 days after (dry weight basis).

Rotation grazing entails divididg up the pasture into
4-6 paddocks and putting all.the'cattle in one paddock at
a time. The size of each paddock-should allow the cattle to
graze down the grass in 47 days before moving on to the
next one. About 3 weeks rest is needed between grasings to
allow for sufficient regrowth. Longer periods may be needed
during cooler weather and shorter periods during more rapid
-growth. Guinea grass. should be grazed down to about IP and "'"N

pare, elephant, and pangola down to 4.e. N fertilizer can
be supplied after each grazing. Overgrazing will we up stored
food reserves is the roots and weaken the stand.

S lv2plyittunaray jaxftyEplig

Forage guilty and an decline disasterously during
the dry season. Cattle o en lose a good part of their wet
season gains during the dry months and may take 4-6 years to
reach slaughter weight (000-1200 lbs.). This could easily
be cut to 2-3 years largely through the use of hay or silage
for supplemental dry season feeding. Nast low management
cattle raisers in the tropics have too few animals per acre
to fully utilize all the wet season's growth but too many
for the scant mount of forage available during the dry sea-
son. Making hai or silage out of surplus wet season growth
is the answer. Silage making is usually more feasible than
hay making during wet season weather (about 2 tons of water
must be evaporated from fresh cut grass to make one ton of
hay). PCV's in El Salvador have helped establish a successful
silage program with small cattle growers using sorghum-sudan
(yields have averaged about 42 torus /acre or 95,000 kgs. /Ha.
in 3 cuttings taken during the 6 month wet season). They've
also made good gnality pangola, stargrass, and jaragua hay
at the tail end of the wet seasonw--

-. .
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Control Weeds

Weeds rob space,. water, light, and nutrients from pastures,
and some may be poisonous as well. Broadleaf weeds are the
most common; 2,4..D herbicide gives good control of non-woody
broadleaf* while 2,465p.M is better for woody species; it's not
necessary to remove livestock during or after application ex-
cept for dairy stock; they should stay off the pasture for a
week after spraying to avoid residues in the milk.

PealsicAufueg_t2,r_aattagi

Except for salt cobalt, iodine, and copper, livestock can
usually get all their essentialisinerals from well managed
pastures. Salt licks containing trace minerals, should be sup-
plied. Young cattle need about 20 grams (2/3 Oz.) of salt
daily; older ones need about 30 grams (1 Oz.). Adding one
ounce copper sulfate and 1 Os. cobalt sulfate per 100.1r.
of iodized salt will provide a satisfactory mineral mix for
grazing cattle on fertilized pastures.

Keep Animals Healthy

Follow the recommended vaccination schedule for your
area (brucellosis, anthrax, blackleg and others maybe need-
ed). Periodic deworming is also essential,

Here's some suggestions on helpful cattle* and pasture =-
management references:

1. Im f Lives 1_mmglmk9tzrw:11,tpLAaIWarm Clrm imatez,
Robert McDowell. W.H. Freeman Co., 600 Market St.,
San Francisco, CA 94104.

2. "The Intensilie Management of Tropical Forages in
Puerto Rico", Sul. 187, V. of P.R. Agr. Expt. Sta.,
Rio Piedras, P.R. Came out in 1964 but still very
useful. Available in Spanish too.

3. pore Cattle Science, M.E. Ensminger, Interstate Print-
ers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, IL.

4. "Guidelines for Producing Chickens, Swine, and Beef
Cattle in Tropical Regions", Mecheil Jacob, 1979. An
80 pp. manual by-a livestock consultant with lots of
overseas experience. Write him c/o American Can Co.,
1660 L St. N.W., Suite 201, Washington, D.C. 20036..

5. ck V M ual, Merck & Cos, Rahway, N.J.
The most complete manual on livestock diseases; rather
technical.
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6. Animal Health Handbook, Chas. Pfizer & Co., 235 E.
42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017, about $2.00.

7. The Stockman's Handbook, M.S. Ensminger, Xnterstate
7rtztera S Publis:ters, 2anvilIe, IL. ;NI, tNe *.yest
practical guides to livestock raising; though written
for Stateside conditions, much of the info is relevant
to the tropics.

8. An/ 0 c n t h
G. Williamson and W. Payne. LongmanS Ltd., London.

9. Feeds and Feeding., F.B. Morrison. F.B. Morrison Pub.
Co., Clinton, Iowa. The standard reference for feeds
and feeding. (Out of print but available in libraries.)

10. "The Philippines Recommends for Pastures", U. of the
Philippines, Los EaSos; An extension bulletin on
tropical pasture management; also has a good section
on grasslegume pastures.

COFFEE

Of the 4 economically important species of coffee (arabica,
robusta, liberica, and excelsa), the higher quality arabica
coffee accounts for about 85-90% of world production and is
virtually the only type grown in Latin America. Arabica pro-
duces best yields in areas with a mean annual temperature of
60-750F and an annual rainfall of 70- 80 ",'- preferably with a
distinct dry season. Temperature extremeS\above 85°F or below
500F will depress yields. The optimum temperatures for arabica
are usually found in the 3500-5500 ft. zone "of the tropics or
at lower elevations in the sub- tropics. The\lower quality
robusta, liberica, and exciesa species need higher tempera-
tures and are grown at lower elevations.

Coffee can be grown with or w/o shade .but Shading is angst

common. Shade trees protect against excessive stun, reduce
erosion, provide lots of organic matter through leaf fall,
suppress weeds, and recycle leached nutrients. Studies show
-that unshaded coffee often produces much higher yields but only
under a favorable climate, deep soils with good tilth, and
good management and fertilization..

Yields are generally much lower than they should be through-
out Latin America, especially among small growers. Average
yields in Costa Rica are about 500 lbs./acre but 1800 -2700 lbs./
acre have been obtained under a package of improved practices.

FeasibilitY of Fertilise Many coffee stands are too old
and poorly managed to respond well. Even well managed coffee
.tends to give erratic responses and often takes 2-3 years to
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Show results (berries are produced only on wood that is 2 years
old). Secondary and micronutrient deficiencies can hamper
response to NPK.

Fertilizer Needs

The berries themselves remove a relatively small amount
of nutrients but fertilizer needs are high since good vege-
tative groWth is needed. N and P are the 2 most important for young
trees (up to 3-4 years.old) while N and K are the most impor-
tant once good production starts.

Most coffee producing countries:have conducted numerous
fertilizer trials so you should be.able to obtain specific
recommendations.

An excellent pamphlet called "Algunas Deficiencies
Minerales Comunes en el Cafeto ". by L.E. Muller contains color
photos of hungers signs in coffee. Write for a copy to the
Institute Interemericano de Ciencias Agricolas in Turrielba,
Costa Rica.

Nitrogen: Rates range from 60-120 lbs./acre (Kgs./Ha.) of N
per year. The 1st application is made when the rains begin
with the rest. applied later on in the wet season. Excessive
N will promote leaf. growth at the expense of flowering.

Phosphorus: .Young trees have higher P needs than older ones
in production. Rates for trees 1-5 years.old range from 30-60
lbs. /acre (kgs./Ha.) of P205 yearly. Trees 5-15 years old
usually receive 25-60 lbs., and those over 15 years about 20-
35 lbs. Applying P to the soil surface in.a broad band about
2 ft.'wide beginning from the outer drip line inward gives
good results. Work it in slightly. Coffee has a lot of roots
near the surface.

Potassium: Producing trees have much higher K needs than young
ones. Rates of 20-40 lbs./acre (kgs./Ha.) of K20 per year are
common with young trees and up to 60-120 lbs. on older trees
unless the soil is already high in X. K may be applied in 1-2
applications,

Calcium and Maanesium: Coffee usually grows well down to a
pH of 5.0 or slightly below, although a pH of 6.0-6.5 has
given best results in many cases. Higher pH's Increase the
chances of micronutrient deficiencies (except molybdenum).
Coffee has a relatively high calcium requirement. Magnesium
deficiencies are likely in very acid soils and are also caused
by a high ratio of X to Mg. Soil applications of dolomitic
limestone or magnesium sulfate are commonly used, to cure or
prevent hunger; however, it often takes 15 months or more for
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soil applications of MO to work; more rapid results can be ob-
tained by spraying the trees 3.7 times at 2 week intervals
with a 1.2% solution of magnesium sulfate (epsom salts); 5.10 t.1
Oz. (140280 grams) of epsom salts per 4 gals.- water does
the trick. Use a wetting agent (liquid detergent at 2.3
teaspoons per 4 gals. water.).

Hicronutriontss ,Coffee is sensitive to micronutrient defici-
encies, especially zinc, boron, iron, and manganese. Foliar
sprays are the common treatment (use a sticker-spreader to
promote uniform coverage and resistance to washoff). Slaked
lime (calcium hydroxide) is often added to the spray to pre-
vent foliar burn. Check with local experts. Coffee is also
sensitive to manganese toxicity which occurs in very acid soils
(below S.0). Applying 5 lbs. ground limestone per-tree and
working it in slightly (careful with the rootst) will usually
clear up tho problem.

BANANAS

Bananas prefer a hot, moist climate with 60.80" rainfall
fairly well distributed; though grown'over a wide range of
soil pH, 6.0 seems tobe optimum, and yields are markedly
-depressed below pH 5.0. Yields range, from as low as 5000
,lbsaacre (kgs./Ha.) up to over 50,000 lbs./acre (kgs./Ha.)

The banana plant's stem is called a poeudostem since
it's really formed from rolled up leaves growing out of a
true stem located underground in the sozil. A new leaf appears
about every 10 days until the terminai75.id (flower) emerges
at 8.11 months; harvest follows in about 90 days.

Most of the plant's roots are found in the top 6" of soil
though some penetrate to 2-3-ft. The roots grow out latevally
as far as 15.17 ft. Lateral roots grow out from the - tr, roots
and are the only ones that absorb nutrients and water -Jose
"feeder" roots are scarce close to the stalk, so feat,._ .Aer
should be applied about 2 or more feet out from the base.

Established plantings regenerate themselves by producing
several puckers per mother plant (the mother plant produces
just one crop). For new plantings, either corms from older
plants (one corm can yield 2. planting pieces) or those, from
*sword" suckers (those suckers having sword-like leaves, a
thick stem, and a robust corm) are used.
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11"- Fertiliser Needs

Bananas use high amounts of N and K though their P
needs are relatively low.

Nitroctow N deficient plants have a pale yellowish-green
color. N stimulates faster growth, earlier flower emergence
(and maturity), greater leaf area, and increased fruit sine.N recommendations range from about 150450 lbs. /acre (logs./Na)
applied in 3-10 applications according to leaching potential.
About 80 grams (3 oz.) total N per plant is considered the
minimum for commercial plantings and often 100.200 grams or
more are used. All the N should be applied before flowering
since its important to Stimulate early rapid growth; studies
have shown a good correlation between the area of the 3rd
leaf and total bunch weight. Later N applications seem to
promote "openhandedness' of the bunch. Where regular fungi..
gide spraying is done, N can be supplied foliarly with urea
t5 lbs. urea per 100 gals. /water for plants 1 -2 months old,
op to 25 lbs./100 gals. on older plants). One study showed
that 65% of the urea was absorbed through the leaves in 25
minutest

Ensphorus: P newls are relatively low compared to N and K.
Most recommendations are in the 50.75 lbs./acre (kgs. /Ha)
range of P205. P deficiency causes a premature drying of
the lower leaves. P can be applied at one application
at or near planting or various times as part of an NPR
fertiliser. Try about 50-100 grams (2.4 Os.) per plant.

potassium:
1
K greatly increases pseudostem growth and yields,

improves fruit quality and storage life, and promotes disease
resistance. Moderate K deficiencies cause yellowing arouhd
the outer edges of the leaves; more severe hunger causes the
leaf tips to turn reddish -brown and die. K hunger is also
associated with a disorder called *premature yellowing* of ,

the leaves. Soils testing below 0.2 m.e./100 grams in available
K need high amounts of K. Even those testing in the 0.6 -1.0
m.e. range (considered very high for most crop needs) still
need some K. Most recommendations range from1001bs./aCre
(kgs./lie0 of K20 per year or about 80.250 grams per plant.
It can be applied in 3 or more applications depending on
leaching potential (rainfall and soil texture).

Pisonesiukl Deficiencies are common in acid soils, especially
when high amounts of K are used. 200-250 grams (7-9 Oz.) of
dolomitic limestone per plant controls deficiencies. Mg hunger
causes a broad band of yellowing along the edges of the lower
leaves.

The usual N:K20 ratio varies from about la to 1 :2 as
far as total amount applied.
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Iron. Zinc... and Manganese deficiencies can occur at soil
pH's above 6.8.

Molybdenum deficiency has occurred in Honduras in highly
leached acid soils. Raising the pH is often effective in
controlling Mo deficiency if the soil is very acid; other-
wise Mo should be applied (about 1.5 lbs. of ammonium molyb.
date per acre).

Bananas benefit from high levels of.soil organic matter.
The planting hole can be partially filled with rotted manure
or compost. Mulching is very advantageous.

How to Apply Fertilizer to Bananas: Young plants should hare
the fertilizer applied in a 12 ft. wide band around the plant
about 1 foot out from the base. This can be noted out as
the plants grow. Cover the fertiliser with about an inch or.
two of soil (careful with the roots!). Mulching will help
improve uptake of P by allowing the roots to grow nearer
the surface. One bulletin recommends applying 300 grams of
single superphosphate (18 -21% 11,05) mixed with the soil
in the bottom of the planting Note but separated from the

.

base of the corm by 3.4" of soil.

LtmjalaityAtisajataui.

A lot of banana growing at the small farmer level is done
on a very casual and neglectful basis. Diseases, soil memo.
t des, insects and overcrowding are common. Don't count on
f tilizer alone to boost yields profitably under these con.
di ions.

from fertilizer. use, a good "package" for bananas
should include: (Consult local experts for specific info!)

1. proper selection and preparation of planting material.
Trimming the corms and sterilizing them with hot water
or clorox and water is essential to kill nematodes and
diseases-and prevent their spread to new ground.

2. Mulching to suppress weeds, conserve water, and add
organic matter.

.

3. Pruning cut excess suckers.

4. A spray program for diseases and insects.

5. Cutting off the terminal bud and dipping the cut in
a fungicide solution to prevent decay; this adds
a couple lbs. yield to the bunch.

6...Covering maturing fruits with polyethylene clear bags
that have air holes; it speeds maturity by 2-weeks
and increases yields up to 20%.
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PART VXXX

LrtaNG SOILS.

Soils are limed to correct excessive soil acidity (raise
pH). Very acid soils (below pH 5.0-5.5 depending on the soil)
adversely affect the growth of most crops because:

1. Aluminum and andanese become more soluble with in.
creasing acid ty and may become toxic to plants at
pills below 5.S. True "tropical" soils (see p. 3 )
tend not to release toxic amounts of aluminum Until
the OH approaches 5.0.

2. Very acid soils are often very, low in available P
and have a high capacity to tie up added P by forming
insoluble iron and aluminum compounds. Ifte p.41 )

3. Vary acid soils are likely to be low in calcium,
magnesium, and *Venable sulfur and molybdenum.

4. High soil acidity depresses the activities of many
Beneficial soil microbes, including thoet'that cons-
vert unavailable organic N, P, and S to available
mineral forms. Some strains of N-fixing Nhisotie
bacteria (especially soybean, alfalfa, and some clover)
have little tolerance for pH's below 6.0.

Most crops grow best within a pH range of 5.5-1.5 though
micronutrient deficiencies (except molybdenum) become more
likely above pH 6.8. Note that some crops like pineapple,
coffee, rice, potatoes, sweetpotatoss, and watermelon tolerate
more acidity than most other crops:

RECOMMENDED, SOIL nH's FOR COMMON CROPS
.1

gE2E -MIMI- S:E.:01 0236Mat_
Corn 54.-7.5 Potatoes°2 4.8-64
Sorghum 5.5-7.5 Sweetpotatoes 5.0.6.0
Rice 5.0-7.0 Peanuts 5.3.6.6
Wheat 5.57.5 Soybeans 6.0-7.0
Cotton . 5.5-6.5 Alfalfa 6.2-7.8
Tdbacco2 5.5-7.5 Tomato S.5-7.0
Sugarcane 6.0.8.0 Cabbage. S.5.7.5
Coffee 5.0-7.0 Lettuce 5.5-1.0
Beans 6.0-7.5 Onions 6.0-7.0
Pineapple 5.0-6.5 Peppers 5.5-7.0
Banana S.5-7.5 Watermelon 5.0-7.0

1. The above crops may grow fairly well one half a pH unit
Above and below the.optimum range given.

*2. use a pm ot .5 or alictitlybeiow to control potato scab
or tobacco b ack rot.
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How to Tell if Limina is Needed

You can measure soil pH fairly accurately right in the
field using a good quality liquid indicator kit or portable
electric tester. Read the instructions carefully and'measure
both topsoil and subsoil pH-they're usually different; veri,
acid soils can restrict downward root growth. Readings from
the better kits like the Hellige-Truog are accurate within
0.2-0.3 pH units.

Role of the Soil's Lab: The portable kits are great for trouble-
shooting, ksa they don't tell you how much lime is needed for
treating excessively acid soils. That varies jud with the
soil's negative charge.(exchange capacity; see p.37) which
depends on its texture, organic matter content, and type of
clay minerals. This can only be measured in a soil's lab;
they'll determine pH as a routine part of soil testing and
most will measure the amount of exchangeable (soluble) alumi-
num present (it increases as pH drops and can cause texicltiee).
They'll tell you if liming is needed and how much and what kind
to apply.

MIT some cases, even a soil with a pH of 5.0 or below. may
still 'be satisfactory for. most crops if its exchangeable alumi-
num contenikis low; on the other hand, the lab may recommend
liming even though the pH is near 5.5. The Important thing is
to avoid overliming- it can be worse than not liming at all
(see p. 38 ). Liming guides like the one on p. 140 can be
used for "guestimating", but use a soil's lab whenever possible.

CALCULATING THE AMOUNT OF dm NEEDED

Whether you use the lab's or the table's recommendation,
you'll still have to make adjustment for the Lineness, purity,
and neutralizing value of the material you'll be using.

Types of Liming Materials and their Neutralizina Value

There are 4 basic types of liming materials:

1. Limestone (calcium carbonate, CaCO3): The cheapest
of all since it's taken directly from the ground and
crushed without further processing. Non - caustic.

2. Dolomitic Limestone: Contains both calcium and mag-
nesium carbonates; often recommended since purely cal-
cium liming materials may cause magnesium deficiencies.
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3. Burned lime or auicklime: Comes in the form Of a white
powder; very caustic. Made by heating limestone or dolo-
mitic limestone in a kiln to drive off the CO2 to leave
calcium oxide (or calcium and magnesium oxide). The
most effective per pound of the 4 materials and is more
rapid acting then limestone. Tends to form granules
or flakes unless thoroughly mixed with the soil.

4. Hydrated or slaked lime Acalcium Modroxideis Made by
burning limestone or dolomite in the presence.Of steam;
not a popular liming material (expensive) but rapid
acting; very caustic.

The neutral_izinQvalue of these .4 sources is shown below
(based on 100% pure Material):

Neutralizing Value
Material (compared to limestone)

Limestone 100%

Dolomitic limestone 109%

Hydrated lime 136%

Burned lime 179%

This means that 2000 lbs. of burned lime has about the
same effect as 3580 lbs. of limestone of equal purity (2000
lbs. x,1.79 = 3580 lbs.).

Fineness of Liming_ Materiels is Important i

The rate that a liming material reacts with the soil de-
pends a lot on its particle size. The finer the material,
the more rapid the reaction. Even fine textured materials
will take about 2-6 months to cause' a significant rise in
pH. Good quality burned lime and hydrated lime are naturally
fine, but crushed limestone is often overly coarse.

Any type of material will contain a mix of different par-
title sizes. Limestone passing through a 100 mesh sieve (holes are
about 1 /150th of an inch on each side) will react with soil acids
in just 4-6 weeks if mixed thoroughly with the topsoil. Mater-
ial passing through a 40 -50 mesh screen will take 12-18 months
to react completely. Material in the 20-40 mesh range will
have only reacted 60% in 3 yearsi 10-20 mesh material reacts
only 30% in 3 years.1

In the U.S., most states have lime laws requiring purity
and fineness guarantees, but your country probably lacks these.
-The-soils-lab may be able to 'evaluate the material and do a
purity and fineness analysis.

'1. A 100 mesh screen has 100 openings per inch; diameter of
the openings varies with wire"thickness, so there's no real
standardizationsa 50 mesh.sceen has openings about 00122",
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The table below shows the reaction rate of 3 mesh sizes of
limestone applied at the same rate:

5.0
/e. no lime

0 1

2 wks 6 MO 12 so 18

This graph is' from a
greenhouse experiment
at Oregon State. Field
reaction times would
be somewhat slower.

Material with a satisfactory fineness should all pass
through ac10 mesh screen, and at least 50% should pass through
a 100 mesh screen. You'll probably have to settle for less,
which means it should be applied a year or more ahead of the
hoped for pH change. Or you can use more material.

Purity of Limina_Materials: Unless the material has.a label
guarantee, it's hard to judge purity without a lab analysis.
The greater the impurities, the more material will be needed.

How Soil 6xchanaa Cavacity Affects the Jlmouat of Lime

A soil's exchange capacity (negative charge) depends on
its clay and humus content and type of clay minerals. The
higher the exchange capacity the greater the soil's ability
to resist changes in pH. That means that clayey soils often need
a lot more lime than sandy soils to achieve an equal rise in
1pH. That's because soil's have both an active, and reserve

.1

acidity. The active acidity is produced by those hydrogen
ions (e) floating around free and is what you measure when
you take a soil pH reading. However, for every free floating
H+ ion, there may be thousands or moreql+ ions held by the
negatively charged clay and humus particles. As the lira*
neutralizes the H+ ions that are' free floating, part of the
huge reserve of H+ ions held by 'clay and humus particles
is released to take the place of the neytralized ones. The
higher the amount of clay and humus, the greater the negative
charge and the reserve acidity, and the more lice will be

* The reserve (inactive acidity doesn t affect t e pH reading.
14:



needed to obtain a given rise in pH.

Don't get confusedi In terms of soil pH (active acidity),
clayey soils aren't any more likely to be acid than sandy,
soils, but they're more resistant to changes in pH (either
upward or downward) due to their greater buffering capacity
(negative charge).

*Tropical vs. "Temperate* Solis

Trua "tropical" soils require less lime than "temperate"
soils of the same texture to obtain an equal rise in pH.
That's because tropical type clay minerals have a much lower
negative charge than temperate types (see p.38) and there-
fore less reserve.acidity_(buffering capacity) Remember
that both tropical and temperate clay minerals occur in the
tropics-that's another good reason for letting the soil
lab determine the amount of lime needed instead of using a
table.

',Guestimating* the AMOUnt of Lime Needed

If you don't have access to a reliable soils labs you
can roughly estimate the amount of lime needed with this
table. Check the soil periodically starting about 2 months
after application' to measure the effect. Lime .won't react
much during the dry season if the topsoil dries out.

APPROXIMATE AMTS OF la Y GR UND PURE LIMESTONE NE ED +1

TO RAISE THE PH or A 7 INCH LAYER OF SOIL AS INDICATED:

(Thii table applies.to true "tropical" type soils which have a
lower negative charge than "temperate" soils of the same tax..
turf); that means you'll err on the safe side (too little lime)
if your soil happens to have temperate type clay minerals)

AMt. of pure limestone' needed per acre or
hectare to raise the pH of a soil from:

Sand or loamy
pb 444 5.5, pH 5_.5.011 6.5

sand 540 lbs./A1 600 kgs./Ha 800 lbs./A, 900 kgs./Ha

Sandy loam. 1000 lbs./A1 1100' kgs./Ha 14001bil./At 1550 kge./Ha

Loam 1500 lbs./A4 1700 kgs./Ha 2000 lbs./A, 2200 kgs/Ha-

Silt /oast 2400 lbs./AT 2700 kgs./Ha 2800 lbs./A, 3100 kgs /Ha

-Clay loam 3000 lbs./A1 3350 kgs./Ha 3800 lbt./A, 4200 kgs /La

MA.

You'll have to adjust these rates for the neutralielMe
value and purity of the material.you farmer is using.

, *1. Based on table in Efficient Use of Fertilizers, FAO Ag
Study #43, p. 140.
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PROBLEM: Suppose Paco needs to raise his soil's pH from
4.5 to 5.5 and he has a' clay loam soil. The
table says that about 3000 lbs./acre of pure'
ground limestone is needed; if hes using burned
lime that's estimated to.be 80% pure, how much -

will he need?

SOLUTION: The neutralizing Value of Wined lime is 179%
compared to 100% for set

'Neutralizing value' of matotial
gs-110184.1-.2gaantataa-WIEM Amt.- of malariala

needed (10 purity)

3000 lbs., 1675 lbs. Pew burned
1.79 lime needed

Since the burned lime he's using is only 80%
_

pure:

of pure materialineedot Amt. of actual
purity of material used material needed

176 Lhai 2100 lbs. 80% pure burned
lime needed per acre

HOW AND WHEN TO LIME

Lime should be broadcast uniformly over thecioil surface
and then* thoroughly mixed into the top 6.4" of soil by plowing
or hoeing. Harrowing alone Will only move the material down
2.-3,1. When applying lime to-estopligthed pastures, it can be
broadcast'directly over the pasture without working it in.
If broadcasting lime by hasw4 divide the amount in.half and
apply- one portion lengthwise ,and the other across; wear a mask
oand,avoid using caustic slaked or burned lime.

Apply liming material; atleast,2.8 months ahead of planting;
it'll take at least this long for soil pH to be affected; this
will also give caustic forms of lime time to break down to
avoid possible root injury.

Where liming is expensive or its application diffiCult, you
can try "spot" liming in the immediate row or plant zone of
the crop (i.e. in cucumber or squash "hills" or a 12" diameter
circle around each tomato.plent) Adjust your rates according.7
ly. Don't mix lime and fertilizer together -it'll tie up p.

and release ammonia gas from N.

How Often Is Liming Needed ybe as often as every 2.5 years,
especially if high rates of manure, compost, or other acid
forming fertilizers are used (see p. 76 ). Sandy soils will
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need _more frequent liming than clayey soils since they have
eft*, less buffering capacity, but they'll al o need lower rates.

DON'T OVERLINCI

Never raise the pH of. a soil abev'ev 6.5.when liming. Don't
raise the pH by more than cps full 1.04% at a time. It may
only be necessary to raise the pH up to 5.5 or 6.0 for best
yields of most crops.

Overlising can be worse thaii not liming at all becausei

1. Raising the pH sbove.6.5 increases the likelihood
of SAASSIatrttabLibigidaiailli (except molybdenum).

2. Rigardainuajouglobility starts declining above a
pH of 6.5 due to the formation of relatively in-
soluble compounds with calcium and magnesium.

3. Liming stimulates'the activity of
and increases losses of soil o
decomposition.-
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PART U

nidaiiiilLidaLaid&MICLEEMOI

Salinity and alkalinity problems commonly occur in isu
or e -arid areas (rainfall under 20* a year.) Where.ralaill
or itirrigation isn't sufficient to leach accumulating salts
out of the root sone.' The salts are released by decomposing
rocks and parent material below the subsoil but are Often
brought in by the irrigation water which usually Contains
from 200 lb.,. up to several laga of eat per aftemfbet (12"
deep ,layer of water on an atria.-

In humid regions, there's usually enough reinstall to
flush the salts-downward out of thi root sone. :Wiley rain-
fall areas, irrigation may move the salts downward, but
they'll move backup as the soil dries out between irrigations
if the water volume applied is too low; the very high ',epoch.
tion rates common-to these drier regions-aggravate this ten-
deny. In many cases, Aukauggariejarainagg is also poor which
makes matters worse. Bringing land under irrigation may raise
the grater tabii-to-within a few feet of the surface, making
it easy for selts_to move upward by canillary action.

11,14n2 and,alkalOsodic) soils- fall into 3 classes acCord-
ing to the amount of 'soluble salts and ,adsorbed (held by clay
and humus particles) sodium they contain.

1. SALINE_SbILS's They contain enough to
isitiZilairffltiiie crop growth. The salts are ma ly
chlorides, sU/fatis, and bicarbonate, of calcium
and "Magnesius6 Less than 15% of the soil's exchange
capacity (C.E.C.; see-p.._.38) is occupied by adsorbed
sodium ions, and the pH is usually below 8.5. Saline
soils are. lso called white ,ka1i soils since the
salts tend to *cumulate on tut soil surf ace. The
usual cause isjack of enough water for adequate
leaching, poor drainage, or both.

2. SALINE- ALKALI (Sal sodic) SOILS: These soils not
may contain excess ve amounts of soluble salts but
also harmful amounts of adsorbed aarar-more than
15% of the C.E.C. is occup e sovzum ions. Though
sodium is a very strong base,_ the pH of these soils
is usually below 8.5 date to the buffering influence
of the soluble salts.
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3, NON.SALINE ALKALI SOILS (Sodic Soils) s These soils have
only low levels of soluble salts but have excessive amounts
of sodium; more than 15% of the soil's C.E.C. is occu-
pieCby adsorbed sodium ions (i.e. held by clay and humus
particles. The pH is above 8.5 and often as high as 10
since the buffering influence of the soluble salts is
absent. The high sodium content causes these soils to
have very poor vhvs %cal conditi9n; they tend to be dis-
persed and puddled (broken down) and may be impervious
to water. Roth the high pH and sodium is harMful to
plants. Sodic soils are also called )zlack alkali soils,
since their surfaces are often black due to dispersed
humus brought to the surface.

HOW SALINITY AND ALKALINITY HARM CROP GROWTH

1. Osmotic Effect of Salts: Soluble salts in the soil water
reduce the ability of plants to absorb water through the
root membranes (osmosis). If the salt concentration
is high enough, miter actually starts moving out of
the plant-roots back into the soil and the plant dies;
this is called plalmolvsis. At lower levels, plants
suffer from leaf tip burn, stunting, and defoliation.

2. erect of Sodium: Sodic soils harm plant growth mainly
through the cc.effect of sodium itself, the high
alkalinity. (pH 8:5 -10), and the toxicity of bicarbonate
with which sodium is often associated.

3. Boron Toxicitvs Most irrigation, water contains boron
which becomes'toxic above 1 or 2\ parts per million;
boron is not easily leached from the soil. High boron
irrigation water may limit farming\to boron tolerant
crops (navy beans and nearly all fruit trees including
citrus are boron sensitive).

LAD DIAGNOSIS OF SALINITY AND ALKALINITY

Soil testing labs can measure'the soluble salt cOntent of
soils through electrical conductivity tests; the highet.the
aonductivity, the higher the soluble salt content (salts are
electrolytes). The readings are expressed either in millimhos
or micromhos. EC or Cm electrical conductivity. leadings-
can range from 0 to over 15 millimhos (16,000 micros), and
the table on the next page gives 5 categories of salt content.
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Soluble Salt Content of Soils

ElectriCal Conductivity (NC)
SUM=
less than 2

2

nalagaita
&Man
less than 2000 No adverse affect.

2000 Yields of some salt sensitive
crops are affected.

Only moderately salt tolerant
crops can be grown.

8 -16 8000-16,000 Only salt tolerant crops.

below 8 below 8000,

16 up 16,000 up No profitable cropping possible

Labs can also measure the amount of adsorbed soil sodium to
determine alkali danger.

Measuring Irrigation Water duality.

The Soluble salt, sodium, and boron content of irrigation
water can also, be tested.

Soluble Saltss The U.S. Salinity Lab at Riverside, Cal. places
irrigation water in 4 categories according to soluble Salt
levels

ass 1.
Low salinity,

Class 2:

Med. salinity

Class 3:

Niels salinity

hi

(100.250 micromhosics. or 0.1-0.25 millimhosicm.)
Safe to use on practically all crops and soils;-
sons leaching is 'needed to,keep salts moving
downward; problems may develop on poor drainage
soils.

(251-750 micromhosies or 0.25-0.75 millimhosicm.)
Can be used to irrigate relatively permeable
soils; medium salt tolerant crops are needed ;"
leaching is essential.

(751 -2250 micromhosic00, 0.75 -2.25 millimhosicm.)
Only for salt tolerant crops; adequate subsurface
drainage is a must as well as leaching.

(above 2250 icromhosicm. or 2.25 millimhosicm.)
Shouldn't be used for irrigation except under
certain ideal conditions (i.e. permeable soil,
good drainage, high water rates to promote good
leaching).

Sodium in Water: The sodium content of irrigation water can
also be measured but the potential toxicity depends on the .1
proportion of sodium relative to the water's combined calcium
and magnesi content, plus the soluble salt content.

le This ratio is called the Sodium Adsorption Ratio (S.A.R.)
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RELATIVE TOLERANCE OF CROPS TO SALINITY.'

The crops are listed in order of decreasing salt tolerance
within each group.

FRUIT CROPS

Ugh Naga US
Date palm Pomegranate Pear
Coconut Fig Apple

Olive Orange
Grape Grapefruit

;

Peach 1

Strawberry \
Lemon

1

Avocado

VEGIES !

Garden beets Tomato Radish
Kale, Broccoli Celery
Spinadh, Cabbage Green beans

Bell Pepper
Cauliflower
Lettuce
Sweetcorn
Potatoes
Carrots
Onions
Peas
SqUas
Cucumbher
Cantaloupe

FIELD CROPS

Barley Rye
Sugar beets Wheat
Cotton Oats

Rice
Sorghum.
Corn
Flax
Sunflower
Soybeans

Field beans

*1. From "Some Principles & Practices in the Irrigation of
Texas Soils", Texas Agr. Expt. Stet Sul. 937, p..16
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RELATIVE TOLERANCE 011.10ME CROPS 20 MORON

Tolerant, Soni.tolerant Asmara,
Date Palm Sunflower Pecan
Palm Acids. cotton Navy bean
Sugarbeet Potato Plum
Gardenbeet Pima cotton .Pear
Alfalfa Tomato Apple
Onion Sweetpea OtePa
Turnip Radish Kardota fig
Cabbage Field pea Persimmon
Lettuce Barley Peach
Carrot Wheat Orange

Corn Avocado
Grain sorghum Grapefruit
Oat Lemon
Pumpkin
Bell pepper
Sweetpotato
Lime bean

HOW To RECLAIM AND MANAGE SAM AND ALKALI SOILS

Saline Soils

Since saline soils contain only soluble salts, leaipg
is the cure. In many cases, however, salinity is causes by
a high water table, and leaching won't be effective until
artificial drainage has been installed (like tile drains).

Either periodic leaching or continuous flooding may be
used. Salt tolerant crops like beet ,cotton

i
and barley

can be grown during reclamation if flooding isn't used. The
amount_of water needed for leaching depends on the salt con-
tent of the soil and water and the final salt level desired.
As a rough guide, about 50% of the salt in the root some
can be removed with 6" of water applied per foot of soil.
About 80% can be removed with 1 ft. of water per ft. of
soil..

The leaching reuuiremenk is the ratio of the salt content
of the irrigation water to that of the soil. For example
where a Ec of 8 can be tolerated in the root zone and irriga.
tion water as a EC of 2 (millimhos), the leaching requireme*t
is 2/8 or 25%; that means that 25% more water should be applied
to a crop than is used up by transpiration and evaporation.

pop-Saline Alkali Soils (iodic Soils)

Leaching alone won't remove the adsorbed (stuCion) sodium
and insoluble sodium carbonate and .blcarbOnite. You first
have to knock off the sodium ions by using a soil amendment
like gramma (calcium sulfate); 1101.0u won't work because
it's insoluble at high pH! s.' The gypsum reacts with the soil
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in 2'1005;

1. It converts insoluble sodium salts to
sulfate which is leachable.

2. It also displaces the adsorbed sodium
clay and humus particles and replaces
cium; this also lowers the high soil p

soluble sodium

stuck on the
it with ca-
ll,

The gypsum needs to be finely ground and should be broadcast
and worked into the soil with a plow or disk; leaching can
be started immediately.

On those alkali soils containing calcium carbonate, sulfur,
can be used instead of gypsum. The soil ba6keriacmnvert the
sulfur into sulfate which then 'reacts with the lime in the
soil to form gypsum. If sulfur is used, leaching should be
postponed 2.3 months to allow time for the conversion. !1

Non - saline alkali soils are usually in poor physical
condition for leaching due to particle dispersion.- A.gub.
Boiler or deep plowing should be used to aid leaching.
Leaching won't be effective if the water.table is high.

Saline-Alkali Soils

Leaching by itself isn't effective since it removes only
the soluble (saline) salts, leaving behind the adsorbed sodium.
Free from the buffering influence of the soluble salts, the
sodium can now exert its full effect in raising the pH and
deteriorating soil physical condition; All you've done is
convert a saline-sodic soil to a sodic soil!' In a few
cases, leaching without using gypsum or sulfur may be ef.
fective if the soil contains a large amount of soluble cal-
cium or magnesium which could displace adsorbed sodium.

Controlling the Buildup of Salinity and Alkalinity

It's seldom possible to permanently rid an affected soil
of salinity and alkalinity, especially if the irrigation water
is the main cause of the problem. There's no economically
feasible way to reduce the soluble salt content of irrigation
water, but the alkali (sodium) hazard can be virtually elimi-
nated by adding gypsum to the water.' Automatic gypsum meter-
ing devices can be bought or built or a. sack of gypsum placed
in the irrigation ditch.

Controlling Salinity: Enough excess water must be applied
to leach the excess salts from the root zone, yet too much
water may dangerously raise the water table. Land leveling
to smooth out depresSions and rises will give more even dis-
tribution of water and prevent high -salt pockets from develop.
ingo Furrow irrigation will cause salts to accumulate near

e The
ded
soils lab will tell you how much gypsum or sulfur isnee.
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the plants unless special attention is given to seedbed style.

For example, if single row beds with the crop running down

the center are used, upward capillary water movement will con-

centrate salts right where the plants are (bad news). Using

double row beds with rows near the edges or sloping beds with

plants on the lever 1/2 or
2/3rds of the bed cuts down salt

accumulation in the immediate,plant sone.

SINGLE
ROW
BEDS

salt
accumulation

DOUBLE
ROW
BEDS

salt
accumulation

salt
accumulation

WIDE
SLOPING

BEDS

salt
accumulation

accumulation
salt

accumulation
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ADS

NDY CQNIJ

1 ACRE 4000 sq. meters,. 4848 sq. yards 43,560 sq. ft.
0.4 hectares 0.58 Nansens' (Central America).

1 HECTARE 10,000 sq. meters 2.47. urea 1.43 Nansens,.

1 HUMANA (Central America) 10,000 sq. wires 7000 sq.
meters 8370 sq. yards 1.73 acres.

Lbs./Acre 0.89 x kgs./bectare 0.58 x lbsamansane

--sgs./Hectare 1.12 x tbs./acre 0.65 x lbs./minis**

Lbs./Mansana 1.73 x lbs./acre 1.54 x.kgs./hectare

1 L8. 16 °a. 0.454 logs. 454 grams ;. 1 os. 28.4 grams.

1 ICELOGRAMi. 2.2 lbs. 1000 grains 35.2 os.

1 MEM 100 cos. is 1000 me. 39.37" 3.28 ft.

1 CENTIMETER 0.39* 10 me.

1 INCH 2.54 ems. 25.4 mm.

1 VARA (Central America) 324° 83.7 cos.

1 LITER 1000 c.c. 1000 ml. 1.06 quarts (U.S.)

1 GALLON U.S.) 3.78 liters 16 cups 256 level tablespoons
768 teaspoons.

1 FLUID OZ. 30 c.c. 2 level tablespoons

1 (level) TABLESPOON 15 c.c. (with solids) 18 c.c. (with
liquids due to surface tension).
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ARNIPAILI

COMPOSZTXON or COMMON FERTILIZERS

NITROGEN SO -01 S LI 1.25.1 !it! S S

Anhydrous ammonia (663)

Ammonium nitrate

Am. nitrate + lime

Ammonium sulfate

Ammonium phosphate
sulfate (2 types)

Mono-anmonium phosphate
(2 kinds)

Di- ammonium phosphate
(3 kinds)

Calcium nitrate

Sodium rttrate

Potassium nitrate

Urea

PHOSPHORUS SOURCES

62% 0

, 33% 0

20.5% 0

20-21% 0

16% 20%
13% 39%

11% 48%
12% 61%

16% 48%
18% 46%
21% 53%

15.5% 0

16% 0

13% 0

45.46% 0

Single superphosPhate 0 16-22%

Triple superphosphate 0 42.47%

Mono- & di-ammonium phosphates (see Under N)

Ammonium phosphate sulfate (see under N)

POTASSIUM SOURCES

Potassium chlorido 0 0
(muriate of potash)

Potassium sulfate 0 0

Potassium nitrate 13% 0

Potassium magnesium
sulfate (11% Mg, 16% MgO)

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 23.24%

0 9-15%
0 7%

0 '3-4%
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

46% 0

0 0

0 8-12%

0 1 -3%

60 0

50.53% 18%

44% 0

21 -22% 18%.

NOTE: P205 X 0.44 P; X20 X 0.83 la X; S X 3.0 se SO4
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Available
Moisture
in Soil

4

DETERMINING SOIL MOISTURE BY FEEL OR APPEARANCE%

Peel or Appearance of Soil

Very coarse
Texture
(sand)

Coarse
Texture

(loamy sand,
sandy loam/

Medium
Texture

(Finesmxlyloams,
silt loam)

Fine
Texture

(clay loam,
clay)

0%
ry, loose and
ingle grained;
lows through
ingers

50%
or

less

50.75%

75% to
fieldl

10
C apacity
(0%)

at field
(apcity
100a%)

ass dry; won't
orm a ball un.
er pressure.e2

Dry and loose;
flows through
fingers.

Powdery dry; s
times slightly
crusted but
breaks easily
into powder*

Hard, baked,
cracked, often
with crumbs on
surface.

Appears dry; ,

won't form a ball
under pressure.*1

Somewhat cruMbly
but holds to-'
getter under
pressure.

Somewhat- pli-
able; balls un-
der pressure.

pears dry; won't Tends to ball un- Forms a ball un.
form a ball un- der pressure but der pressurej--- A-
er pressure. seldom holds to. will sometimes

gather. slick slightly
with pressure.

Forms a ball;
44bbons out be-
tween thumb &
forefinger.

Sticks together
slightly; may
orm very weak
all under pres -'

sure.

n squeezing, no
free water
pears on soil
wet outline of
all left on hand.

161

Forms weak ball,
breaks easily,
will not slick.

Same as for sand.

Forms ball; very
pliable, slicks
readily if high
in clay.

Same as for sand

'1. Based on USDA Ago Info. Sul. No. 199.

Easily ribbons
out between
fingers; has a
slick feel.

Same as for
sand,

'2. Ball is formed by squeezing a handful of soil very firmly.%
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SPACID3 GUID11.1 .2

FOR CONTOUR DITCHES OR OTHER EROSION BARRIERS

% SLOPE DEGREES SLOPE DISTANCE BETWEEN =am'

*WA rid
5% 3° 21.6 70.8

MI6

6% 19.3 63.3

7% 17.7 58.0

8% 16.6 54.4

9% 15.8 51.8

10% 6° 15.0 49.2

11% 14.2 46.6

12% 13.4 44.0

13% 12.7 41.6

14% 12.1 ' 39.7

15% 9° 11.5 37.7

16% 414 36.1

17% 10.5 34.4

18% 10.0 32.8 '

19% 9.5 31.

20% 11° 9.0 29)15

21% 8.6 2I.2 f

22% 8.2 -2649 i

23%. 7.8 25.6

24% 7.5 24.6

25% 14° 7.2 23.6

26% 7.0 23.0

27% 6.7 22.0

28% 6.4 21.01

.29% 6.2 20.3

30% 170 6.0 19.

(Continued)
le See pp.

*2. Based on data from PC/E1 Salvador.
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SLOPE

155 k

WARM SLOPE

0

DISTANCE BETWEEN Dimas

31%

32%

33%

34%

4

bit
5.8 18.0
5.6. 18.4
5.4 17.7
5.2 17.0

35% isp 5.0 16.4
36% 49 16.1
31% 4 .8 15.7

. 38% 4 . 7 15.4 ,:-:'
39% . 4.6 15.1.
40% 22° 4.5 14.8
41% 4.4 14.4
42% 4.3 14.1

I
43% 4.3 13.6
44% ' 4.1 13.4
45% 240 4.0 1361

1
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Lams Li

HUNGER SIGNS IN COMMON CROPS

Before trying to spot hunger signs, read over p. 56.

Nitrogen

Corn. Sorghum. Wheat, Rice

. Young plants are stunted and ipindly with yellowish -
green leaves. In older plants, the tips of the ,19wer
leaves first show yellowing which up the mid-rib in a
shaped pattern, the leaf. margins staying green. In some
cases, there's a general yellowing --of the, lower leaves.
In severe N hunger, the lower leaves soon turn brown and
die from the tips onward. This efiring"'can also be caused
by drought, which prevents,W uptake.

Grain and Pasture Legumes (Peanuts, Beat* Soybeans, KUdzutetc(0)

Many legumes like peanuts, soybeans, and pasture legumes
can fix all or most of their'N if properly nodulated by the
right strain of Rhizobia bacteria. Others like lima beans,
common' beans, and peas are less efficient and need ferti-
lizer N.

N deficient legumes have pale green leaves with a yel«
lowish tinge, starting first with ,pe lower leaves; in later
stages, leaf drop may occur.

If an efficient N fixer like peanuts or soybeans shows
deficiency symptomstaheck for-adequate nodulation (see p.119).

Vegies

Tomatoes, first\show stunted growth and loss of normal
green color first\in\the younger, upper, leaves which stay
small and thin; the whole plant gradually becomes light
green to pale yellow; the veins begin to change from light
green to purple, especially on the underside. Plewer_bUds
turn yellow and drop off, and fruits are smalle'l

Cucumbers and squash first show leaf stunting and a
loss of deep green; stems are spindly and fruits are light
in,color (cucumbers).

Other vegies show a general leaf yellowing.

Phosphorus

Corn. Sorghum, WheatA_Rice

Hunger signs are mo0likely during early growth. Mild
shortages usually cause stunting w/o clear leaf signs. More

el. Tomato stems ray _turn purple.



(Hunger signs, continued)
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Calcimm

Deficiencies are rare in most crops except vegies.
som drot of om is mainly caused by calcium defic-
ienc es. celery w develop brown,/doceying areas in its
heart leaves. Carrot roots have cavity spots.

Magnesium

CornL, Sorghum. Small.Grains

tiel
In corn and sorghum, a genet yellowing of the la reg

leaves is the first sign; even ally, the area between the
veins turns light yellow to alnbst white while the veins
stay fairly green; as the deficiencio-progreises, the leaves
turn reddishpurple along their edges and tips starting at
the lower leaves and working upward. Signs aren't clear-cut
in small grains.

Lewes_

In early stages, so e leaves become pale green between
the main veins and then urn a deep yellow, except at the
basei.

Vegies

Cabbage, cucumber, watermelon, tomato, eggplant, And pep-
per are the most susceptible. TOmatoep get brittle leaves
which may curl upwards (can be caused by other things too);
the veins stay dark green while the areas between turn
yellow and then finally brown.

Wye. r, tg SuSPect mg, Defici neies:Arid, sandy soils or- those
1 med with a material lacking magnesium.

Sulfur

ee to Ssec : Volcanic soils; acid, sandy, heavily leached
so ls; where low sulfur fertilizers have been used.

Corn, Sorghum, Small Grains

These crops have low S needs compared to cabbage family
crops and legumes. .Stunted growth, delayed maturity, and
a general,.yellowing of the leaves (as distinguished from
N deficiencies) are the main signs. SoMetimes, the veins
may-stay green which can be mistaken for iron' or zinc. de-
ficiency; however, iron and zinc shortages are more likely
in slightly acid to ,basic soils, while S, hunger occurs most
often in acid soils.

Legumes and Vesies

Not readily .recognizable.
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(Hun r soigne, continued)
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Zinc

Where to Suspect,: Most common above a pH of 6.8.

Corn. Sorghum. Small Grains

Coin: Shows the most clearscut zinc hunger signs of all
crops. If severe, symptoms appear within 2 weeks of
emergence. A broad band of bleached tissue on each side
of the leaf mid-rib, beginning at the base of the leaf
and occuring mainly on the lower half of the leaf is
typical.. The mid-rib and leaf margib stay green, and '
the plants are stunted. Mild shortages may causes
an interveinal striping similar to iron or manganese
deficiency." HoweVer, in Fe and Mn shortages, the in..
terveinal striping runs the full length of the leaf.

Sorghum,: Similar to corn but less interveinal striping, and
the white band is more defined (lower part. of the
leaves).

Small Grains: Less common and easily spotted.

/ Soybeans, Beans: Area between the leaf veins becomes yellow
to white; most severe on lower leaves; the affected areas
may turn brown or grey and die.

Y.

Iron

Where to Suspect: Above a pH of 6.8. Sorghum is the most
sensitve crop.

Corn. Sorghum: Sorghum is much more -prone to iron hunger.
Both crops show an interveinal yellowing that extends the
full length of the leaves (especially the upper ones).
Hard-to diagnose in small grains. Legumes show similar inter-
veinal yellowing.

Manganese,

Where to suspect: Above pH 6.8. Sandy or heavily leached soils.
Tomatoes,- beans, lettuce, onion, radish,

Corn. Sorghum. Small Grail* Small grains (esp. oats) are much
more sensitive than corn or sorghum. Oats show gray-brown
dead spots on the leaf margins, first on the higher leaves.'
The spots can turn into streaks and enlongate; the upper
half or 2/3rds of the leaf may fall over due to dead tissue.

Beans. Soybeans! Intervetnal yellowing to whitening; veins
stay green; brown spots and dead areas form (maybeconfused'
with dieases). Occurs on newer leaves.

yeaies,: Tomatoes show interveinal yellowing.
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(Hunger signs, continued)
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R2E2la

where to Suspect: Acid, sandy soils or high pH soils. Cab.
bage family, carrots, celery, tomatoes,
and sweetpotatoes are most sensitive. Boron
deficienry is the most common of all the
micronutrients in vegies..

Veaies: Symptoms vary a ot with the crop. Table beetg, tsar
pips, and other moot crooq show dark spots on the
root, usually at the thickest part. _Plants are
stunted with smaller then normal leaves which de-
velop yellow and purple-red blotches; leaf stalks
show a length-wise slitting. Growing point may die.

Lettuc shows malformation of the quicker growing
eaves, death of the growing point, and leaf tip

burning and spotting..

tr.

Molybdenum

Where to Suspect: Acid soils; legumes, cabbage family (esp.
cauliflower*

Legumes: Since Mo is needed by Rhizobia N fixing bacteria,
Mo hungry, legumes often show the same signs as
in N deficiency.

Cauliflower. Cabbage. Broccoli: Inter-veinal yellowing along
with cuppfilg of the leaf margins; leaves have a whiplike
appearance.
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INDEX

Acid forming fertilizeri 77-78
Acidity (See also Soil pH)

active vs. reserve 140-141
Alkali problems 43, 144-50
Alkalinity 40-41
AIUMinUM toxicity 43, 137
Ammonium nitrate 74
Ammonium nitrogen 7, 39, 45-46
Ammonium pnosphate 75
Ammonium phosphate sulfate 75
Ammonium sulfate 74
Anhydrous ammonia 75
Anion 38

Bananas 134-136
Basic slag 76
Beans 45, 117-118
Bonemeal 66
Boron 49, 83, 145, 148
Broadcasting 84
Burned lime (quicklime)139

Cassava (manioc, yuca) 121-122
Cation 38
Cation exchange capacity 39, 140
Chelates 77
Clay(s) 3-4

hydrous oxide clays 3
negative charge 3
silicate clays 3
tropical vs. temperate 3-4

Clayey soils 12-13
Coffee 132-134
Color (see Soil)
Complete fertilizer 72
Composts & composting 62-65
Contour lines 25-30
COntour cropping 25\
Copper 49, 83
Corn 109-113

"hunger signs" 156-160
Cucumber 124, 125, 126

Demonstrations 56
Denitrification 116
Depth (see Soil)
Disk harrow 32
Disk plow 32 -

Dolomitic limestone 76, 82, 138
Double-digging 35
Drainage 18-19
color as a guide 19
effect on crop growth 19
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Earthworms 69-70
Eggplant 124, 126
Erosion 20-30-
Evaporation 15, 18
Exchange capacity 39, 140

Fertilizers
acid forming 77-78
application methods 84-87
chemical vs. organic 58-60
economics 89-91
effect on pH 77-78
granular 71
liquid 61, 86
foliar,86-87
mixing 100-101
organic 58-68

Fertilizer burn 87-88
Fixation (N) 7, 45
Fixation (P) 47,81
Foliar fertilizers 86787

Grase.-/-Ngume pastures 129
Gras. 127-130

° Green ..anure crops 67
Gypsum 77, 121, 148

Hardpans 19, 20
Hole placement 85
Humus 4-5, 39
Hunger signs 156-160
Hydrated lime 139
Hydrous oxide clays 3

Innoculation (legumes) 119-120
Ion 38
Irrigation 17-18, 87
Iron 49, 83, 114

K
2
0 72

Leaching 36-39, 41, 46
Legumes 7, 129
Lettuce 124, 125
Limestone 48., 82,.138
Liming 137-143
materials 138-139
overliming 143

Loams.10-12
Luxury consumption 00 48, 128

Macronutrients 44
Magnesium 48, 76, 82, 138
Manganese 49

deficiency 49, 83, 118
toxicity 43, 137
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Manioc see Cassav6)
Manure 60-61

amount produced 61
low P content 61
nutrient value 60
storing, applying 61-62

micro-organisms 7
Micronutrients 44, 49-50, 87, 8.3

Minium tillage 33
Mixing fertilizers 100-101
Molybdenum 44, 49-50, 83, 119
Mottling 19
Mulching 68

Negative charge (see exchange
capacity)

Nitrate 7, 45-46
Nitrogen 45-46
Nitrogen fixation 7, 45
Nodulation 120
Nutrient balance 95

Organic fertilizers 58-66
Organic matter 4-6, 39, 58
Overlirning 143

P
2
0
5

72

"Package" approach 96
Pastures 127-132
Peanuts 120-121
PePpers 124
pH 40-43, 137
Phosphorus 46-47, 75-76, 80-81
Potassium 47-48, 76, 81-82
Potassium chloride 76, 123, 88
Potassium nitrate 76
Potassium sulfate 76
Potatoes 123-124

Rhizobia bacteria 7, 45, 120
Rice 114-117
Rock phosphate 75
Roots
depth of 17

Rototiller 32

Salinity 144-150
Sand 2-3
Sandy soils 11-12
Silt 2-3
Single superphosphate 75
Slaked lime 139
Sodium 144-150
Sodium nitrate 74
Sodic soils 144-150

Soil
color 9, 19'

depth 20
drainage 18-19
'erosion 20-30
pH 40-43, 137
slope 20-24
texture 9-13
testing 52-55
tilth 13-14

Sorghum 113-114, 156-160
Soybeans 118-120
Squash 124, 125, 127
Striperopping 25
Subsoil 2
Sulfur 48-49,

fertilizers
77,
77,

82
152

-Superphosphate 75.
Sweetpotatoes 122

Texture (see under Soil)
Tillage 31
Tilth 13-14
Tissue tests 55
Tomatoes 124-126
Topsoil 2
Transpiration 15
Tropical clays 3-4, 39-40

Urea 73..128

Vegetables 124-127

Water .

amount needed by crops 17-18
avail. vs. unavail. 15
amount held by soil 16, 153

Weeds 96

Yuca (see Cassava)

Zinc 49, 83,95, 111
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Since 1961 when the Peace Corps was created:, more them 80,000 U.S. citixens have envied
as Volunteers in developing countries, living and working among the people of the Third
World as colleagues sod cozoorkors. Today 6000 Pas are involved in programs designed
to help strengthen local cspaCity to address such fundamental concerns as food
production, water supply, energy devolopment, nutrition and health education and
reforestation.

Loret Miller kuppe, Director
Everett Alveres, Jr. Deputy Director
Richard B. Abell, Director, Office of Programming and Training Coordination

Pesce Corps overseas

BELIZE
P.O. Box 487
Belize City

BENIN
IT1/1
Cotonou

BOTSWANA
P.O. Box 43
Gaborone

CAMEROON
SP 817
Yaounde

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC
SP 1080
Bangui

CHILE
thsals 27-D
Santiago

COSTA RICA
Apartado Postal
1266

San Jose

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Apartado Posts'

1414
Saoto Domingo

EASTERN CARR1SSEAN
Including: Antigua
Barbados, Grenada,
Mustserrst,
St. Kitts-Nevis,
St.Iucia,St.
Vincent, Dominic.

"Erin Court"
Bishops Court Hill

P.O. Box 696-C
Bridgetown, Barbados

ECUADOR
WM. 635-A
Quito

offices:

PIJI
P.O. Box 1094
Buys

GABON
N-Y698
Libreville

EAPIEELLEhe
P.CMISSoxH2
Banjul

GHANA
P.O. Box 5796
Accra (North)

GUATEMALA
laAWi'na 1-46
Zone 2
CUatemale

HONDURAS
Apartado Postal
C-51

Tegucigalpa

JAMAICA
9 Musgrove Avenue

'Xingston 10

KENYA
30518

Nairobi

LESOTHO
P.O. lox 554

Maseru

LIBERIA
17,17.07

Monrovia

mai
171768
Lilongwe

r rtIn.ri
,

MALAYSIA
177 pales Baja Minds
Luis Lumpur

MALI
Tiflis

Bamako

MAURITANIA"W"3=
Nouakchott

MICRONESIA
P.O. DDX 336
Saipan, Mariana
Islands

MOROCCO
1, Rue Banzeste
Rabat

NEPAL
P.O. Box 613
Lathmendu

N IGER

BP 10537
Niamey

OMAN
PO Box 966
Muscat

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Tio Embassy
Port Moresby

.PARAGUAY
MiiiWican Embassy
Asuncion

PHILIPPINES
17171N71613
Manila

RWANDA
75iiericon Embassy
tigoli

SENEGAL
IP 254
Dakar
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SEYCHELLES
lox 564
Victorii

SIERRA LEONE
Private Mail Bag
Freetown

SOLOMON ISLANDS
P.O. Box 547
Soniors

SWAZILAND
P.O. Box 362
Mebane

TANZANIA
WINN
Dar as Salaam

THAILAND
42 801 Sompresong 2
PeRthbori load
Bangkok 4

TOGO
SP 3194
Lome

?omcA-
11717.7

Muku'Alofo

TUNISIA
17i;;;Ionis
Braille

UPPER VOLTA
BP 537-Seasndin
Ouagadougou

SISTERS SAWA
P.O. Box 880
Apia

YEMEN
Wa7Box 1151
Sans's

ZAIRE
'SP 697
'Linehan^


